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EDITOR'S NOTES
This issue of @0"oooQta contains eight articles: two from philosophy of culture,
two from political phiosophy, and one each from feminism, gender, and language;
philosophyofeducation;philosophyofliterature;andphilosophyofnature.
Thereare
also a book review and a book note.
In his work, "Nakem ken ulimek: Ahermeneutics of silence in the Ilokano cosmic
S. Alterado argues that a look at a nonrationalist, nontechnocratic, and
non-Western paradigm might lead to a more humane, just, and sustainable world. He
believes that the Ilokano cosmic self or cosmic sense of being (Nakem) is rooted-like
the Chinese heavenly Daa that sustains everything in the world--on an ontology that
is deeply founded on the tradition of silence (ulimek).
Emmanuel Ifeanyi Ani, in his artiqle, "Conflict and dialogue perspectives to social
change: Insights from anAfrican culture"-after distinguishing conflict from aggression
and after distinguishing various kinds of verbal conflict-tries to explain in the paper
how, through some insights from the Akan of Ghana, various effective constraints to
agressiveness "can be built in social policy" and eventually in culture.
Contrary to some existing theories of the narrative which are applied to teaching
and research methods, Noelle Leslie dela Cruz in her article, "Teaching as storytelling:
Ontological and ethical implications," attempts to show that Paul Ricoeur's concept of
narrative is relevant not only to methodology but also as a basis to a learning process
that emphasizes subjectivity and authenticity, and that provides ethical principles for

self," Danlo

teaching as storytelling.
In "Gender linguistics and literary elements in Turkic languages: A perspective,"
Khayala Mammadova, after some preliminary discussions on gender linguistics, tries
to show that historically, as reflected in Turkic and Azerbaijani languages, there is
gender symmetry (measurable equal representation of both sexes) but fewer asymmetry
(unequal treatment of women by men), which apparently was due to linguistic influences
and borrowings from other cultures.
Lok Chong Hoe believes thatAristotle's tragic effect as applied to tragic plays
has its modern relevance precisely because tragic plays "say something about the
human condition." In "Aristotle's tragic effect: Its application to tragic plays and its
modern relevance," the author argues that a well-structured tragic plot, together with
cerlain character qualities, can maximize this tragic effect in terms of the arousal of pity
and fear and the catharsis of these emotions.
How do wevalue nature?RizalinoNobleMalabedaims in "Naturein ourmidst" to
construct an account of value that "will serve to justify and guide our actions and
interactions" with nature. Taking the whole of nature as a system of purposes (biosphere
or ecosystem), the human condition is that of "dependence and being within nature."
Moreover, since nature "acts autonomously" in that "its action ends with the life support
system that sustains us," we are therefore enabled to ascribe moral value and political
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agency to nature. The final thrust of the paper is to explain the apparent paradox that we are
in nature and nature is among us.
Nicolae Rarnbu discusses the demonic nature of power, especially political power. In
"Realism and idealism in the demonic nature of political power," he traces the original idea
from Niccolo Machiavelli's The prince.In a situation where what prevails is the dark side of
the human individual, power demonism is a realistic and positive thing. Any idealist
conception of power in this situation is going to fail.
In "Theory and practice: The Ari stotelian, Plotinian, and Marxian perspectives,"
Ferdinand D. Dagmang discusses the various nuances of the notion "theory and practice"
from different ideological perspectives. On the basis of "contextual or geographical
rootedness," he traces the variations of meaning and emphasis on either theory or practice,
and relate their significance to Christian theologies.
Irni dlR. Garciare views KatrinaHutchison andFionaJenkins'sWomeninphilosophy:
What needs to change as pofiraying the ' practices of professional philosophy and finds it
gendered and unfavorable to women." The book has eleven chapters and each chapter
presents a feministproblem and a solution. The titles, e.g., are very revealing: "women in
philosophy: Why should we care?," *Implicit bias, stereotype threat, and women in
philosophy," "Rethinkingthemoral significanceof micro-inequities: Thecaseof womenin
philosophy," "Women and deviance in philosophy," "singing the post-discrimination blues:
Notes for a critique of academic meritocracy," "Models and values: why did New z,ealand
philosophy departments stop hiring women philosophers?," "Sages and cranks: The
difficulty of identifying first-rate philosophers," "Women in and out of philosophy," "The
silencing of women," "Finding time for philosophy," and "Not just a pipeline problem:
Improving women's participation in philosophy inAustralia." The solutions offered on
these problems aim at allowing women to have an equal status in philosophy as men.
In the book note on Jenny Dousson's interpretation of Giorgio Agamben's philosophy
on time, language, and visuality, wilfried M. A. vanhoutte notes how Dousson presents
Agamben in four chapters. She stresses Agamben's philosopy of "taking place" that occurs
in time (the occurrence of the "here-now" or whatAgamben calls the messianic time),
Ianguage (what happens when a step is made from language to speech), and visualization
(the picturalizationof speech). Vanhoutte notes that a good understanding of Agamben's
philosophy requires a substantial background in postmodemism and classical philosophy.
We wish the readers to have an enjoyable reading of these fascinating articles.

Rolando M. Gripaldo

Editor
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NAKEM KEN ULIMEK: A HERMENEUTICS
OF SILENCE IN THE ILOKANO COSMIC SELF2
Danilo S. Alterado
Saint Louis University
Baguio City
The Ilocano sense of self or rmkemislNgely "cosmic," if by cosmic we mean
all-inclusive view of the place of the human person in the ambit of the totality
ofreality.

an

---Danilo

S.

Alterado, 20 1 2

The dominant paradigmfor development and cultural progress is in crisis.
Despite its rationalist, technocratic, andWestern-centeredthinking, itfailed
to bring a more humane, just, and sustainable world. If humanity has to build

a more just and sustainable world , then it should give cognizance of the
" Other"-the margins of the Westent-globalized culture. The task is to search

for balance in awakening new discourses and linguistic worldviewsfrom
nonutilitarian, nontechnolo gical, an^d non-We ste rn traditions.
This paper endeavors to explore and expand the communicative potential
of silencefromnon-Westent cultural spaces, of Asian-incligenous worldviews
as hermeneutical key to critical and cosmic consciousness. Specifically, it
speaks of the llokano cosmlc Nakem (co smic self or cosmic sense ofbeing). At
the core of the llokanoNakemis acosmic impulse that situates this indigenous
culture's resilience within the dissipating ecological integrity. Just like in
otherAsian classical texts, e.g., Taoismwhere it speaks of a heavenlyDao
which is the origin and the law that sustains everything in the world, the
Ilokano cosmic self lays ct core of cultural belief-an ontology that is deeply
founded on the tradition of silence.
By seeking out a decisive breakfromdominantframewctrks, this paper
the possibility of articulating alternative cultural and linguistic
experiences as a political imperative towards a democratized world.

arguesfor

INTRODUCTION: THE MARGINS AS HERMENEUTICAL KBY
Philosophy as the school of freedom (LINESCO, 2007) holds the promise for peripheral
and indigenous thoughts to come to the forefront beyond the dominant paradigm of the

West which is predominantly rationalistic and technocratic. By giving voice to the
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marginalized thoughts, itopens up for the emergence of

a

decentered doing of philosophy,

that is, the "philosophy of the displaced and outcast, the exile and the deportee, the
immigrant and the homeless, of those who have been deprived of their native tongue and
thoughf' (Caputo 2OOO, II4 italics supplied). As such, it radicalizes the herrneneutical
praxis by insisting of the "thinking of the other" and "of the coming of the other."
The "coming/thinking of the other" as the heart of hermeneutical enterprise expresses
philosophy's ancient beginnings as "love of wisdom" which is concemed not only with the
care for the soul but likewise for the well-being of the "other." Such practice cannot but
heighten the learning from the ways of thinking for the other. Philosophy makes a lot of
sense if it fulfills its function of attending to the care of the other. It therapeutically works
more forthe tranquility of the soul if it cares forthe other. Cerlainly, bringing this ancient
intetpretation anew to ourpresent situation reawakens our consciousness to a new culture
of caring and thinking of the other and to a much needed new educational philosophy in
today's world characterizedby power, domination, andmarket-drivenvalues. This, we cannot
emphasize enough.
The current picture of our world is lamentable. It is widely believed that the dominant

paradigm for development and cultu4al progress is in crisis. Despite its rationalist,
technocratic, and Westem-centered thinking, which had brought about unprecedented
material wealth and technological might to the West, it failed to bring a more humane, just,
and sustainable world. Economic, political, and cultural malaise such as wars, socio-cultural
relapse, economic crunch, as well as the global ecological crisis continue to threaten peaceful

social existence, human survival, and the sustainability of our planet. These dominant
Western epistemologies and ways of thinking had led to the wanton wastage of the
planet's resources which in tum inflicted upon us global warrning. Likewise, the same ways
of thinking had spurred the division of cultures, viz., hegemonic cultures that marginalized
other cultures. On the one hand, avarice for corporate wealth and political power had
continuously prevailed and, on the other hand, crimes against persons and properlies had
risen (Metzner 1993). Amidst these alarming symptoms of global malaise and collapse, one
cannot but ask, what went wrong in our people and our world?
In this systemic degeneration of Westem influenced epistemologies and paradigm of
progress, the task is to search for balance in awakening new discourses and linguistic
worldviews and the nonutilitarian, nontechnological, and non-Westem ffaditions. If humanity
had to build a more just and sustainable world, then it should be cognizant of the "Othef'
margins of the Western-globalized culture-as tfue key to this search for new
-the
epistemologies from indigenous linguistic worldviews.
The challengethen tophilosophical hermeneutics here is that of "midwifery" thatis,
to bring forth a new way of looking at human nature and relating with the cosmos hherent
in the human activigz calledcommunication.

ON THE LIMITS OF WESTERN COMMUNICATION THEORIES
From the West comes the prominence of overwhelmingly rationalist, materialist, and
technocratic theories of knowledge and ontologies. Two dominant classifications of the
theories of lcrowledge, nan'rcly,nnturvuksenschajlenand. geisteswissenschrtjlenhaveyielded
to positivism and instrumental rationality. These epistemic theories that have enamored
much not only empirical sciences but also social, cultural, and human sciences are central to
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the epistemological nightmare of past centuries. In search of fresh perspective to defuse the
positivistic tendencies of the Westem mind, a shift to the ways of human communication
and discourse is sought. It is believed that by retrieving the emancipatory potential inherent

in human communication, the West is geared towards

a

ffansformed world.

However, even the so-called linguistic turn in philosophical parlance whose
progenitors come from differentperspectives, may itbe analytical, structural, poststructural,
or postmodem, generally maintains a skeptical attitude on the inherent power in language
and communication. This skepticism lies in the fact that language meaning is in constant
flux and, as such, its affiniqr and instrumentation to powerrelation in social existence makes
it suspect as ideological.
Nonetheless, since development and progress are inevitably a requirement in all
domains of human life, in both intellectual and practical, as well as at the individual and
collective levels, there is no doubt that how language and communication are undertaken
and how they are understood and employed, remain crucial to the project of the wider
scheme of socioeconomic, political, cultural, and ecological transformation. It has been
argued that enlightened communication as expressed in varied paradigms that define it is
foundational in social existence and stan{s close to the promise of transformation proper to
thehuman species.
Discourse theorists hold that by enlightened communication through rational and
moral argumentation can lead to the reaching of mutual understanding between and among
interlocutors. Understanding via consensus building holds the promise of emancipatory
change. But what is in rational discourse or communicative language that possesses the
guarantee of mutual understanding towards liberative action? Jurgen Haberrnas (1987), a
prominent discourse and critical theorisg speaks of communicative competence or validity
claims as always and already embedded in rational discourse. Communicative language in

unit-the speech act-holds the promise of rational consensus towards
emancipation. Speech acts are not just utterances but possesses perlocutionary force for
action on the interlocutors. Speech acts presuppose at the least two people engaged in
communication, andthusembed these actors (theparties incommunication) intheinteractive
its atomic

domainof sociallife.
The fourcommunicativecompetencies which are always andalready presentin each
speech act are intelligibility, truthfulness, rightness, and sincerity (Habermas 1988). The
first fulfills the requirement of comprehensibility in linguistic utterances, that is, the words
uttered are intelligible to the hearer. The three others-truthfulness, rightness and sincerityare assurances that the words spoken are enffenched in three worlds, namely, the objective,
social, and subjective worlds of the interlocutors.
Truthfulness rcfers to the objective world, which means the speech act corresponds
to the "truth of the state of affairs" of the world. Rightness refers to the social world. The
words spoken in any way conform to the community/society's shared meanings and values.
Sincerity fulfills the requirement of the subjective and intersubjective world. This means
that the words spoken carry no deception and are all heartfelt words coming from the
speaker. The speaker is sincere in her/his words as s/he communicates. All together, these
four communicative competencies hold the promise of consensual agreement towards
liberative action.

Thepowerof the communicativetheory to affectffansformative actionrests on both
intrinsic and extrinsic elements of communicative language, thatis, the fourvalidity claims
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or communicative competencies and the rules of argumentation which are prior to any
communicative engagement. By and through these (universal competencies and rules of
argumentation), the "unforced force of the better insight" will emerge to arbitrate on
arguments and counter-arguments and eventually grounds it,viz.,becoming the norm of
communication towards enlightened emancipatory action.
Given the limitation of all human discourse, genuine communication may not be always
possible and that agreements are not always guaranteed. Nonetheless, so long as rational
discourse is possible, communication/discourse theorists maintain that coming into rational
consensus is never far fetch to attain. Discourse itself holds the procedural promise of
attaining mutual understanding. In cases of error, the same procedure can be sought to
screen out ideologies and test the validity of agreements. Arguments are far, far much better
than arrnaments. Discourse remains to be a better altemative to violence. Indeed, rational
communicativelanguagehas one chief aim, thatis, forhumans as communicative-linguistic
beings to reach mutual understanding towards emancipation.
It has to be commended that Westem communication and discourse theories bring
the hope for a better world for they dared to bank on the liberative power that resides in
humancommunication. Likewise, ithas tobe acknowledgedthatthere areWestem thoughts
and theories that bank on the recognition of the "Other" as essential in all human life, such
as, the Levinasian (1998) primacy of the "face of the other," Jacques Derrida's (1999)
"thinking of the other as justice," Carol Giligan's (1994) "in a differenr voice," John D.
Caputo's (2000) ' philosophy of the displaced and outcast. . .," to mention a few. Despite
these, however, it cannot be denied that there is also the preponderance of positivist
culture. Thatbeing said, nonetheless, Westem communication/discoursetheories generally
remain within flre ambit of rationalist-materialist and positivist purview. Its entrapment with
such "methodological exclusivism" makes itself reductionist andmyopic in its conception
of human communication. It has limited human communication within the construct of
verbal and nonverbal state of affairs within the so-called' postrnetaphysical thinking"-an
epistemology built on the ruins of ontology (Habermas 197 1). Also, there is the incredulify
on communicative language holding the promise of a transformed world because language
meaning itself is in constant flux. Thus, it fails to see the wider dimension of possibilities in
human nature and cosmology.

THE HERMENEUTIC OF SILENCE
Recognizing the intrinsic theoretical and practical limitations of the prevailing
communication/discourse theories, the task ofphilosophical hermeneutics is to rethinkthe
current communication theories and engage them with the widemnderstanding of possibilities

in human communication. This is crucial in the confrontation with the pregiven
epistemological constructs through which we are allowed.to perceive the world.
These altemative conceptions, however, cannot be meaningfully understood in isolation
with existing communication theories. It means that tlre task of a meaningfirl search for altemative
ways of looking at and communicating with the world does not mean completely denying or
supplanting Westem communication/discourse theories butby way of a critique that gives
themthe spaceto expandto new andfreshperspectives comingfromnon-Westem models.
Non-Westemmodels of communication anddiscoursehave givengreat significance

ontheelementof silenceandtheroleitplaysintheactivityofcommunicating.Twocompelling
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questions are: "Can real communication happen in silence?" or "Can communication be a
silent activify?" While we find in Westem theories a growing acceptance of the importance
of "silence" in the practice of self-reflection as integral to communication, it has not been
bold enough to explicate its communicative potential which is indispensable for holistic and
genuine communication. When set within the wider domain of transcultural approaches of
communication, dominant Westem communication/discourse theories recede back in their
valuation of "silence" due to their inflection of the dominant rationalist, utilitarian, and
technocratic ways of knowing. Itcarries a rathernegative-weightedmeaning. Silencehas
often been considered important because it denies the voice of the "Other," e.g., minoritieswomen, elderly and children, indigenous people, including altemative epistemic models. In
the discourse of power and domination, this is the "silence of oppression"-a negative
silence.

This conception of negative silence may be contributive to the understanding of
human communicationl however, it does not capture the fullness of the communicative
potential intrinsic in silence. In fact, it is in silence that one can truly listen. Western
communication/discourse theories most often devalue silence, for it gives more credence to
promptrational attentiveness as to mean listening. However, genuine listening happens
only in silence. When one listens to its interiority, s/he should have at a least a "moment of
silence" and a person who has truly listened to oneself can respond eamestly to the ' 'Other."
Thus, authentic silence is an integral requirement of the subjective element of sincerity in
authentic discourse and argumentation.
Indigenous and non-Westem experience of silence reveals richness and depth. Cultural
practices or rituals when a spouse passed away for the Maori tribe, for instance, the widowed
spouse is expected to express sorrow publicly by maintaining vows of silence, for it is
believed that in vows of silence widows can experience inner change. Likewise, there are
significant epistemological elements inherent in the practice of silence. It is through deep
silence-a deep inner stillness-that other knowing spaces open up. It is always believed,
figuratively speaking, that "in silence even themuddy andmurky watercanbecomeclear."
It is through the medium of silence thatthe deep communicability of the cosmos becomes
possible, where the inner voice ofnature can be heard and perceived.
Indigenous and non-Westem conception of silence, howeveq is not pure intellection
or cognitive activity but rather experiential and intuitionat. This valorization of silence is a
subjective realization that comes through living with the rhythm of the land, hearing the
"voice" of the earth, the sky, the ocean, the rivers, the trees, and the mountains. It is in
silence that one knows the interconnectedness of all things through the experience of the
state of oneness with all things in the greater scheme of things in the cosmos. It is a voice
that is heard through silence, a deep inner stillness.

INDIGENOUS EASTERN WORLDVIEWS
In the Eastern traditions, there is a tremendous richness of meaning attached to
silence. The Taoist thought, for example, speaks of a he avenly Dao, which is the origin and
the law that sustains everything in the world (Shen 2012, 84). Ttris Daois described as it can
neitherbe seennorheard-whichmeans silenceistakingup and sense-basedcommunication
leaves off. It is in deep silence that one can have a glimpse of understanding the eternal Dao.
En'rnologically, thewordDaomeans apathorawayforathinkingheadto walkalong
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for a way out; it is that which renders all ways to be the way. It is itself not a physical way,
even if theimage of leading on a way is always presentin Chinese imagination (Shen 2012,
85). The word Dao canalso mean "to direct," "to guide," and even sometimes "to say." This
signification of guiding and directing could be extended to mean principle or reason and the
significance of saying could mean fi.lther as discourse or speech. In all these characterizations
it presupposes silence as an active condition ofintuitional understanding.

Furthermore, Daoist classical text attributes characteristics to this unfathomable
and unnameable Dao as follows, "...there seems to be a state of undifferentiated whole,

existing before heaven and earth; inaudible and invisible, it is self-subsistent and
boundless, acting pervasively and ceaselessly, and could be the mother of heaven and
earth. . .." (Shen 2012, 87).
The eatly Daozsl concept of wu-wei is very suggestive

of the importance of silence.
This concept is popularly known as the principle of inaction-4oing and accomplishing
by inaction. It connotes a deep sense of harmony with the working of nature which
presupposes the dialectic dynamics of both spontaneity and nonspontaneiry in its process
(Chong Beng2013,2). Implicit to this dialectic movement is the sense of silence as a
necessary presupposition for its perception. Recent rereading of wu-wei expands its
application to ethics, viz., it offers a unique way of responding to the moral imperative and
all essential elements of human existence (Chong Beng 2Ol3,l2). Its ethical insight is
founded on the harrnony of inclination and principle that allows moral existence to fianscend
ideological and moral dogmatism.
In Hindu tradition, the communication of meaning is considered to be weakly linked to
verbal language because its fuller expression lies beyond language. Philosophy is regarded as
Dashnna, which is an instrument of vision/seeing beyond the physical reality. In a similar
manner, in Buddhist tradition, the highest form of knowledge, absolute knowledge, is believed
to be intuitional in nature. This means it is communicated through the medium of silence. True

communicationhappens when one speaks withoutthemouth andhears withoutthe ears.
In indigenous and Eastem traditions, the whole world of communicative experience
goes beyond the scope of the sensory and the physicat. At the heart of these traditions lies
the essential role of the practice of silence as an integral component of genuine and holistic
communication experience.

SILENCE (ULIMEK) IN THE ILOKANO "COSMIC" NAKEM
The Ilokano word for silence is ulimek. tllimek as authentic silence hinges the
understanding of acosmic worldview. Itis intrinsically linked with the cosmic Nakem.If we
are seriously concerned with the ultimate understanding of reality, we have to accept that
human spoken language does not have the last say about everything there is, and if we are
to assume a common reference as a starting point, we have the reality of "God" or the whole
of the cosmos. In here, authentic silence is our first and perhaps our conunon ground.
As notto fall into someperformative contradiction as we are utilizing human language,
we have to accept that language is not the whole of human reality. We have to recognize
that reality is not exhausted in language, and that our human access to reality and truth is
not only by means of words. And so, human language is amazing because precisely it puts
into words silence. Authentic silence dawns the moment we are in the midst of the very
source of being, which is at the same time the source of the word (Panikkar 1995).
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The word of silence (Panikkar 1995, 41) does not mean word about silence but the
silence that is in every word. It does not mean the silent word, but the silence's word, the
silencethatis ineveryword-thewordmade of silence. Itisby trulyenteringinto "authentic
word," not denying or repressing it, one may discover or rediscover the source out of which
the authentic word speaks. Silence is neither the simple negation of words nor a question of

forcing silence by acts ofviolence, but one ofdiscovering/rediscovering silence in
discovering/rediscovering authentic word/s. Fromherethenall owwords willbetruewords,
words of justice, of reverence, of power.
This authentic silence or ulimek for the Ilokanos connects and reconnects to the
authentic wordof nakem-Ihe Ilokano sense of being as fundamentally cosmic. The
relationship betweenulimekardrnkemis neithermonistic nor dualistic. There is an intrinsic
and constitutive polarity between ulimek and nnkem---one mekes the other possible and
vice versa. By intrinsic and constitutive polarities we mean neither independent nor
interdependent relationship but more of intradependent, that is, where both are mutually
inclusive. This inffadependent relationship of ulimekandnakem speaks of origination. It
does notimply simply goingbackto origins, butitis moreof dpamic taking theorigin with
us in order to proceed ahead.
This sense of silence is of universal value. Just like in other cultures, the Ilokanos
give primary value to authennc ulimek. For the Ilokano, from the beginning of life in the
womb to its birthing moment, ulimek is foundational; ulimek is needed to have sound rest
after a dayJong work; ulimekis so endeared for authentic listening in communication with
the spouse, family members, and the community ; ulimek is are4uisite of deep sorrow when
one loses abelovedfriendorfamily member;thesarneulimeftis needed when one comes to
terms with oneself in self-reflection; authentic ulimekislikewise an expression of joyful
thanksgiving. In creative rage of protesttowards societal transformation, ulimekisboth
essential and support; in showing genuine reverence to the bounty of nature and the
cosmos, ulimekis wonderment; and in sincere worship to the transcendent origin of all,
ulimekis arecourse and aresource.
Furthermore, the very essence of authentic silence integral to genuine and holistic
discourse is embedded in the concept of the Ilokano c osmic Nakem. Silence is a requisite
condition to the understanding of the cosmic self. Cosmic Nakem levels up human
consciousness and communication to a higher ground of interconnectedness in human
existential reality. As an epistemological flame in knowing the self and reality, it goes beyond
boundaries of Westem epistemologies of naturwi,ssenschnfien and geisteswissenschaften.
Cosmic consciousness as epistemology cuts across them and integrates both into a
meaningfulwhole.

ILOKANO COSMIC WORLDVIEW
A closer look into the Ilokano cosmic worldview shall manifest the communicative
potential of silence in this altemative epistemic model.
How does the Ilokano view herself, others, and the world? If the Ilokano way of life is,
by and large, determined by her manner of existing, in its act of presencing and thinking,
what consciousness explicitly pervades the self? In what undertakings are the Ilokano
interested in, what are her concerns? Does her worldview reveal who she really is? By
"worldview" we refer to the totality of a people's understanding or a vision of themselves
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as conditioned by their natural and cultural environment, as well as their changing social
realities. In short, aworldview is apeople's paradigm thatnecessarily provides them amodel
or frame of analysis of the world and its relations to it. There is wealth of resource in Ilokano
language and literature that needs to be unpacked to enunciate the Ilokano self-knowledge.
The Ilokano ontological, cosmological or cultural ethos or sense of self requires the
understanding of the world created and recreated by language. This necessitates a certain
mastery and grasp of the structure of the Ilokano or Iloko language and literature (Agcaoili
etal. 2WI,159). The Ilokoliterary texts, forinstance, illustratethellokanoethno-cosmological
sense of self. There is a pattern in the assigned meaning to the textual description of the
Ilokano worldview whose dimensions are neither separated nor fragmented but integrated
and complementary (Agcaoili et al. 2001).
Furthermore, despite its perceived inherent methodological limitation (viz., tendency

of uprooting the indigenous words from sociocultural and historical context), pioneering

attempts to articulate the Filipino self-understanding, for instance, employed

a

metalinguistic analysis of the dominant lowland languages, viz., Tagalog, Visayan, and
Ilokano to underscore features suggestive of a common worldview (Mercado 1974). This
paradigm brings us to identify an originary element in the Ilokano linguistic structure
which is embedded in the Ilokano lifeworld. The word nakemembodies the Ilokano sense
of being (Agcaoili 2013, 1 182).
Thewordnakem is the mostcomprehensiveindigenous termthatrenders the Ilokano
interiority, the core and the worth of one's personhood. Etymologically, the Ilokano prehx
naindicates fultness, asrn naimba,g which means "fullness of the good," and the Ilokano
suffrxkemis suggestive of one's interiority.Tltus,nnkem encompasses otherllocano terms
that are equally suggestive of interiority llke rikna (feelings), konsensya (conscience),
pakinakem(wtlJ),puso@eart),larann (spnt),arflpanLont(tnlellect) (Valdez 200I). Nakem
is the seat of a person's dignity and the essence of being human. In other words, nakem
captures the Ilokano sense of being. It is the center of maturity expected of every person. It
is the core of the cosmic self that enables one to desire and attain all that is good and noble
not only for oneself but for others and the environment as well.
It is that undivided and composed will that is synonymous with confidence, selfassuredness, and determination. It directs one to think, to choose, and to decide responsibly.
Nakemisthe inner compulsion that directs one to express who and what one is as a human
being. It is where one finds true peace, happiness, and contentment. It contains the ideals of

being aperson.
The Ilokano rakemis comrnunicative and interactive. It always and already embeds
itself in the concrete discursive domain of social life. This manifests the communicative and
interactive spirit of the Ilokano person and being. Significantly, the Ilokano admits the
communiry's values andreferences thatprecondition theperson's intellectandwlll. Nakem
is normative for it contains the community's ideals of moral imperatives Qtagrebbengan)
and teaching s Qtanursuro) (Valdez 2001 , 60). A p erson' s nakem will not be at peace when
his4rer thought and deeds do not conform with the community's set of values; thus he/she
may say, "I am deeply troubled" (Maburibor ti panunot/nakem ko). Oneis called mature
and responsible (nanakmarz) when one's will and reason is in conformity with societal
norms. When one acts opposite to communal norms, he/she faces sanctions and is
considered immature and a social nuisance (awanctnrnkem). This means that, socially, hel
she is thoughtless and unconcerned.
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Thenegative aspects of ztkeminply thatone needs to develop the fullnessof nnkem
epitomized by the basic goodness in one's being and person and the exemplars of the
community. Fundamentally, nakem senks the good. It is, therefore, imperative that we need
develop and sustain goodness of one's heart(naimbag anakem) (yaldez2001,61). To
magnifz the notion of the basic goodness intrinsic in nakem is to employ another Ilokano
term adda or kina-adda (being present). Thus, when one says addaan isuna ti naimbag
nga nakem (that person really possesses a good heart), it means that such a person is an
epitome of the good.Nakemthen is expressive of the ideal of the fullness of Ilokano being.
From the foregoing description of the meaning embodied in the word nnkem,rheword
no doubt presupposes the self-communicating, relational, and receptive character of person
and being-an ethos of self-understanding . Nakemis self-communicative in the sense that
it is always already embedded in the discursive domain of social life of theilokano. Nakem
is always an "embodiednakem" in an individual Ilokano person who finds himself in a
concrete social milieu and lifeworld. The idea of self-communication implies the receptive
other at the other end to complete the discursive ethos. Thus, nakem spells out the relational
and receptive character. This communicative character of the Ilok ano nakem also entails
authentic silence which allows authentic Listening integralin genuine communication.
The hermeneutics of the Ilokano "cosmic" nakem consists in the unveiling of the
inner prompting of thinking and being. Hermeneutics reveals that our thinking is an awakening
to the source of all thinking that grounds the analytical andthe critical modes of thinking.
Thecosmicis whatprovokes the anatlticat impetus of empirical science, whichis the initial
stage towards a genuine discovery. In short, the cosmic goes beyond knowledge to the
foundation of science. Thus, the quest for a cosmic self-understanding involves a renewal
of a way of life. It promotes an unmediated surrender to the totality of life and reality itself.
The cosmic self evokes the mystical sense in the whole of reality where silence becomes a
requisite of cosmic knowing and of the sense of being.
By a cosmic self one enlarges its conception of what is possible, enriches intellectual
imagination, and diminishes dogmatic tendencies that close the mind for expanding its
horizon and connectivity. More importantly, through the greatness of the universe which
the cosmic self contemplates, the self is also rendered great and becomes capable of that
union with the whole of the cosmos which constitutes its highest good.
The Ilokano sense of self ot nakemislargely "cosmic," if by cosmic we mean an allinclusive view of the place of the human person in the ambit of the totality of reality. A
cosmic sense of reality includes a thoroughgoing interiority that impels the Ilokano to
plumb the depths of her/his being through hard work in relation to a God who expects
nothing less from "her/his laborers in the harvest." This ethos of hard work as way to
as

"salvation"isfoundinthellokanoliterature(Agcaoilietal .2001,163ff).Thatis, intheface
of an unknown future, the hardworking Ilokano resigns everything to fate (gasat). For
example, the Ilokano folk drama reflects and reinforces the-Ilokano ethos. For such cultural
arts distincfly "speaks well of the Ilokanos' pervasive Go &wrd-gasat (fate) consciousness"

@osal1984,312).

Therearefourllokanofiames@anrul)ofself withinwhichwecanillustratethecosmic
nal<em-thefoufoldpiTars(uppatngapannuli).T\eide-aof Wnrulfiinthellokanoexperience

refers to the four structuraVfoundational pillars or four comer posts of a house. The fourfold
the firm foundation of the Ilokano cosmic seHthat can never be disjointed.
These frames are necessarily interconnected, integrated, and complementary to shape up a

pillan symbolize
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holistic self-understanding. The Ilokano cosmic self is proposed to be an all-inclusive reality
thatpermeates thetotality of theIlokano consciousness affecting her/his comportrnentwith
the world around herArim. More importantly, with the Ilokano cosmic self we seek to describe
the responsibility that is embedded in herlhis personality as a unique individual.

The cultural frame
The Ilokano is characterized as being hardworking and frugal, and engages primarily
in farming and fishing. The Ilokano culture represents very simple, sometimes spartan dayto-day living, focusing mostly on work and productivity, spending only on necessities and

not so much on ostentatious material possessions. The Ilokano cuisine manifests the
simplicity of I ife to many Ilokanos. The Ilokanos also exemplify a great degree of respect
and humility in their everyday dealings.
Due to the harsh geographical situation, the Ilokano culture is govemed by a strong
sense of economic well-being that forces the Ilokano to work doubly hard for herself/
himself. Hardly a mediocre individual, the Ilokano finds ways and means to survive the
onslaught of scarce resources.
To speak of the cultural domain is to speak also of the three other frames alongside
with it the ecological, the relational, and the religious. In deep silence, one recognizes and
remembers the simple unity of the fourfold pillars.

The ecological frame
Worth considering is how the care of the natural environment is one of the Ilokano
strengths. The Ilokano considers himself as part of the greater universe of both human and
nonhuman beings . Some old concepts that date back to the pre-Christian Philippines manifest
the Ilokanos profound reverence to nature as source of life. This refers to the usual appellation
of the wordApo to elements of nature like Apo Daga (I-nrdEarth), Apo Inlr (Lord Sun), Apo
Baybay (LnrdSea),Apo Bulan (I-nrdMoon), and Apo ktngit {-nrd Heaven) (Agcaoili et al.
200 1 , 1 66). To magnify sincerity, the Ilokano even dare to pledge the heavens above him

(Isapatakti batogko nga langit.).
The Ilokano c osmrc nakem recognizes nature not just as an object or resource for its
needs and wants but an "Other" that is to be respected and to relate with. It is geographically
entrenched in its conception of the world as shown in its sense of direction and experience

of weather: north is amian/an, which refers to the northern wind/breeze; south is abagat
(habagat) which refers to the southem wind; east is raya or daya, which refers to the rays
of the sun; and west is laut/laud (laot/laut), which refers to the sea (Agcaoili 2013).
To think of ecology is to think of the other frames as well. In deep silence, one
recognizes the simpleunity of the four.

The relational/communal frame
Ilokanos generally epitomize the traditional Filipino close-knit ties. Just like other
the Ilokano value the relational and communal aspects of life.
Stubbomly familistic, the Ilokano tends to suffier fiom the lures of comrption only to preserve
her kin. Culturally, the Ilokano strive to maintain and sustain good relationship with others

Filipino ethnic groupings,
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by submittinghimselflherselftotheideals andmoralimperativeof thecommunity. However,
relations can build or destroy the Ilocano world.
The indigenous practice/ffadition of "banata, " which refers to the concept/practice
of communal ownership exemplifies a deep sense of unity and connectedness. Such symbol
is often unspoken, nonthematic, and nonlinguistic but it belongs to the reservoir of the
community's shared meaning, which is sustained by the discursive lifeworlds.
The Ilokano celebrates relationship through differentpractices in the communiry,..g.,

kinaaruba (neighborhood),pinnadigo (sharing of food),panagrarambaUfiesta(feast),
saranay (cooperation/communal help), pagnagpasangbay/panangsarabo kadaguiti
sangaili (welcoming guests and visitors), and so on.
To speak of the relational frame is to speak of the three other frames as well. In deep
silence one recognizes the meaning of the simple oneness of the four.

The religious frame
Historically, Christianity is every Ilokano's reappropriated religion with an indigenous
temper. The pre-Christian Ilokano alrea{y believes in anitos, spirits. soul, afterlife, and a
transcendent "Apo" (Agcaoili et al. 2OOl, 167 -68). An Ilokano expresses reverence when

s/heleavesorsaysgoodbye,e.g.,"Diostikumuyog" ("MayGodbewithyou") or"Diosti
agaluad' ("May God be your protector"), that captures the profound imploration of God's
blessings for oneself and for everyone.
Religion plays a vital role in the shaping of the Ilokano character from birth to death
and these are shown in tle practice of public rituals, e.g., panagbunyag (baptism), kasar
(marriage riuals), panagtabon ti minatay (death rituals), etc. The practice of silence is
imperative of authentic religious life.
To think of the religious frame is also to think of the three others alongside with it, and
only in deep silence that one recognizes the meaning of the simple unity of the four.

CONCLUDING REFLECTION
In the turbulence of our times, we need authentic silence that can soothe and soften
every hardened mechanistic consciousness and heart in our human world. In silence, we
can again listen to the very depths of our being, to our fundamental interrelatedness with
one another, and to the whole of the cosmos.
Westem epistemology and communication paradigms fall short in giving the much
needed authentic andholistic communication thatthe worldneeds. Indigenous andEastem
linguistic experiences offer alternative ways of communicating that opens up new spaces

for authentic discursive experience. The practice of silence is central in Eastern
epistemologies. Silence opens up, creates, and recreates new spaces for authentic
communication towards a ffansformed world of people and the whole of the cosmos.
This communicative potential holds hue in the Ilokano cosmic naken. The Ilokano
conceptof cosmicnakem,Lkein otherEastem epistemological traditions, grounds itself in
a deep sense of silence. It is in authentic silence that one listens and recognizes the meaning
of the simpleunity of the fourfold frames orpillars.
Together, this array of frames of the Ilokano nakemmakeup an interdependentpicture
of the cosmic self that rises above each of the anthropological fourfold frames. Yes, the
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frames of the Ilokano self are various aspects of the Ilokano humanity. The face of the
Ilokano humanity looks far ahead towards the greater breadth and even to the greater depth
of the universe that encompasses her/him. Hence, adequately nurtured in the best light, the
unity of the Ilokano frames of the self creates the comprehensive core of being an Ilokano.
Pushed forward, the Ilokano self is the cosmic self that brings together in a creative
whole the distinct communicative, relational, and receptive dimensions of the Ilokano. The
cosmic self measures itself against the cosmic perspective that constantly challenges the
Ilokano to soften his/her obstinate stance before an infinite future that radicalizes his/her
capacity of resolute life.

This rediscovery and retrieval of the cosmic nakem from the Ilokano lifeworld is
expressive of the "quest for indigenous philosophy and self-determination" (Ramiscal
2013).

Finally, silence is transgressive of the hegemony of discourse. The task of
reclaiming our rights to our languages in our educational system fundamentally
necessitates a decisive break from dominant frameworks in order to release its liberative
potentials. A deep sense of silence in self-reflection to ground our Ilokano ontology,
our ethos of cultural self-understanding, is a political imperative. Likewise, the task of
philosophical hermeneutics must learn to decenter towards the margins as a key in
reclaiming the Ilokano cosmic self. This is an imperative of the task for an emancipatory,
just, and sustainable world. Here, philosophizing becomes thoroughly political in
orientation (Alterado 2013,24) and, likewise, our cosmic responsibility (Gaarder 2007).

NOTES
1 . The Ilokan o Nakem ken Ulimek in its dynamic equivalence in English means "Self
andslIence." Nakemis expressive of the Ilokano self and sense ofbeing. The Iloko language
is the third largest spoken language in the Philippines, especially in the northem part.
2. This essay is drawn from the paper presented by the author atthe 8th Nakem
Intemational Conference organizedby the IlokanoLanguage andLiteratureProgramunder

the Department of Indo-Pacific Languages and Literatures at the University of Hawaii at

Manoa in Honolulu on 14- 16 November 2014.
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FROM AN AFRICAN CULTURE
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Legon, Greqter Accra, Ghana

I examine the conflict and dialogue perspectives to social change.
Distinguishing between conflict and aggression, I argue that although conflict
of interest is inevitable, it is also"inevitable that we use aggression to cleal
with our conflicting interests. The conflicting nature of human interests mrtkes
at least verbal conflict to be unavoidable, but I distinguish between verbal
conflict and verbal aggression. With the help of Aristotle's components of
persuasion, I further distinguish benueen verbal conJlict approaches such as
rational nonaggressive, rational aggressive, and character- or emotiontargetedverbal aggression. With insightsfrom the Akan of Ghnna, I argue that
effective constroints against aggressive behaviour can be built into social
policy and, ultimately, culture. Incidentally, a critical but non-aggressive
approach to verbal conflict rhymes with an agonistic mode of dialogue that
re de ems t raditionally c o n g e nial dial o g ue
from muc h of it s w e akne s s e s.
INTRODUCTION: THE TWO PERSPECTIVES
This study appreciates intellectual efforts made by conflict resolution, conflict
ffansfomation, and conflict management theorists to reduce conflict in the world, but this
study departs from these efforts in two ways. First, what these theorists call "conflict" I call
"aggression," because I see conflict as much broader than aggression, and while I see
conflict as a necessary ingredient of life, I think that aggression is not. Second, while these
theorists work toward reduction, transformation, resolution, or management of already
existing conflict, this study explores ideas in the direction of aggression prevention or at
least of moderation. Such focus is significant in arliculating (for humanity) the potentials
that accrue from the conflicting nature of human interests and in exploring these while
mitigating the effects of exffemisthandling of conflict, such as aggression.
In this regard, two perspectives to social change are considered. On the one hand,
proponents ofconflict argue that conflict is notjust inevitable, but desirable for change. On
the other hand, some deliberative theorists have argued for dialogic deliberation as a tool for
holding society together. So while one perspective argues that social change is not possible
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without some sort of tension and conflict, the other argues that social change is more a
product ofdialogic interaction and cooperation. The point is that. at the surface level, each
of these perspectives seems necessary (at one point or the other) for social change, but
they also seem diametrically opposed to each other. The necessity means that we cannot
dispense with any one of them out of hand, andthe apparent diametric opposition means
that we oughtto make some attempt at seeking some sortof methodologicalreconciliation.
Let me begin with the conflict perspective.

THE CONFLICT PERSPECTIVE
My focus is on social conflict, rather than internal conflict (between ideas in the
mind), conflictof schedules (inmanagementstudies), conflictof loyalty (inlegal studies), or
conflict between man and the forces of nature. In this regard, I will define conflict as
describing a sifuation where two or more parties pursue goals that appear to be mutually
incompatible. This situation may involve disagreement, collision, or struggle between two
opposing views, persons, organizations, or nations over an issue, idea, or resource. In this
overall sense, conflictmay beinthe formlrf physical combat (armedorunarmed), verbalor
semantic war, or competition. Conflict theorists have argued that this situation is not only
inevitable, but also desirable for progress. Even the quest for social change is an invitation
to an occasion ofconflicting interests, especially in going against the conservatives or
those benefiting from the status quo.
According to lrwis Coser ( 1956 , 197) , amajor conflict proponen! conflict is necessary
to prevent the ossification of the social system by exerting pressure for innovation and
creativity. Coser cites Georges Sorel (1967), who expressed wor:ry that the gradual
disappearance of class conflict might lead to the decadence of European culture, and who
argued that a social system is in need ofconflict to renew its energies and revitalize its
creativeforces. Butbeyondclass sfiuggle, Coser (1956,I97-98) argues thatconflictwithin
and between groups can prevent accommodations and habitual relations from progressively
impoverishing creativity. Instances like the clash of values and interests, the tension between
what is and what some groups feel ought to be, and the conflict among vested interests and
new strata and groups demanding their share of power, wealth, and status, have been
productive of vitality. Coser cites John Dewey ( 1930, 300), who notes,
Conflict is the gadfly of thought. It stirs us to observation and memory. It
instigates to invention. It shocks us out of sheep-like passivity, and sets us at
noting and contriving.... Conflict is a sine quano,rz of reflection and ingenuity.
Coser also argues that conflict not only generates new norrns and new institutions, it
may also be said to be stimulating directly in the economic and technological realms. As
such, Coser questions the relevancy of the idea of trying to reduce or eliminate conflict, an
idea that is fostered by the "human relations" approach (by which I think he probably
means the conflict resolution and transformation theorists). This approach stresses the
collectivepurpose of the total organization and either attempts to deny orto reduce conflicts
of interest in indushy or human affairs. But Coser (1967, 198) maintains that "a successful
reduction of industrial conflicts may have unanticipated dysfunctional consequences for it
may destroy an important stimulus for technological innovation."
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Central to the conflict perspective to social change is the idea that change cannot take
place without tension and confrontation. This is because a change in social status quo will
first be resented by beneficiaries of the status quo. This argument has a lot of history as its
vindication, since history is filled with conflicts and wars that have brought about momentous
social changes, and it can be argued that much ofthese social changes could not have been
secured otherwise. Tyrants like Napoleon and Hitler could not be subjected to dialogue, and
their character appeared to plead for the inevitability of conflict to deterrnine what idea of
society should prevail. Dialogue could not seem to assuage the Nazi of their deep-seated
racial attitude towards Jews (and other marginal groups). Per the benefits that colonization
affordedthe European colonizers, hostile confronlattonat some pointwasinevitable forthe
colonies to attaintheirfreedom. This picture of the inevitability of conflictwas somewhat
repeated in the "Arab Spring," in which people rose to do away with regimes that had
betrayed the hust of theirpeoples andusedrepressive tactics to stay in control. History can
point to other examples to support the necessity of conflict for social change, such as the
French./Russian/American revolutions, and the stopping of people like Saddam Hussein
and Osama bin Laden, and of events like the Khmer Rouge and the Rwandan genocide
(some of these instances are debatable, of course).
There is no greater indication ofthb necessity ofthe tension or threat ofconflict than
its effectiveness in keeping good goverlance in check, even in a democracy. It is not just
that politicians and political parlies struggle perpetually with one another for power, but
citizens or subjects struggle perpetually with their leaders to extract premium service. So
while the presence of political opposition is necessary for effective govemance, the threat
of impeachment or outvoting is necessary for effective public account giving. In this sense,
multiparty adversarial democracy has been built to absorb much of the belligerence that
aggressive participants would other.wise exercise in less positive or more military ways.
The conflict approach is premised on the supposition that social order is maintained

by interest and domination, with power in the hands of those with greatest political,
economic and social resources. This perspective can be defended by arguing that even
when a corisensus is reached, it is likely to be a consensus of those who are uniting in
common interest. Thus, consensus will not necessarily be a consensus of seeking truths,
but of common interest orof the most dominantinterests. Inequality is a natural outcome,
since those in control of disproportionate shares of society's resources aetively defend
their position, mainly through coercion. This coercion could be subtle or brash, coverl or
overt. This scenario suggests none other than the conclusion that any social change
must come through struggle, since the benefitting group is unlikely to easily give up its
privileges.
The conflict perspective can argue that no society is completely harmonious. In
fact, the more likely scenario is that people often oppose the status quo. When this
happens, new ideas often emerge to resolve the tension brought by opposition. These
new ideas often become the new status quo, begging for future opposition and synthesis.
The fact is that everything is changing and a society cannot merely depend on old ideas
if it seeks to develop. Society must find a way of rising to the challenge of new visions to
progress and the frequent failure to do this leaves conflict as a major channel of opening
up people's understanding to new perspectives and to broader visions. This should be
among the reasons why it will be difficult to comprehend a society that is completely
devoid ofconflict.
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Merits of the Conflict Approach
Firstly, conflict seems much quicker in dealing with despots, b/rants, imperialists, and
the general category of humanity thatunderstands only the language of force (atthoughby
coffict here I do not necessarily mean aggression). Secondly, conflict (like social agitation)
is also an attractive alternative to enduring bureaucratic hurdles which are often setup
against social change. In this case, conflict can heighten concem over underlying issues by
bringing them to the limelight. Footing this bill are several forms of social conflict, including
riots and civil disobedience. Against the backdrop ofbureaucratic delays to social change,
social conflict has clearly shown its potential to gain instant attention (and more urgent
responses) for its executors.
Thirdly, this leads to a broader point: General understandings of what constitutes
progress could often become complacent and lose coherence, but conflict often enables
people to see the bigger picture and the way forward. Sometimes, the adage "no pain no
gain" appears applicable to this kind of collective mind shake-up.

Demerits of the Conflict Approach
Much of the supposed demerits of conflictare actually demerits of aggression, which
make conflict a not very handsome method for effecting social change, since aggression ( 1)
lacks an objective paradigm for determining its use, (2) is very expensive, (3) causes loss of
civility and generates deviantbehavior, (4) causes discontinuity, (5) unless accompanied
by dialogue, does not in itselfend in resolution, (6) breeds negativity that can actually hurt
progress, (7) dispenses with opportunities to listen to other people's views, and (8) causes
quick but short-lived changes. Let me begin with ( 1 ) and get to (8).
Myfirstissue with aconflictapproachto social changeregards thelackof paradigm(s)
for determining the soundness ofan envisaged change. Good and bad ideas of"change"
can necessitate conflict in equal measure. As an instance, while citizens that have endured
centuries of despotism could look to conflict as the last resorl for freedom and democracy,
miseducated and possibly deranged fanatics could equally look toward conflict for eradicating
"abominations" like democracy, Westem education, andthe "new" ideaof genderequality.
But in distinguishing aggression from conflict, I will later attempt to provide a paradigm for
conflict that rids it ofthis sort ofsubjectivity.
Even when we are clear about the soundness or goodness ofthe social change for
which con{lict is sought (such as instituting democracy or other forms of social progress),
conflict can demand a great psychological and emotional resources like courage and fortitude,
and of physical resources like finance and human energy. If it involves aggression, conflict
can particularly occasion the destruction of lives and properlry and even continue to threaten
these. We can add to this the prospect of hur-t feelings or memories and emotional or
psychological trauma. These are all because aggression projects a certain kind ofradicalism or
extremism that is more liable to harm than good. Compared to the dialogue approach, the
conflict approach to social change (especially when it involves aggression) is more expensive
to undertake.
Apart from loss of resources, we need to contend with loss of civility, the generation
of deviant behaviour, and the threat to social stability. This is also reflected in the temporary
(orpossibly permanent) disappearance of courtesy and politeness. Conflict is more likely
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than dialogue to occasion violence, and it is often said that violence begets violence.
Aggression natwrallyleads to counter and furlher aggression. This is because, like every
other practice, it reinforces proclivity to itself. We increase proclivity (or strengthen our
dispositions) to cerlain actions or behaviour by simply indulging in them.
Change cannot easily be forced upon people. Aggression can secure victories (it can
result in a winner or a.loser), but it does not lead to resolutions of underlying issues. Very
often, the winner is a winner in the absolute sense, and the winner can take all, leaving the
loserwithnothing exceptwhatcouldemerge fromthe wirmer's goodgraces (if at all possible).
Embarking on hostilities may foreclose opportunities to listen to, weigh, and benefit
fromotherpeople's views regarding issues forwhichconflictis sought. Some of suchviews
may be constructive enough to discourage/foreclose nggressive conflict or make it ururecessary.
In parlicular, aggressive conflict may bring about quick changes, but if these changes
do not have broad-based rational support, then their durability is debatable. The other
alternative, dialogue, is a method that may generally take more time but could yield more
enduring results. Again, the issue of contention is broad-based rational suppofi; speaking
of which, it may be better to take a longer time in reaching the right decisions than to rush
into taking the wrong ones, especially since taking a wrong decision can mean starting all

overagain.

THE DIALOGUE PERSPECTIVE
Forpurposes of this arlicle, I will use the term "dialogue" in the sense of a written or
spoken conversation between two or more persons, or between representatives of
organizations or groups, with apurpose of reconciling dissenting, diverse, and conflicting
interests. I could use dialogue and deliberation interchangeably, or refer to dialogue as
involving deliberation. If dialogue involves deliberation between parties, and if dialogue
aims at reaching consensus regarding "the way forward," then dialogue can be seen as an
agent for social change.
The dialogue perspective, unlike the conflict approach, assumes that the only way to
credible social change is communication with the willingness to compromise. Kwasi Wiredu's
(1996 and2O10) plea for democracy by consensus is centered on this point. Compromise
seems the only instrument for arriving at decisions that leave all parties satisfied (or at least
near-satisfied) and with no one feeling ignored or rejected. Ideally, it is supposed to take
account of all interests conceming the issue at hand. The dialogue perspective is premised
on the assumption that parties to dialogu e are willing to trim their views and demands, so
that the agreement will be preferable to each parlz's single interest.

The dialogue perspective can be supported by the argument that if parties are

willing

to listen to each other, it is not clear that there is any human situation that cannot be
resolved (or at least made manageable) by dialogue. This perspective can be supported
further with the assertion that no matter how dialogue is avoided in a social setting, one may
still have to go back to it (at least at some point) for fruitful social outcomes.

Merits of the Dialogue Approach
I neednot emphasize what willresult of aggressive contactbetween amajority and a
minoriqz, even when the minority is "right." In contrast, however, dialogue has the potential
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seems the best

perspective

for the long term because its characteristics include communication between and
understanding of parties involved, as well as compromise and less use of both material and
emotional resources.
In short, it is only in dialogue that compromises are made. If a compromise appears at
any point in an apparent conflict, it is indicative of some disposition to dialogue. This could
obtain if one party observes the other giving up something of value to it, and is thus
encouraged or enabled to do the same.

Dialogue affords participants the opportunity to discover shortcomings in their
respective demands. This is because pafiicipants are compelled to explore common grounds,
listen attentively for understanding, suspend judgments, and examine their own assumptions.
Very often, people's demands could be based on some ignorance of issues or the hoarding
of vital information from them. Dialogue thus ensures that parties come to more properly

understand each other's demands and even to realize errors in their demands. New
implications of a position can be discovered, which could enable the position to be reexamined for coherence. These things are not guaranteed from dialogue, but are often
expected results. There is anAfrican saying that "sense is not in one person's own head"
because an idea emerging from an opponent could be the right one. When diverse groups
come together to dialogue, there is predictably diversity in thoughts and this conduces to
nationbuilding anddevelopment.Wecouldthus venture to assertthatthe dialogue approach
mightbe more supportive of democratic ideals.
Another advantage of dialogue is perhaps with the quality of tone or approach. There
could still be disagreements based on positions that might seem nonnegotiable, but the

tone is (expected to be) different. Dialogue is supposed to occasion a good number of
attitude shifts: from conquering to growing, from silencing to knowing, from telling to
asking. This is apath to greater creativity and expanding horizons.
The most decisive advantage of dialogue overconflict seems to be inclusivity. This
is because all parties involved can bring their ideas together and the ones that seem most
appropriate are commonly selected. This could make everyone who is involved to feel
part of the decision-making process;hence, participants are less likely to feel cheated.
Even if one's proposal is not taken as the final decision, one may be more understanding
because she has made an input. There is much less likelihood of opposition to commonly
agreed decisions, even when such decisions might be resented in private by few
participants.
Theprocess of dialogue mightbe time consuming, butitcreates abetterscenario and
space for weighing and balancing pros and cons of various policies and ideas. Dialogue
gives the opporlunity for parties to more carefully explore options regarding issues. A
successful dialogue gives satisfaction (or near-satisfaction) to all sides, and further
disagreement gives more time to sort out concems. It could be likened to collective bargaining,

in which everyone leaves the table not necessarily winning, but rather swallowing some
demands in order to arrive at a middle ground for operation. This is something that is
conspicuously lacking in conflict.
Dialogue is comparatively more peaceful. By its nature, dialogue involves civility.
Solvingproblems amicably leavesparties nothauntedby theirwoes orfoes since disturbing
issues can be discussed and sorted out. Since dialogue is closer to satisfying results,
dialogue can lead to longerJasting social change. Change is not change unless it is sustainable,
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and change is not sustainable unless it is digested and intemalized by at least many of those

that it is supposed to affect.

Dialogue thus leads to more effective planning of social projects. There can be an

overflow of ideas regarding what should be done, but the interesting point is that the
absence of aggressive conflict allows room for a more relaxed atrnosphere of reflection to
thinkthings through much more carefully in order to bring about the bestpossible results
and effect the changes needed for society to progress.

It is perhaps due to the above points that dialogue will (expectedly) result in more long

lasting social change. Ifissues are decided by all parties involved, and parlies have had
enough time, peace, and security to weigh a decision, then such decision will expectedly be

anenduringone.
Dialogue is likely to pack more constitutionality. Apart from the fact that it is in
dialogue that constitutions are drafted and legislated, most constitutions would rather
advise the use of dialogue to resolve social issues. No constitution is likely to sanction
conflict (especially in terrns of aggression) as aroutine method for addressing social issues.
It is evident that dialogue produces much more positive outcomes for change and
development. As a result of dialogue, people buy into social change: it is not forced upon
them. This seems the distinguishing factor: whilst conflict (especially aggressive conflict)
can occasion quicker social changes, how long such changes can endure? The kind of
change occasioned by dialogue, supported as it were by cornmon agreement, points to a

greater potential to endure, the kind of durable changes that seem constitutive

of

development, whatever sense of development we mean in the social andhumanrealms.

Demerits of the Dialogue Approach
Proponents of dialogue argue that not everything in life is dialectic (see Odimegwu
2008, 106). This may be right, but this does not mean that everything in life can be resolved
using the traditionally congenial model of dialogue.
First, fte difficulty with dialogue increases with the numerical increase in participants,
making dialogue a somewhat dfficult undertaking with large numbers. It is not possible for
millions of people to negotiate directly, so representatives are often used, and this is the
prime difftculty with modem representative democracy. The selfish desires ofrepresentatives,
and thus the level of congruence between representatives and those they are representing,
can result in less than ideal representation. In particular, representatives are not immune to
inducements aimed at personal or caucus interest rather than general well-being.
Scond, more seriously, congenial dialogue can be used precisely to reslsl social
change. Thanks to fhe capacity for maneuver, intrigue, and rhetoric, dialogue is often a
cover for delayed bureaucratic processes in whichjustice is delayed. In his drive for racial
equali$r, Martin Luther King Jr. ( 1963, par 19) had argued that the most dangerous kinds of
racists are not the radical racists, but the moderates, those who employ dialogue to wear
you down in the guise of ''friends' ' advising you to give up fighting for racial equality, since
racial superiority is so formidable that you should "wait for the right season." This group of
racists (whichusuallyinvolvestheeducated, academics, andintellectuals) employs dialogue,
but dialogue with the motive of delaying social change, dialogue that can argue for order at
the expense ofjustice. Despite its benefits (and frequently because of them) dialogue
proceedings can be subtly dragged, most ostensibly by those whose interests will not be
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served by dialogue. Bureaucratic hurdles could mean that one might need to write a letter (or
series of letters), and/or to be referred to one officer or the other in a dribbling manner.
Schemes like these are created to enable an issue to lose its urgent significance. This is
where a conflict perspective looks quite attractive as a measure to speed up social change.
Even sincere dialogue can be a painstaking process. Since each party needs to be
heard and their issues addressed, there is no opportunity to rush the mediation process. It
behooves on mediators to reschedule further meetings should the current one reach a
stalemate, in order thus to remove excuses for boycott or conflict.
Third, the congenial nature of dialogue offers a setting for all forrns of deliberative
manipulation. It is within dialogue that various argumentative fallacies can take place,
prominentamong whichareadhominem,stawmwl appealto sentiment appealtopopularity,
appeal to popular sentiment, grand standing, equivocation, illegitimate appeal to authority,
pseudo-precision (mathematical mystif,rcation), misplaced vividness, irrelevant/misplaced
statistics, and so on. In fact, deliberation could well slide down the path of sentiment,
emotions, and selfish agenda. Deliberation (and thus dialogue) is not a purely rational
activigr. It can suffer from extraneous factors like being impressed with (and influenced by)
the social prestige of some parlicipants. superior persuasive or cunning skills. and power
play. Very importantly, the majority can'get it wrong. Dialogue is often an avenue for the
minority or the weak (in material or deliberative terrns) to be dominated by the rich, the
learned, or the majority. The peace and conduciveness of the atmosphere of dialogue can
also afford adventurists the opportunity to play the politics of buying opinion and the
politics of numbers through lobby and even bribery. "Truth" is much more liable to be
hidden in acongenial atmosphere. Thebestway to keep much of these malpractices out of
dialogue is by incorporaiing some sort of conflict into dialogue, as I shall soon show. Such
incorporation, as I shall argue, will also rid dialogue of much of the ineptitude for which it is
often abandoned for ouffight and aggressive conflict.

RECONCILING THE PERSPECTIVES
It is obvious to anyone who reads the above that dialogue is preferable to conflict, but
this preference is by no means satisfactory. The preference is informed by the severity of
the demerits of aggressive conflict, but there is little satisfaction in this preference because
there is a critical dimension to conflict that drives human progress, as well as because the
congenial nature of what we traditionally call dialoguepotentially accommodates comrpt
maneuvers and manipulation by dubious parties, which can result in the kind of congenial
existence of comrption orconservatism that gives rise to the temptation for quickerchange
through aggressive confl ict.
These said, itbecomes clearthatreconciling theperspectives to social change is needed,
but this means frnding a model of dialogue that is more critical than congenial and that can
double up as a model of conflict that is more constructive than destructive. These in tum mean
thatwe mustclarify which components of conflict are destructive and which areconstructive.
It seems that this distinction has not been seriously made. I will thus clari$i both conflict and
dialogue models thatappear (1) conshuctive, (2) somewhatidentical, and (3) simultaneously
rid of the weaknesses for which their traditional counterparls are undesirable.

Torecall,Coser(1956,197)arguesthatconflictdrivessocialchangebecauseitprevents
the ossifrcation ofthe social system by exerting pressure for innovation and creativity. The
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problem with the submissions of Coser and fellow conflict proponents is that they fail to
distinguish what they precisely mean by ' 'conflict' ' and, as a result, all sorts of incompatible
positive and negative qualities are atffibuted to the term. Since this clarification has not
been made, I may attempt it as follows: Conflict is broader than aggression. Central to
conflict is the conflict of interest. Conflict of interest is a natural result of divergences in
people's interests, which is what makes conflict an inevitable and necessary ingredient in
life. Interests are notjust economic, but emotional, political, social, and ideological. These
forms of interests can conflict in various ways, from love to ideological interests. As an
example, social change is itself a potential plaform for ideological (and possibly economic)
conflict between progressives[iberals and conservatives. But this is the crucial distinction:
it is often the mishandling or abuse of conflicting interests that produces other forms of
conflict like hostility and aggression. Likewise, these other forms of conflict, such as
aggression andhostility, canbe made to disappearoften simply by reconciling oradjusting
interests that confl ict.
While confl ict of interest arises naturally from the rich diversity in humanity, much of
aggressive conflict is man-made. This kind of thinking about conflict should engender new
perspectives to the phenomenon: when parties find that their interests are opposed or
competitively positioned to one another's, they are standing in paths of conflict, paths that
need adjusting. Nature often crosses parts ofinterests across one another at opposing or
competing points, but these crisscrosses can be resolved and reconciled without resorting
to aggression. Thus, if conflict of interestis basic to human life, responding to conflict of
interest by parties whose interests are conflicting does not necessa.rily need a resort to
aggression. This is because the diversity that produces conflicts of interest could be what
drives human civilization. Specifically, we have conflict when the (natures of the) goals of
two ormoreparties appeartobemutually incompatible (orare yettobe adjustedtobecome
compatible), but we have aggression when one or more parties decide to hurt or harm the
other or others.
I beg to use an example from politics. When various parties or individuals vie for a
political position, they are in a situation of conflicting interests, since they pursue goals that
appear to be mutually exclusive (assuming there is only one open position). There are a
number of ways that any of them can pursue this goal, which I will categorize into levels 1 to
3. Level 1 is that she can seize power through a coup or fight physically (militarily) for it.
kvel 2 is that she may not directly resorttophysical violence, butmay employ verbal and
psychological aggression by using propaganda to destroy her opponent's name through
digging for scandal, history of mismanagement, andotherunhealthy antecedents. Level3 is
that she can focus on advertising her plans for constructive leadership and development to
the masses instead of focusing on assassinating her opponent's character or looking for
reasons about why her opponent should not be voted for.
Level 1 is physical aggression, level2 is verbal aggression, and Level 3 is nonaggressive, but is still a way of responding to conflicts of interest. What Coser and his
fellow proponents do not point out is that it is the level 3 component of conflict that drives
social change and progress. Specifically, level 3 is the constructive component of conflict
while levels 7 and2 are the destructive components. Implicit in level 3 is the desire to
improve, since our aspirant would want to think seriously about her plans for development.
To be sure, the three components or levels can be combined, but that will come at the cost
of clashing two opposing desires: the desire to inflict damage on an opponent will serve to
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douse the desire to self-improve with assurances that inflicting damage on opponents will
swing votes my way. Also implicit in level 3 is the lesson that interest conflicts can be
handled with decency and decorum, and this lesson goes beyond politics to much of what

wedowithothers.
Imponantly, while level 1 is an example of physical aggression and level 2 of verbal
aggression, level 3 is a more rational response to conflict. In particular, there are both rational
andemotive ways to undertake level2: rationalverbal aggression willbe to deploy various
logical arguments and even fallacies to harm an opponent, while emotive verbal aggression
will be to descend to the use of insults and invectives. So while level 3 is rational and nonaggressive, level 2 is aggressive and this aggression could come in both rational and emotive
ways. Irvel 1 is just aggressive: there is no rational component in mere physical aggression.
With the help of Aristotle's components of persuasion, I will further clarify these
distinctions. Inhis Rhetoic, Aristotle (2O04,8k.2,69) categorized the components of
persuasion into three: word or logic (which I will term "reason"), emotions and experience
(which I will call "emotive component" or "attitude of delivery"), and character (which
Aristotle calls "ethos"). I have stated these components in my own order (logic, emotions,
and character), which is a reverse of Aristptle's (character, emotions, and logic), since I will
prioritize the components in the strength of this order (the rational, emotive, and character
components).
Every verbal delivery has a rational and an emotive component, but the relative
strengths of these components vary according to the logical force of the delivery and its
attitude of delivery, or the intentions of its speaker. In regard to my earlier distinction
between approaches to cqnflicts of interest, if our political aspirant chooses level 3 (focusing
on her own political manifesto), the rational component of her response is something that
anyone could be proud of, and her emotive content or attitude of delivery is non-aggressive
because she does not aim to hurtthe image (perceived character) ofany ofherrivals.
If, on the other hand, our political aspirant aims at level 2 (to denigrate her competitors'
perceived character), she may do this rationally (since her allegations and findings about
their negative antecedents may actually be true), but the emotive component or attitude of
herdelivery is to hurttheirperceivedcharacter, orto '1owertheirface''2andmake themlose
credibility as sources of good governance or even of credible information. This is because
we listen notjust to the logical force and emotive delivery of people's demands, but also
respond to what we understand as their perceived expertise, character, and trustworthiness.
"Expertisd'refers to having arange of specific skills in an area, and"trustworthiness"refers
to the ability of people to believe a person to be honest. It has been argued that humans
have an unconscious tendency to rate a source or transmitter of information in relation to
the information in question, and the rating correlates to the willingness of the receiver to
attribute truth and substance to the information (Hovland et at. 1953, 2l;F,isend20or6,2).
If our political power-seeker degenerates by using invectives on her rivals, then the
rational component of her delivery is almost entirely wiped out, leaving just the desire to
inflict emotional and psychological damage, since there is no rational component in hurling
insults at fellow participants. The same conclusion follows if she resorts to level 1 (physical
aggression), with the exception that this level aims to inflict physical and maleial in addition
to emotional and psychological damages.
Thepolitical example oflevel2 is notby any means representative ofvertral aggression.
In individual relations, people can respond to conflicts of interest by saying things to hurt
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others. This kind of verbally aggressive behaviour includes insulting or swearing, sulking
or refusing to talk about an issue, stomping or walking out on someone, doing or saying
something to spite, and even threatening physical aggression.3 The problem with this kind
of communicative behaviour is that it begs for similar responses. Possibilities include a
cycle of retaliatory responses thatcan degenerate in communicative quality or in physical
aggression. In fact, the bridge between verbal and physical aggression is the threat of
physical aggression, as well as the obligation to fulfill this threat. Excepting the possession
of exceptional self-control by at least a participant or party to emotively aggressive verbal

conflict,

a retaliatory cycle of verbally aggressive attacks is expected to move, either
immediately or gradually, in the direction of such threat. This is why it is better to avoid
verbal aggression in verbal conflict.
The above point seems to be strongly supported by empirical research. In a
quantitative survey of6,002 persons, Jan Stets (1990, 508) discovered that the causality
from verbal to physical aggression in marriage is, not just positive, but significant. The
finding was thatthereis virtually no one who is physically aggressive withouthaving been

verbally aggressive as well, which leads to the conclusion that people are generally physically
aggressive only after they have become verbally aggressive. Although the time lag between
the two is not certain, it is clear that verbal aggression induces negative feelings that fester
until they find expression either in further verbal aggression or in physical aggression.
In morethan 5O7o of thecases, verbal aggression occurs withoutphysical aggression
(although delay mecharrism can explain some of these, as the physical aggression can come
later). Importantly, findings also show that whenever physical aggression occurs, it generally
does not occur without verbal aggression. These, along with other findings, show that
verbal aggression is necessary forphysical aggression, but verbal aggression is not sufFrcient
for physical aggression unless accomparried by factors such as growing up in a subculture
where aggression is likely to be condoned, or experiencing economic strains (Stets 1990,
505). Important for my thesis here is that, although verbal aggression is not sufficient for
physical aggression, it is a necessary condition. If we are to imagine that subcultures of
physical aggression are (to be consistent with the results of the study) ultimately also
cultures of verbal aggression, then verbal aggression comes even closer to becoming the
greatest contending condition for physical aggression.
The connection from verbal to physical aggression is quite established, but what
about the movement from non-aggression to verbal aggression? Stets ( 1990, 504 and 5 14)
argues that this may be caused by a redefinition of the self as aggressive, and once this
redefinition has occurred, other possibilities like verbal and physical aggression may occur.
Although Stets (1990, 505) focused on relationships between verbal and physical
aggression in marriage, the study is actually significant for social relationships in general,
since those who are aggressive to nonfamily members are also shown to be aggressive to
family members (Fagan et al. 1983).

I will grant, at this point, that incidents of physical aggression without verbal
aggression abound, such as cases where physical harm is already premeditated and cases
such as assassinations orpremeditated assault. But even such cases can be remotely traced
to conflicting interests. First, such aggression can be provoked by the communicative
mismanagement of conflicting interests. Second, cases that are provoked by just conflicts
of interests (and unprovoked by any communicative or verbal aggression) are likely
perpetrated by people who grew up in subcultures that are likely to condone physical
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aggression, since such history is shown to be the only factor that can complete the number

ofother factors necessary forphysical aggression to occur.aBut subcultures where physical
aggression is likely condoned also happen to be subcultures where verbal aggression is
high, since the relationship between the two is notjust positive, but significant (Stets 1990,
508). Even psychopathy has been linked to a history of witnessing physical and ultimately,
verbal aggression @eilerandWidom 1996,253-57;I_angetal.2T2,93 and96-99).
It is clear from empirical studies such as Stets's that much of physical aggression is

related to verbal aggression. But an alternative theory has suggested that verbal
confrontationis away to "let offsteam" orto release hostility orgrudge before it accumulates.
Rather than repress negative feelings toward someone, which may build up over time and
result in possibly physical aggression, this theory argues that a person may vent them soon
aftertheyemerge. This theoryis calledthe catharsis theory (seeCoser 1956, Simmel 1955,
Berkowitz 1962, Buss 1961, and Sprey 1979). Although this theory has been opposedby
research like Stet's, I think that the confusion about this theory is that scholars have not
considered ftow subjects choose to vent their feelings. In my view, the catharsis theory is
sound only on the condition that such "letting off of steam" is done without resorting to
verbal aggression, since the result of verbal aggression is establishedregardless of whatever
its motivation might be.
Yes, individuals must vent feelings of hostility to prevent these from festering, but it
seems, tomymind, thatthebestwayto do thisis toemployindirectoreuphemistic language.
To use indirect or euphemistic language is to accomplish the double task of venting one's
feelings of anger and firrstration whilst simultaneously avoiding direct attacks on a person,
which involves the wise preferences for mild, innocuous, and agreeable expressions in place
of offensive, harsh, embarrassing, unpleasant, blunt, and vulgar ones. In this regard, we can
borrow a leaf from the Akans of Ghana, who built a quite extensive network of norms that
effectively discourage verbal aggression. Samuel Obeng (I994,38)has argued thattheAkan
takes conversation as being govemedby the maximof manner. TheAkan is concemed not
only aboutwhatis said, butalso abouthow itis said. Kofi Saah (1986,369) remarks thatamong
theAkan "aperson who uses blunt language instead of euphemism (presumably in potentially
inflammatory situations) is regmded as not being able to speak well." From the perspective of
the Akan, language acquisition is free but language usage is constrained and conditioned by
the sociocultural norms, values, and conventions of the society (Agyekum 2010, i).
The severity of the Akan cultural nor:rnative discouragement of verbal aggression can
be seen in these proverbs: Ano watiri a esene naatinl ("A slip of the tongue is worse than

aslipof thefoot")s andAsemtesekutwa,wopepaa, enko ("speechislikeascar: itnever
disappears even when wiped or cleaned").
Obeng writes (1994, 4O):
So powerful and ''deadly' ' is the spoken word that conversational participants
adopt various strategies in order not to step on one another's toes or threaten
each other's faces. ..conversationalparticipants use, singly orconjointly, such
effective communicative strategies as displaying reluctance, hesitation, or delay
with "well," to siglal that a forthcoming move is face-threatening . . . . The Akans
have several social maxims on the concept of anim"face," and animkn ("facesay," i.e., insulting one or embarrassing one in the presence of others) is almost
always avoided.
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Infact, one of thebestwaystounderstandtheAkan worldview on languagebehaviour
is to study their verbal taboo system, where tabooed linguistic categories include the use of
invectives, whichismeanttoincludebothdysphemismandverbalabuse (Agyek-um2010, I
and 109). KofiAgyekum (2010, 110) has remarkedthatto ensurepeaceAkancultureprovides
linguistic disarrnament, which takes the fom of prohibition, inhibition, and restriction of
invectives, since these aim to denigrate, humiliate, and condernn the target. These prohibited
utterances are raised to the level of sacred negativity, whose most important punishment is
a social loss of face. This is because uncomplimentary utterances make the speaker lose his
respect before the public, disgracing him and possibly his whole family, and theAkan

expressionfordisgraceisanimguasee,literally"tolowertheface"(Agyekum2013,
l3).
The culture is also replete with apologetic expletives to blunt the effect of critical
suggestions, lTkemepawo lcyew (Ibegyou),mesere meka(Ibegtosay),sebe (excuseme,
please), and other disclaimers used to wam other interactants of an imrninent (apparent or
real) profanity or any possible impression of irrelevant or offensive intent in the use of
language (see Yankah 1991, 56 and Obeng 1994,4l). Although there are situations where
directness or candor is preferred to indirectness, utterances which communicate difficulty
or whose verbalization can cause face-thqeat are verbalized indirectly and find expression in
strategies such as euphemisms, metaphors, innuendoes, proverbs, circumlocutions, and
hy'perboles (Obeng 1994, 42, and 64).
Since language must be linked to culture, these show, in my opinion, that the Akan
culture must be very discouragrng of aggression (verbal and physical) between individuals,
and this offers crucial insights into the management of conflicting interests. First is that a
purposeful cultural strapglehold on freedom of attitudinal delivery makes it virtually
impossible to redefine the self as aggressive. This constraint against aggressive self-definition
is evident in the ideas of Mahatma Ghandi and Maftin Luther King Jr., in confronting
situations of conflict or aggression (although these are examples of individually motivated
self-restraint rather than culturally motivated self-constraint). Again, these fit with my
distinction between the rational non-aggressive and the rational and emotional aggressive
approaches to conflict. For us to make the most of conflicts of interests, we must stick to
rational and non-aggressive approaches, since these approaches do not essentially rob us
oI the effectiveness oI asserting our i nterests.
One would have thought that I must recommend a descent to aggression in dealing
with tyrannically minded individuals and tyrannical systems, but it is not so simple. We
must make a concession to aggression as a last resort (after dialogue) to psychopaths like
Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Idi Amin, Pol Pot, and so on. Even regarding tyrants, dialogue
must be offered first, and aggression chosen only when it has been ascertained that they
clearly are dialogically impoverished. But there are cases where aggression has also been
interlacedwith dialogic opposition to achieve successful social change, especially where
aggression alone by the marginalized cannot overcome the oppressor, cases such as
dethroning colonialism in many countries and Apartheid in SouthAfrica. In addition, there
are also cases where persistentbutnon-aggressive ornonviolentcampaigns have dethroned
very formidable systems of oppression, such as the campaigns of Mahatma Ghandi and
Martin Luther King Jr. It all seems to depend on the psychopathic composition of a leader
(or leaders) and the response that such composition ultimately boils down to. But one
interesting point is that persistent but non-aggressive opposition can reveal the prirnitivism
and moral inferiority of tyrannical orientations, even to some tyrants. Such self-disclosure
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appears to punish their self-esteem and has a much greater potential to change their approach

to the world than counter-aggression can ever do.6 It seems to me that the persistent
promotion of the idea of critical but non-aggressive opposition has the effect not just of
driving innovation, but also of generally reducing tyranny-mindedness in the long terrn.
A second insight is that culture can be made to become a very significant constraint
to the "redefinition of self as aggressive." Societies cancollectively decide, inbothtraditional
and modem ways, that aggressive self-redefinitions are not socially encouraged. In this
regard, if traditional culture is waning in influence, it can be substituted with modem social
norrns and social policies. Specifically, freedom ofexpression cannot extend to freedom in
the use of invectives and insults. I will dare to argue that freedom of expression should also
notextendtoharrnfiilorhurffirl communicationthatismasked as seeminglyrational mguments
(bearing in mind a distinction between consffuctive and destructive criticisms).
Most importantly, the non-aggressive rational approach to conflict, as proposed
here, rhymes with an agonistic model deliberation. This model has been proposed by
AndreBachtiger(2010) anddeployedin some of my earlierwritings (seeAni 2013). This
deliberative model derives its configuration from agonism, which seeks to hamess much
of the positive benefits of conflict, competition, critique, confrontation, and challenge
while seeking to mitigate their demerits (Ani 2013, 16). It is a rheory that acknowledges
that some level of political tension is always necessary to prevent complacency and
conformism, and that nature must make provision for a confrontation of differences. We
can thus see an agonistic dialogue as the attempt to even up the congenial nature of
dialogue by introducing dispassionate inquiry similar to cross-examination in court.
This should serve to che.ck deliberative manipulation by unearthing tacit assumptions,
wrong premises, and unsound conclusions. In this way, it inches dialogue from the kind
of traditional congeniality that makes it vulnerable to manipulation, and provides the
critical edge that makes it difficult to practice bribing, manipulation, status-worship,
and intrigue. Again in this way, it is beneficial to minority groups whose views could
other"wise be tactfully ignored in a congenial dialogue. This is because the best way to
truth is through a critical process. Criticality is also more effective than congeniality in
inducing the transfonnation of opinions and preferences (whether this transformation
is immediate or gradual). I do not propose agonistic dialogue as the sole defining nature
of dialogue, but at least as a moment in it, since it is congeniality that seryes to dispose
participants to a context that is somewhat non-aggressive.
Someone would have to play the devil's advocate in agonistic dialogue (that is, the
role of someone who disagrees withmajoriqz opinions and assumptions), and I amconvinced
that this role rests on the shoulders of minorities in any deliberative setting. This role will
serve to heighten majority awareness of overlooked problems and serious flaws in policy
proposals (Bachtiger 2010, 23,29).TYnsis because agonistic moments have the potential to
shake up majority opinions or preferences that are either unreflected or dubious. In this way,
agonistic dialogue serves to unleash the essential parts ofany deliberation by counteracting
cognitive biases and thus preventing dialogue from sliding into the too-congenial model
that can really shy away from critically engaging issues in the name of "peace," and from
sliding into the congenial ineptitude for which dialogue is often abandoned for outright
aggression. We should also expect agreements produced through the inclusion of this
instrument in dialogue to be qualitatively superior to agreements produced under a totally
congenialmodel of dialogue which is l.ulnerableto manipulation.
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Underconflict situations, however, the devil's advocacy is already atplay, since each
party is the other's devil's advocate. Thus, what is needed in conflict is the restraint from
aggression, much more than efforls towards agonism. If we can keep aggression out of
conflict, then we can envisage the atrnosphere where better arguments can prevail. The only
component that will be lacking in comparing this to agonistic dialogue willbethewillto
seekcommonground. Butthis will canbe suggested orintroducedfromwithintheparties to
conflict, or from neutral parties if the will is lacking among the parties to conflict.
Agonistic dialogue can accommodate verbal conflict, but the boundary between
agonistic moments of dialogue and verbal aggression is the introduction of uncomplimentary
language. If there is an introduction of verbal aggression, then it is no longer agonistic
dialogue. In sum, we can argue critically all we want about one another's proposals and
interests, provided that no one resorls to verbal aggression. Restraints from such behaviour
can be built into social norrn and accompanied with deterring punishment. One of the most
effective punishments (as shown by the Akans) is the loss of face: I think that the easiest
way to secure adherence to social norms such as these is to hang the consequences of their
violation on social esteem.
Overall, dialogue must incorporate some critical edge while conflict mustbe approached

critically but non-aggressively. The forrner will rid dialogue of much of the ineptitude for
which aggression is preferred, while the latter provides more dialogic ways of handling
conflicting interests that make much of aggression unnecessary. This conclusion salvages
what conflict theorists defend about the value of conflict by distinguishing what precisely
society gains from conflict and, simultaneously, retains the preference for dialogic approaches
to conflicting interests and social change by introducing a critical or agonistic component
that rids traditionally congenial dialogue of much of its weaknesses.

CONCLUSION
This study lends support to the World Health Organization's ideology of reducing
physical violence. I supporl its thesis that violenceis not inevitable,Tbut I have striven to
show that what causes violence, namely, the conflict of interests, will always remain. The
happy dimension is that conflict of interestsisnot a sufficient cause of aggression, but
needs humanly culpable decisions to translate to aggression. Thus, humanity has to begin
to find ways notjust to reduce already occurring aggression, but to put socially restraining
instruments in place. This can be done through cultural and social policies of communicative
decorum and resffaint.
An opinion has been advancedthatthe worldtrend of physical violenceis on a longtetm decline (see Eisner 2013).While we may be thanldrl forthis, a more fragmented view of
the world will show that it covers up a lot of disturbing surges in violence in some parts of
the world. This is because it (long-tern reduction in violence) applies more to places that
may have seen long histories of the bloodiest forms and scales of violence, and where
people are gradually realizing that much of the fumes spent in physical conflict can actually
be burnt up in more deliberative ways. It is not the same case in some other parts of the
world where violence is increasingly onthe upscale.
The value of information is the reason forthe superiority of adversarial deliberation
over physical confrontation: verbal exchanges (ifunaccompanied by verbal aggression)
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can inadvefiently produce infonnation that can be sobering, or even educating, on actors,
but verbal and physical aggression cannot produce this (with the exception of the mere
information or insight about who is stronger, more insulting, or more destructive).
It is not just that human interests will always conflict, it is beneficial for humanity that
this occurs, since it is what supplies the diversity of thought, and is part of the larger code
of diversity that equips humanity with intellectual resources that are larger than those of a
single individual. Without conflict of interest there will be no diversity, without diversity
there will be no pluralism, without pluralism there will be no tension in social dynamics,
without a charged social dynamic there will be no competition, without competition there
will be too little stimulus for self-improvement, and hence there will be too little stimulus for
social development of any kind. If this fact is appreciated, then the conflicting nature of
human interests must be seen from more joyful perspectives. I have argued that aggression
is not an inevitable response to conflicting interests. To be sure, aggression itself will not
disappear, given the imperfections of human nature. But aggression can be greatly moderated.
The extent that agonism is preferred to aggression is the extent to which the benefits of
conflicting interests can be reaped in less costly ways.

NOTES
1.

I will later maintain that it is not the traditionally congenial kind of dialogue that can

effectively do this.
2. For

thisAkan term, seeAgyekum (2010, 1 3).
verbal aggression are taken (with minor modifications) from Stets

3. These items of

(190,

s06).

identily history of witnessing
the only factor that can complete the number of factors necessary for the
decision to commit physical aggression.
5. I thank Mr. Richard Nyarko, the librarian of the Classics library of the Departrnent of
Philosophy and Classics, University of Ghana, for giving me this proverb. Incidentally, the
proverb is also mentioned in Obeng (.1994,43).
6. To Mahatma Ghandi and, ultimately, Jesus Christ, we owe this lesson, which has
been effectively utilized by Martin Luther King Jr. and Nelson Mandela. In spite of winressing
and experiencing gross atrocities againsthimself andhis people, and of losing much of his
life to incarceration, Mandela's forgiveness to theperpetrators of apartheidhadmore capacity
to crush what was remaining of the tyrannical attitude of the White minority than any
counter-offensive by the Blacks could ever have done.
7. See page 36 of the report of the World Health Organizarion (2002).
4. Hotaling and Sugarman (1986) and Stets (1990, 505-13)

violence

as
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TEACHING AS STORYTELLING:
ONTOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL
IMPLICATIONSl
Noelle Leslie dela Cruz
Department of Philosophy
De La Salle University, Manila
My aim in this paper is to explore what Paul Ricoeur's theory of narrative
can contribute to the discussiory about the nature and aims of education.
Debates about what leanting i,s and how teaching ought to be conducted are
wsurtlly based onontologicaltheories, i.e., clnims aboutthenature of pedagogy
andits desiderata. Theories of narrative (seeThylor 1989, Polkinghorne 1988,
Carr 1986, andMctclntyre 1981, for example) are usually appliedto discussions
about teaching and researchmethods. Howeve6 I want to show that Ricoeur's
concept of narratlve identity is relevantnot justto issues of methodology; it
has both ontological and ethical implications. It constitutes the basis of a
unique view of the learning process, one that emphasizes intersubjectivity ancl
authenticity. It also provides a set ofethicalprinciplesforthe practice of
teaching as storytellin g.

INTRODUCTION
The body of my essay is divided into two sections. In the first section, I present Paul
Ricoeur's ideas about narrative as outlined in key works such as Time and narative (1984,
vol. 1 ), One,self as another (.1992), and the essay "Life in quest of a narrative" ( 1 99 1 ). In the
second section, I cite some recent applications of these ideas in education. I then offer a
sketch of a Ricoeurian ontology of education and its ethical implications. I focus on the
responsibilities of both teachers and leamers and what counts for authenticity in educating
others.

RICOEUR ON NARRATIVF]
Ricoeur's philosophical method, which Don Ihde (1980) calls hermeneutic
phenomenology, emphasizes the analysis of symbols and metaphors. The assumption is
that "social actions become. . .objectified inmemory oral traditions orhistorical documents,"
whereby meanings are intersubjective and dynamic (Illin 2005, 888). Texts have an intemal
structure that an interpretative community may decode. As a counterpoint to Jacques
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Derrida's (Langdridge2004,253)claimthatthereisnothingoutsidethetext,2Ricoeur
offers an epistemology based on "an embodied being-in-the-world outside language but
a person may never be indubitably
known to himself or herself in the Cartesian sense, moraliqr and meaning are still possible
vianarration, i.e., throughthetelling of stories. Narrative constitutes theground of apossible
herrneneutics of Being.

with all interpretation through language." Although

Thefoundationsof thisprojectarelaidoutinPartl of Timeandnarrative, which
makes explicit the interdependency of temporality and the act of narration. Here Ricoeur
presents a reading of St. Augustine's Confesslons and Aristotle's Poetics, bringing into
dialogue two philosophers from disparate historical periods.
We begin with the aporias experienced byAugustine in his contemplation of time.
Time is difficult to pin down because it does not seem to belong to the past (which is no
more), the future (which is not yet), or the present (which is so infinitesimal as to be
nonexistent). However, when Augustine recites a prayer he lcrows by heart, he realizes that

themindfinallyapprehendstime. Itdoessobyway of expectation ofwhatremainstobe
recited, attention to what is being recited, and memory of what has already been recited
(Ricoeur 1984, 19).

WhereasAugustine's meditationrrfakes senseof timevianarration, Ricoeur's analysis
does the reverse forAristotle's concept of muthos orplot. Atthe outset, Ricoeur (1984, 31)
makes the caveat that "the Poetics is silent about the relationship between poetic activity
and temporal experience. As poetic activity, it does not even have any marked temporal

character." It is Ricoeur's reading of Aristotle that links emplotment to time. A series of
events does not make a story unless its inherent discordance were ordered into a temporal
concordance. For example, some hallmarks of tragedy are reversal and foreshadowing. For
these devices to make an impact, the reader must remember cer-tain events as past and
anticipate others as future. The act of narration would be meaningless without the experience
oftemporality.
Ricoeur alsorefers to theAristotelianconceptof mimesis, the creative representation
of action.WhileAristotle subsumes itunderplot, Ricoeurarticulates the differencebetween
the two. Put simply, mimesis is the emplotrnent of lived experience, a uniquely human activiq'
whereby time and narrative are synthesized. The narrative act cycles----or more specifica1ly,
spirals outward-in a threefold mimesis. Mimesis, represents the ' pre-understanding of the
world of action" (Ricoeur 1984,54), whichpoints to the inescapability of tradition. Stories
are always understood in the context of genre-related expectations. Mimesis, is the work of

emplohnentitself, orwhatRicoeur(1984,64)referstoas"thekingdomoftheasf"Thisis
where the ethical dimension of narrativity comes in. ffthe reader wantsto und.erstandwhat
happens, he or she must delve into the text's realm of values. 3 Mimesis, mediates between
mimesis, and mimesis,, which is the act completed by the reader in the application of the
narrative understanding to his or her life. In herrneneutic terms, this last stage "marks the
intersection ofthe world of the text and the world of the hearerorreader" (Ricoeur 1984, 7I).
This analysis of thethreefoldmimesis provides away outof "tautologicalcircularity"
(Ricoeur 1984, 31). With the mediation of mimesis, ,, we can see how-in the case of the
meaning of humanidentity-timeentails narrativeandviceversa. Ofcourse, eachremains
irreducible to the other. That is to say, time may be experienced without narration, as in the
case of large tracts of unremembered years. As well, poetic activity may be atemporal, as in
the case ofAristotle's sffle in thePoelrzs itself. Neithertime nornarrative alone is a sufficient
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condition for authentic human existence. However, their synthesis in the creative act of
mimesis, , is the hallmark of an intelligible identity.
Ricoeurretums to the above insightin On eself and another.Hereheargues that only
throughpositingthe narrativenature of identiqu canpuzzlesbe avoided.Adopting arigorous
concephral style, he first difierentiates two concepts of identity idemoridentity as sameness
and rpse or identity as selflrood. As Ricouer ( 1992, 16) says, "Because the major distinction
between them is not recognized. . .the solutions offered to the problem of personal identiqz
which do notconsiderthe narrative dimension fail."
Idempertains to qualitative similarity; we speak of an identical color or an identical
style of dress . Ipse, onthe other hand, is to be distinguished from idem.ForRicoeur (1992,
129-39), itis possible to conceptudizeipse identity even though aperson is notthe,same in
time, as she was in time,. when philosophers discuss personal identity, howeveq they
confuse its two senses. They look for the conditions of lpse or selflrood in terms of the
assumptions of idem. For instance, John Locke's memory theory implies a sameness of
consciousness in the fictional case of a prince's mind being transplanted into the body of a
cobbler (he is still the prince). David Hume, on the other hand, rejects the idea of a self,
because he could not find a ground of sameness underlying disparate sense impressions.
Derek Patfit rejects the nonreductionist view of identity, according to which an ego or self
remains as a "furlher fact" beyond a certain connectedness of events. Like the Buddhist
idea of the nonself, Parfit's theory reduces the subject to an impersonal mind for whom
identity-conceptualized 3s s4mensss-is not what matters in making ethical choices
(Ricoeur 1992, 129-39). For Ricoeur, none ofthese theories offers an adequate account of
personal identity or of anembodied and coherent moral subject.
Ricoeur's solutionrelies onthe actof narration, specifically theattestationof selfhood.
He begins by comparing a couple of modes by which one can be said to be speaking of
oneself:(l)characterand(2)keepingone'sword. Inthecaseofcharacter, idemand.ipseare
not easily distinguishable. Aperson retains the same traits over time, and we have no
trouble recognizing him or her as being a single self. on the other hand, suppose that a
person's character were to change so drastically that a promise he once gladly made has
become too distasteful for him to fulfill-yet he still does so. Who is this agent, clearly no
longer the same person, who decides to keep his word? The justification of a promise "can
be derived from the obligation to safeguard the institution of language and to respond to
the trust that the other places in my taithfulness" (Ricoeur 1992, L24).EmbeAded in language,
we tell stories about ourselves as a counterpoint to the esffangements introduced by time.
Ricoeur's analysis thus underscores the indispensability of narrative in making sense of
personal identity.
By far, Ricoeur's ( 199 1 , 30) most accessible writing on the subject may be found in
"Life in quest of a narrative." Written with a lay audience in mind, the essay evinces the
thesis that "fiction, in particular nar:rative fiction, is an jrreducible dimension of selfunderstanding." He frames his discussion by pointing to the Socratic insight that the
unexamined life is not worth living. Ameaningfirl or examined life, he argues, is a life recounted.
We tend to contrast living and narrating, i.e., we assume a gap between life which is
lived and stories which are recounted. This dichotomy is false because, on the one hand,
life already has a prenarrative capacity. We rely on stories to navigate aspects of our existence,
as when therapy brings out repressed memories or when a judge considers a defendant's
testimony (Ricoeur 1 991 , 30). On the other hand, stories are not confined to the world of the
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text, which intersects with the world of the reader. The act of reading is "already a way of
living in the fictive universe of the work" (Ricoeur 1991,21). Such narrative understanding
is eventually applied to the reader's own life via mimesis, as discussed above.
The essay concludes by citing the intersections between a literary work and a human
life. In the case of a literary work, the author may play ventriloquist for the narrator and other
characters. However, in the case of a life in which we have achieved self-understanding,
"we leamto becomethenarratorandthehero of our ownsfory, without actuallybecoming
theauthorofouror+mlife" @icoeur 1991,32). Inthis sense, theSocraticideaofanexamined
life is at the very least a recounted one.a

NARRATIVE THEORY IN EDUCATION:
TEACHING AS STORYTELLING
Inthe philosophy ofeducation, recent applications ofnarrative theory in general and

Ricoeur's ideas in particular address specific concerns such as teacher-student
communication @illon 2011), teachereducation(Hay andWhite 2006), narrativeresearch
(Verhesschen 2OO3), and religious education (Streib 1998). Despite their narrow focus, they
offer some general recommendations about the educational process and the relationships
inherentinitspractice. Idrawpatlyflomtheirfindings, as well asmakemy ownconnections,
in sketching a Ricoeurian ontology of education and its ethical implications.
By wayofpreliminarydefinition, I submitthateducationis the process of coming to
know narratives about the world, as well as the mechanisms and traditions involved in
theirtelling. This view entails the following:
l. Educ ation is not a mirror of the w orld. Like the phenomenologists, Ricoeur
rejects the self-transparent Cartesian knower whose foundation is epistemic indubitability.
However, he also eschews the Husserlian dream of a presuppositionless philosophy. As
a hemeneute, he begins from Heidegger's insight that language is the house of Being.
Nanatives and their ground in language mediate ourperception of reality. Leaming about
the world takes place through the filter of our stories about it. This does not mean,
however, that the self is only language or that issues or problems are merely linguistic.
Identity develops dialectically from two poles: lived experience on the one hand, and the
act ofnarration on the other hand. To posit the narrative nature ofeducation is not to
deny the existence of an objective reality outside of language. It is merely to draw the
limits of what can be leamed about the world.
Thus, to deny that education paints a universal picture of reality is not to assume an
antirealist stance. When discourse is grounded on narratives-both individual and socialthe meanings shaped by them are based on the facts of lived experience. Because there are
multiplepoints of view as there aremultiple storytellers, different accounts ofhumanreality
areinevitable. Ratherthan deemingthis factacontradiction, thenarrativetheory of education
sees it as the precondition for fruitful dialogue. The self cannot leam without receptivity

towardthe other.

2

Education is more an an't thnn a science, and pedagogy is performance. Education
engages; if it does not, it fails as education. Leaming takes place when the teacher is able to
facilitate the students' entry into the material's realm of values, which is only possible if their
imagination is exercised. This underscores the importance of venues of leaming otherthan
the classroom and in the context of a regular academic schedule. Workshops, conferences,
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online interaction, field work, and the like are essential to the completion of the pedagogical
mimetic act, as itwere.
Furthermore, craft strategies, e.g., plotting, characterization, and dialogue, are inherently
useful inproblem-solving. Inquirymay takethe formof intuitive questions like,What ought
to happennext? What is the main obstacle to what the protagonist wants? What is the
prevailing theme? Is the ending/conclusion"/finding believable or logical? Trevor Hay

andJulieWhite (2006,5-6) identif' a setof similarquestions in an epistemologicalcontext:
what hnppened? How do we lotow ? andwhat daes it mean? Such questions may be put to
use in classroom discussions orresearch work.
Theframingoftheabovequestionsneednotskewourparadigmtowardthehumanities
and social sciences at the expense ofthe so-called hard sciences. In fact, it may be argued
that the full import of, say, theoretical physics, is best conveyed through a meaningful
network of narratives. Contemporary ways of making sense of the cosmos, such as quantum
mechanics, non-Euclidean geometry, and string theory, to name a few, would be mindboggling or downright unintelligible unless contextualized against the less counterintuitive
scientific paradigms that prepared the way for them. An education in physics, for it to be
meaningful, must involve the relationship among the sciences, the history of discoveries
and inventions, even the biographies of important personae.
3. Education as a historical activity is open to interpretation and proceeds through
the dialectic of traditionandinnovation.TheLatinwordhistoriameans "tale" or"story."
To view leaming as historical activity is to acknowledge ourconnection to past and future
narratives. Meaning-making is a matter of preserving continuity. Education, therefore, entails
familiarity with the stories ofothers from differentperiods andlocales.Althoughtheremay
be a single set of events, many stories can be told about it. True innovation is predicated on
dialogue with what has come before. Education in the various disciplines means
connectedness to their traditions, even as such traditions are inevitably critiqued or
reinterpreted. Inthecontextof narrativeresearch, forexample, PietVerhesschen (2003,461)
argues that an idea "can only become a scientific contribution if it is open for critique."
Disconnectedness to tradition has a long history evidenced by the perennial buming of
books orthe philosopher's dream of starting over, of building acompletely new foundation.
The vicissitudes of modemphilosophy are acaseinpoint.InhisEnquiry conceming human
understanding, Hume's (Solomon and Higgins 2010, 162) rejection of metaphysics is famously
expressed in the metaphor of buming, i.e., of commitling to the flames works which do not
pass his empiricistic criteria. Before Hume, there was Rene Descartes (Solomon and Higgins
2010, 158), who doubted everything that could possibly be doubted, in his belief that sense
data and his conunonsense intuitions have led him astray. A similar attitude of disassociating
oneself from one's tradition-the ideathatthe waypeople have done things is all wrongalsorunsflomEdmundHusserl(199)toMartinHeidegger(2010). However,carefulattention
to the development of thought shows *rat each philosophical paradigm owes much to its
predecessor, by way of assumptions and inherited problems. With regard to the history of
discourses, then, a narrative theory of education helps us see continuit5z in different schools
or movements of thought, as opposed to the more obvious disagreements arnong them.
In the realm of values, the narrative view offers a paradigm that can navigate between,
for example, secularism and fieedom of religion. The creationist position may be understood
as a story that arises llom a specific conflict and involves a set ofcharacters and actions. The
same can be said of hard-line atheism; it is also an account of the world based on certain points
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of view and arising from cefiain motivations. This is not to dismiss the ethical call to reject
distorlions of education from either extreme views, of course. Rather, it is to describe authentic
leaming as amannerofhearing all stories andunderstanding theconnections among them.
4. Education is collaborative inasmuch as stories are communal. So far, it has been

emphasized that the narrative view sees education as constituting not only theories or
abstract concepts; it is no less than a way of life. There is no artificial bifurcation between
leaming andliving orexisting. Thus, everyone involvedineducationhas apersonal stakein
the shaping and dissemination of knowledge, which goes beyond one's contractual
responsibilities as a teacher, student, or administrator. The findings of one's research, the
arguments presented in one's lecture, the position taken in one's paper, all have a bearing
on who and what one is in human society.
It follows that the narratives of ideology (e.g., nationalism, feminism, modernism,
Catholicism, etc.) need to be evaluated in terms of their truthfulness to the experiences of
the community, including and especially those of its marginalized members. Stories are spun
in the context of power relations and, inevitably, our accounts are shaped by our positions
in terrns of, e.g., gender, race, class, sexual orientation, etc. An "educated" account ofreality
cannotbe devoid of insights fromourday-to-day interactions with others. The 1980s debate
about essentialism in feminist discoursi:, for example, was sparked by the experiences of
women whorealizedthatitwas noteasy to define the category "woman." This recognition
of difference was achieved through consciousness-raising groups in which all narratives
were given a fair hearing.
In the context of forrnal education, the collaboration of storytellers, as it were, fuels
the most fiuitfrrl insights in intemational conferences and multidisciplinary research. Through
such venues, one leams'about other ways of being and knowing.

ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF EDUCATIONAL NARRATIVES
The view that education has a narrative nature also entails a number of ethical
implications. Certain moral obligations arise on the part of teachers and leamers. (An individual
maybe simultaneously ateacherand aleamer, orassumes eitherrole atdiFfierenttimes in life.)
First, the teacher as story.teller must be able to engage her audience, i.e., pull them into
the world of the text. She must facilitate narrative understanding, i.e., be able to point out
historical or interdisciplinary connections. In fact, she stands at the very nexus of such
connections, selecting which events will be narrated and for what purpose. The story she
crafts mustbe of sufficienturgency and significance astotransforrnthelives of herlisteners.
Given thatteaching is aperformance, hermethods may occasionally involve some amount
of theatricality. As Hay and White (2006, 1 1 ) write:
The familiar e lements of narrative, such as story plot, characterisation, theme,
mood, and motif, are present not only in those events which are, strictly speaking,
told,butinthose which are enacted, illustrated, danced, sung or represented in
a variety of forms and genres.
Thus, both message and medium are important. This is especially true in the digital
age, when the educator as storyteller must employ the Socratic method with the aid of

technology.
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Second, the teacher must be sensitive to the power relations involved in the act of
narrating. As Verhesschen (2003, 462) obserwes, not all narratives are equal in the discipline
andpractice of education. Thenarrative of anexpertwouldbemoretrustwofthythanthatof
a novice. The standpoint of the oppressed may be more comprehensive than that of the

privileged' Thatof

a studentmaybe less authoritative than aprofessor's, thoughdeserving
of no less respect. In view of the inequality among narrative voices, the teacher must make
an extra effort to prioritize those which are usually not given a fair hearing, like the voices of
the marginalized, those who are different from oneself, or those who hold a contrary view.
This is related to the collaborative nature ofeducation as discussed above.
An illustration of a teacher's response to vulnerable narratives may be found in
Lisette Dillon's (2011) study. She asked twelve gifted children, whose ages ranged from ten
to fourteenyears, to writeemailjoumals overthe course of sixmonths. Theprojectencouraged
each person to share an ongoing account of self and not-self, leading to greater integration
and awareness. The success of the project is attributed to the medium of email as a safe
space for teacher-student dialogue, since it contributed to a "reduced sense ofbeingjudged"

(Dillon 2011, 216). The key role of the narrative
emphasized in the research findings:

method-in this case, email joumaling-is

.. .narrative methods of authoring within an email setting brought forth selfreflective capacities that gave clarity to participants' understandings oftheir
inner states and their responses to extemal others.. .when interiority is directed
into a space where itcanbe safely exposed (i.e., emailjoumals to aresponsive

researcher), where there is time to think and reflect (i.e., iterative self-reflection),
then imporlant gains in seH-definition can be made. Therefore, when narrative
methods are used that infor:rn how the participants are known, it can help to
close the different reality gaps that may exist between gifted young adolescents
and "othen." @ilon 2O I I, 23 4)

Anotherpractical example ofthe teacher's secondethical obligation, in thecontextof

religious education, is offered by Heinz Streib (1998). He points to fiction

as a

creative

altemative to the metanarrative of domination, of which fundamentalism is an example. As a
genre of narrative, fiction-in the form of Biblical parallss-leplssents the Ricoeurian
"kingdomof the as if." Streib (1998,323)cal1s fora'lrermeneutics offiction " which'Teatures
and nurftues. . .the consciousness of difference. And to engage in this sort of herrneneutical
enterprise is to set in motion the laboratory for thought experiments." This liberal account of
religious education emphasizes critical awareness of hierarchical relations:

Religious education should engage especially in remembering particular
events and people who have names; or to rewrite the stories by referring to
particularity and to names. It has to deal with the question, "whose story is
listened to?" Small narratives and small-life-world narratives should be honored
and held up over against meta-narratives . Of very special interest are the stories
of victims of history and the story of rhe victim of history. It will give the story
a special significance and structure, when it is the result of fictional invention or
imaginative vmiation that is inspired by flris special kind of memory and solidarity.
(sreib 1998,330)
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Third, the teacher as storyteller is thrust into an intersubjective relation with her
tradition, her material, and her audience. She begins from the prenarrative understanding of
her field (mimesis,), configures the plot of the material (mimesisr), and facilitates the
intersection of the world of the text and the world of her students (mimesis.). Her work is one
of integration: she connects the material to its tradition and to possible innovations, explicates
the text as the narration of lived experience, and strives to practice what she preaches. The
educational discourse thus shapes her very identity. As Verhesschen (2003, 459) writes:
In a narrative situation there is always an audience and the narrator wants to

offer an image of herself. A teacher talking about past experiences wants to
relate what happened and what that meant to her, but as well as this she wants
to give an impression of herself to the listener.
The teacher recognizes and impresses upon others, that we are indeed the narrators or
heroes of our lives. To be effective, she must alwaysrelate as a persontoher students and
peers. Never has the integration of theory and practice been more important than in the

person of the teacher. This integrity isJhe mimetic work of education, of living one's
philosophy.
Finally, on the part of the leamer,s she has the main obligation to be open to narratives.
If education as a narrative act takes place via the threefold mimesis, then the student's main
ethical responsibilities concem the material itself, the world of the text. This pertains notjust
to the narrative of the subjectmatter, butto thenarratives of herteachers and classmates as
well. Education can never be authentic unless it is incorporated into the story of a person's
own lived experience. To achieve this outcome, the leamerhas the obligation to exercise
both her creative and moral imaginations. In the final analysis, in the spirit of the Socratic
ideal of the examined life, she has the obligation to monitor her own development. Reflection
is a precondition for the effective telhng of her own narratives.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have elucidated on the application of Ricoeur's theory of narrative
toward an ontology of education. I have arrived at the following preliminary definition:
Education is the process of coming to know narratives about the world, as well as the
mechanisms and traditions involved in their telling. While the term "narrative" here is
conceived broadly, its use in philosophy ofeducation is not new and has been applied
in specific ways. I have provided an overview ofrecent research that focuses on
methodology, i.e., the teaching processes and the teacher-student relations. My main
contribution is a sketch of a Ricoeurian view of the nature of education, along with a set of
ethical implications.

Adopting Ricoeur's conceptual tools regarding identity, the making of meaning, and
the relationship between the texts we produce and the lives that we live, we come to clari$
certain facets of education. Without eschewing the facts of lived experience, the narrative
view of education sees reality as complex, socially-consffucted, and communal. Pedagogy
is more artthan science. Meanwhile, in the ethics of education, the teacherhas akey role in
the mimetic process, inasmuch as she facilitates the integration of text and life, theory and
practice. Teaching as performance entails a set of responsibilities, which includes the critical
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work of asking story-relevant questions. Last but not least, the teacher mediates among
narratives in such a way as to give marginalized voices a fair hearing, providing a safe and
encouraging space for leamers in the telling of their own stories.

NOTES
1.

ReadduringthePaulRicoeurConferenceatGroningenUniversiqrintheNetherlands

on23-29hne2Ol3.
2. For an overview of Ricoeur's response to deconstruction, see Patrick Bourgeois

Qffir).
3. As
..

Robet Sweeney (1997, 200) writes:

.the wager behind a thought experiment is to test out, presumably, in terms

of

plausibility and applicability, original combinations of life and death, love and
hate, pleasure and suffering, innocence and culpability, good and evil. Thus,
ethics andmorality are alreadyimpliedintheimaginarymodeinfictional stories;
and literary fictions, as distinguished from science fiction, mysteries, etc., can
be considered imaginative variations on the theme of the good life, which,
Ricoeur avers, constitutes the first "ethico-moral comerstone."

Although only fiction is mentioned in this passage, I argue that the vast genre of
nonfiction is also susceptible to an ethical reading. Narratives in general humanize the text
of our lives, which would be merely biological if they were unstoried or uninterpreted
(Ricoeur I99l ,27 -28).A Ricoeurian view entails dissolving the opposition befween fiction/
false/subjective and nonfiction/true/objective.
Ricoeur is not the first to establish a link between narrative literature and sthiss-sss
for example Martha Nussbaum ( 1 9921--but his account is the most comprehensive, extending
as it does to no less than the study of Being.
4. Compare Socrates'privileging of reflection/examination with Soren Kierkegaard's

(1988, 111)privileging of living/experiencing: "Itis quitetue whatPhilosophy says: that
Life must be understood backwards. But that makes one forget the other saying: that it must
be lived-forwards. The more one ponders this, the more it comes to mean that life in the
temporal existence never becomes quite intelligible, precisely because at no moment can I
find complete quiet to take the backward-looking position." However, from a Ricoeurian
perspective in which stories are lived and lives narrated, there is no opposition between
understanding and living.
5. An exception is when the student has leaming disabilities, in which case the onus
of engagementfalls on the teacher.
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GENDER LINGUISTICS AND LITERARY
ELEMENTS IN TURKIC LANGUAGES:
A PERSPECTIVE
Khayala Mammadova
School of Humanities and Social Sciences
Khazar U niv ersity, Azerbaijan
This paper annlyses gercler linguistic elements inTurkic languages through
gender linguistic methods. The obtained outcomes show that, unlike other
language grozps, gender symmety-the measurable equal representation of

womenandmen-has been evidentwitha smallnumber of cases ind.icating
gender asymmetry-/zz tmequal treatment or perceptions of women and taninthe semantics ofrurkic languages. Moreove6 inlanguages reflecting gender
categories, thefeature on man-woftutn relationship penetrates the language
and progresses into the mind through divided cultures. More importantly,
language is the collection of culture, civilization, and knowledge and it can
be investigatedfromdffirent orientations. One of the important aspects of
language is that it is wedvariously by males an"d.femnles. The gender linguistic
elements correlate with the social gender anangement to reflect and reinforce
the existing social asymmetries. This complexphenomenon is associatedwith
the evolution of language through interchanges with diverse cultures. The
language of any people is the most obvious indicator of its historical gender
dimensions.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years the analysis ofgender stereotypes in diverse cultures and in gender

linguistics has radically changed one's perceptions. Before analysing the complex
relationship between gender and linguistics, or the female and male languages in Turkic
societies, the gender theoretical and methodological problems will first be discussed in
relation to the question of "women's language."
It would be useful to differentiate "gender" and "sex." Gencler refers to social or
cultural distinctions associated with being male or female and is generally considered to be
a socially constructed concept. It refers to the roles, responsibilities, behaviours, activities,
and attributes of men and women that are created in families, societies, and cultures.
Gender, theoretically as well as practically, demonstrates the ways ofeliminating discrimination
against women in the socioeconomic life of society. The concept of gender is vital because,
in relation to social analysis, it reveals how women's subordination and men's domination
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are socially constructed. Gender roles can change over time and they vary within and
between cultures. The structure of social differentiation such as political status, class,
physical and mental disability, age, and so on, can modify genderroles.
Sex is a biological feature. All human beings are bom male or female with respect to
biology. Sex refers to the biological and physiological characteristics that define men and
women. On the basis of this fact, men and women are differentiated in theirroles and
responsibilities in society. Aperson's sex does not change from birth, but their gender can.
Sex refers to thebiological andphysiological characteristics, while genderrefers tobehaviors,
roles, expectations, and activities in society. So gender difference is duelo nurture whlle
sex difference is due to nature. The differences in the sexes do not vary throughout the
world, butdifferences in gender do.
Gender analysls examines the differences in women's and men's lives, according to
the social and economic inequity for women and applies this understanding to policy
development. It aims to achieve positive change for women and to remove the inequities
based on incorrect assumptions and stereotypes.
Gender stereotypes can be assessed through the analysis of language structures. In
this regard, the area of gender linguistics (or feminist linguistics), as affected by postrnodemist
philosophy, was forrned in accordance with the postneoclassic paradigm in order to examine
the basis of gender asymmetry in different languages. As a result, new contributions have
been made to women's rights and feminist linguistics. Men and women speak in different
ways because they are brought up differently and their status and roles are differentiated in
society. The more changes there are in society, the more differentiations in language, too.
Feministresearchers claimthatlanguage norms havebeen affectedbypatriarchal culture and
these languages have forrrred the patriarchal consciousness of society.
Gender is also one of the most salient social categories in Turkic societies. a major
deterrninant of pattems of behaviour in all sectors of everyday life and on various levels of
public organization. The gender arangement is characterized by male dominance as evident
in almost all of the subsystems of Turkic societies. The absence of grammatical devices does
not prevent the speakers of Turkic languages from communicating messages about gender.
Gender messages are encapsulated in covert gender (that is, when gender is not
visible in the noun itsell, explicit gender markrngs (through the combination of gender
lexemes with other terms to refer to a person), proverbs, and folklore.
One of the thrusts of this paper is to investigate how the gender of the interlocutor,
the gender social status, and the type of offence affect the way males and females in

cultures apologise. In light of such consideration, the study aims to probe into the
communication sffategies of culturally and linguistically different societies and account for
their similarities and differences in the use of politeness strategies. We considerfeminist
thinking, which tries to move beyond the assumption that women's speech is always
necessarily different from men's speech, to show the necessity of a more complex model of
gender linguistics and literary elements, for the analysis of women's and men's use of
language and gender stereotypes in Turkic societies.

DOMINANCE OR DIFFERENCE APPROACH?
Gender linguistics frst appeared in research on feminism in Westem countries at the
end of the 20th century with the purpose of examining the language phenomenon through
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gender methods. Gender linguistics studies the lexical, syntactical, gender categories in
language structure, and the communication of gender in various areas (media and intemet)
in order to identify the history of gender and semantic contents, cultural stereotypes, and
symbols. The research on gender linguistics has revealed the serious violation of gender
symmetly and the dominance of androcentric elements in the historical development of
most languages. The case of gender asymmetry was also observed in Western languages
and Westem literary theory; this has indeed been the way of great civilizations (Gordon
1985 ,26). Aside ffom examining the language
through gender methods, gender
linguistics also aims at identifzing feminine and masculine elements in language, which are
archaic forms of cultural stereotypes. Furtherrnore, it studies speech patterns, the social
meaning of feminine and masculine languages, and tries to discover their corresponding

socialroles.
Time records cultural changes, which have influenced the development of language.
Stereotypes can create a cerlain gender imbalance, which spreads into languages and into
the intellect ofpeople. Each language has its characteristics and reflects society to a great
extent. The sociolinguistic investigations in the 1970s focused mainly on syntactic,
phonological, and morphological variations. Gradually, the focus in the study of language
moved towards understanding gender as a constitutive factor in building social identities
(Rustamova 2005, 56). Sociolinguistics has also demonstrated that the language used by
mostpeople shows variance and that genderis one of thekey deterniners of this variation.
Gender linguistics has been used broadly through popular references such as "Men are
firrmMan" and'lMomen are fromVenus." Apractical guideforimprovingcommunication and
getting what you want in a relationship is discussed by Jennifer Coates in Women talk:
Conversation between womenfriends (1996) and in Men talk: Stories in the making of
masculinities(2003). Thesebooks mainlyfocusonthefailureofcommunicationbetween
men and women in view of their different styles of expressing themselves. A scientific research
on how men and women talk and differ in their discourses is studied in terms of forms of
speech, topics, intonation, and grammatical features. This study shows that the language
usedbywomenandmenarequitedistinctwitheachother(-akoff 20O4andMulac1999).
Itis interesting to note thatlinguistic investigations focused on syntactic, phonological,
and morphological variations because it was thought then that "gender" is a sociolinguistic
variable, just like social class, age, ethnicity, and social status. It was only in the mid- 1970s
when Robin Lakoff's ktnguage andwomanb place established the existence of a science
about gender and language. Lakotr(1973,43) observes thatwomen are criticised or scolded
for not speaking "like a lady" bu! in other times, "speaking like a lady" denies her access to
power in that she is constrained by a stereotyped behaviour. Certainly, female discourse is
distinctfrommalediscourseandthis fac! as observedintheirconversational styles @omaine
1999, 1 80-85), reflects the elements of status and power.
ResearcherAnthony Mulac (1999) has demonstrated more concrete insights into
gendered language. Although all features identified are used by both men and women, there
are clear differences in the frequency of usage between the genders (Braun, zool , 16) .
women tend to use more intensifying adverbs such as "very" or "really." The sentence
structures uttered by women involve the more frequent use of tag questions, questions in
general, and hedges. Men use more directives and talk straightforwardly (Braun 2001, 5).
The style of dialogue of womenis morepolite andaccommodates moreindirectorders
than imperatives, which suggest the absence of a dominant behaviour. women display a
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more cooperative style of conversational interactions that include a minimal reaction to
indicate interest with such devices as "yes" or "hmmm." In terms of sentence structure,
women adhere more closely to pattems of the standard language. By contrast, men behave
more competitively in conversation as, for example, by intemrpting and talking more often
than their female conversational paftner. Men are seen to talk more colloquially and make
greater use of the dialect while women talk in sentences of average lengttr, often introducing
these sentences with an adverbial clause that contain many subordinate clauses. Men's
ways of speaking are less grammatical and more elliptical. As regards the actual subject
matterof discussion, womenrelate more to emotions and speakmorepersonally while men
speak more rationally @raun 2001, 15).
Researchers onfeminism say thatlanguage nonns havebeen affectedby thepatriarchal
culture, which forrns the patriarchal consciousness of society. According t o the cultural
difference model, rrlen Ntdwomen belong to separate but equal cultures, which predate the
development of individuals who are socialized into them (Block2OO2,49-60). That is, girls
and boys are socialized into different ways of relating to one another in their predominately
same-sexinteractions and, thus, acquiredifferentcommunicative sfzles withinthe community
in which they live (Davis and Skilton-Sylvester 2U)4, 38-404).
The cultural difference model does not perceive the differences negatively. It adopts
the socially liberal position that men and women are different but equal: women's speech
and communication sgzles are not inferior to men's; rather, the relationship between the two
becomeproblematic, atleast, inpartbecause of aculture clash (Block 2002,60-73).TI'rc
culfural difference model assumes that if communication breaks down between men and
women, it is due to misinterpreting the otherpalty's ways of interacting (Tannen 1993,263),
and not because of the dominating power of men in communication. What is needed to
enhance an equally mutual communication between the sexes is to leam how to be bicultural and thoroughly understand the opposite gender's ways ofunderstanding.
Moreover, feminist researchers believe that the escape from a patriarchal culture
depends on the grammatical structure and semantics of the language-for example, by
makingthe referencetomaleandfemaleinagender-neuffalmanner-andtheimplementation
of fundamental changes in literary traditions. Westem feminists approach the structure of
European languages critically and innovations in this field are currently being carried out.
However, Eastem language studies have been poorly designed and extensive significant
research has not yet been conducted in this field. Azerbaijani and other Tirrkic languages
can be included in the list of such languages, which are yet to be properly analysed by
researchers.

LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL DIVERSTY IN MALE
AND FEMALE SPEECH
In general, the gender methods in investigating the cultures of Turkic nations contribute
offeminist elements thathave existed historically
in these nations. Thematriarchal mechanismhasengraved aprofoundimprintintheroots of
this culture. Sources have indicated the existence of an Amazon-feminist society segregated
fromamale sociegrin ancientAzerbaijanterritories. EvenintheMiddleAges,NizamiGanjavi
(Jafarzadeh 199I,78-87) described the existence of such a society in the meeting between
AlexandertheGreatandNushabe, theheadofBarda, whoreigledoverthelands of women.
to the acquisition of genderbalance because
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In the 1 2th century, Nizard Ganjavi pointed out that a woman (in Nushabe's image) was
wiser and fairer than great emperors like Alexander the Great. This writer's thoughts were
not random but gathered from ancient Turkic-skific tradition. From this perspective, Ganjavi
can be considered the second feminist thinker after plato.
The examination of modem and ancient ethnographic materials shows that the role
of a woman in a family and society was no less imporlant than that of a man .InThe book
of Dede Korklzlta woman is not only a mother or a wife, but also an individual, who is
actively involved in battles and social relationships alongside her spouse. In the epos, a
woman's beauf is gauged not only by her appearzrnce, but also by her dedication, loyalty,
and other moral qualities. The main difference between the Turkic feminist movement and
other feminist movements is that Turkish women want to restore their previous state.
Female-male equality has always existed in Turkish history. The presentTurkish feminist
movement aims to regain the former equality and historical impartiality to women, which
prevailed during cerlain periods in the past. Certainly, this way of thinking has determined
the present position of women in Turkish society and in so doing has found its reflection
in the structure of language development. From this perspective, it is essential to investigate
the structure of the Turkic language by means of gender methods. The history of the
language of a people is the most obvious indication of gender dimensions. Research
based on the analysis oflanguage structures assesses the cultural gender stereotypes
(Qrishina2005,65).
The gender linguistics field (or feminist linguistics), based on a new postneoclassic
paradigm and influenced by postmodernist philosophy, has contributed to the science of
linguistics and women's rights by exploring gender asymmetry in different languages.
Language socializes the community. Through language, we speak, leam, and create
the image of a genuine man and woman in our minds. In fact, female language and male
language are not two separate notions. The study aims to deal with moments, which are
perceived differently by genders when communicating via the same language. That is why
a number of researchers highly recommend the use of the term "genderlect" to distinguish
between feminine and masculine languages. Moreover, the structure of language has
directions such as sociolinguistics (the analysis ofthe language by sex, age, profession,
city, village, lifestyle), feminist criticism of language, research of masculine language, the
study of speech practices of sexual minorities (linguistic analysis of compliance between
social and biological sex), identity diagnostics (sex determination based on analysis of
author's texts in both verbal and written forms), psycholinguistics (gender research on the
effect of sexual treafinent on language from childhood), and linguacultural and crosscultural
language (the research on gender dimensions based on language material in culture) (Wodak
19q7,49).

SentaTromel-Plotz and Julia Kristeva (Yankubayeva 2008, 30-56) are researchers
representing the feminist criticism of language, who envisage the special linguistic
development of methodologies, gender confrontation in language with the abolition of male
dominance, and the implementation of reforms in connection with the new language policy.
They analyze the semantic fields of language where women are represented as female
characters in concepts and the meanings attributed to these concepts by the male sex. The

results of this research reveal that most of the languages have a patriarchal origin.
Consequently, researchers have proposed numerous recommendations for the abolition
identifying and recording the sex of a person.

of
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Jacques Derrida's (Johnson19'77,35-38) gender deconstructionmethoclis widely
used in feminism and gender research. According to Derrida, the formation of traditional
philosophical thought is based on contradictions and only one ofthese contradictions is
true: the management of all cognitive systems from the center is based on male criteria.
The deconstruction of this dichotomous center revealed its instability and constructive
nature. One of the male-female constructions formed as an opposite concept is accepted
as basic and complete, but the other one is accepted as second class. In other words,

male linguistic constructions generate their oppositve, the female (or non-male)
constructions.

Jacques Lacan (Code 2000) considered language to be the sole method for exploring
the subconscious. He factored the subconscious into language, which established a
language culture resulting in a meaningful system and a symbolic layout.Lacan's
conception of language has a great impact on the creation of feminist linguistics, such as
those of Julia Kristeva, Luce kigaray, and Helene Cixous.
Anewly socializedchildenters this symbolic worldandbegins toperceivehimself or
herself as aperson beyond the existence of his mother (Cameron 1993, 160-61). The child
loses independence in his orher feelingg; language laws dominate because of increasing
human will. The domination of language laws is necessarlz forthe sociaLization of a child and
for his or her transfor:rnation into a carrier of culture. Consequently, the child leams cultural
stereotypes through language and creates a concept of selfthrough these stereotypes.

Lacan (wrlliamandLundberg,2008,3-12) wdtes, "weenterthe symbolic layoutworldfiom
the birlh moment." After being a member of society and entering into the meanings of

symbols, the child starts to build the world according to current symbols. Thus, he enters
the patriarchal order and, as he grows older, he helps in creating the conditions for its
existenceandrealization.Accordingtol-acan(Code200o,38),

inadoptinglanguagesymbols,

men and women identify themselves by the cultural norms determined for them . As a result,
they define their ownplace within the current language.
On the basis of experiments carried out among American Indian tribes, anthropologists
have identified that men and women use different words or terms and they demonstiate
different pronunciations of the same things or concepts (Deni sov 2ffi9,49'). For example, for
the Karip tribes living in the virgin Islands, the repetition of "men words" by women is
considered a sign of failure to integrate their status in the public sphere. Edward Sapir
(Kirilina 1999,23) assessed this as a conversational code of sex to put greater emphasis on
patterns in male/female conversational interaction.This practice gives an impetus to the
study ofgender factors in language.
rn 1924, one of the earliest linguists, otto Jespersen (ozturk 2012, gj -106), examined
the way men and women speak in different languages and revealed their distinct identity.
He carried out an experiment among 25 university students. Each student had to write 100
words without thinking. The women wrote words mainly related to clothing and textile,
but the men wrote words mainly related to nature and animals. Based on this experiment,
the author came to the conclusion that girls had a more limited vocabulary than boys. In
this research, Jespersen concluded that, unlike men, women were more illogical and rapid
talkers.
Inthe 1970s, feministlanguageresearchers (I-akoff 1975;Spender 1980) examined the
question ofmale dominance and female deference in conversation . Feminist linguisls TromelPlotz and Robin Lakoff (I97 5 , 10) began a research on the relevant issues and noted the
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social differences in the conversational styles of men and women. According to them,
women were the property of men and their patriarchal language aggression.
Robin Lakoff (197 4) and Mary Ritchie Key (191 5) opposed the views of Jespersen,
who associated defects in women's speech to biological origin. They claimed that the
language problems of women depended on their social status or their weaker positions in
society and their dependence on men. In his work, I-anguage anrlwomenb statuses, Lakoff

(1973,56)extensively examinedthespeechbehaviourofwomen. Byhighlightingthemain
characteristics of women's peculiar ways of speaking, Lakoffnoted the main features of
women's specific speech pattems. He reported that women have rich vocabulary resources
in the areas of their interest (especially adjectives), flawless speech, and the choice of
correct words and expressions. They use interrogalive intonation. question particles, accents,
and gestures to soften and hide their strong feelings. "A1l kinds of restrictions and limitations
have been imposed on a female's linguistic habits with the idea that these behavioral pattems
would ensure her feminiry" ( Key 1 975, 102).
In the 1990s, researchers studied the linguistic problems into sex differences as a
result ofthe expansion ofgender studies not from the point ofview of biological sex, but

from the point of view of "social sex." Ftudies have shown that, because of their gentle
nature, women spoke in a more elegant, educated, aristocratic, and polite manner than men
(Bodine I915,131-38).
Unlike men, the woman who speaks and cries in apublic place does not care whether
what she says is the object of public censure. In most cultures around the world, women
have not been observed to draw attention to themselves in public places. Languages may
also lack words for things that matter a great deal to women. However, this sorl of gap is
another way that a language can be seen as encoding a male worldview. For example, the
term "sexual harassment" is a recent feminist innovation. Women's discussion of their work
experiences leads them to see a general element in many of their social linguistic problems
and, as a result, they invented the tenrr "sexual harassment." Once the problem was named,
itbecame much easierto fight sexual harassment, bothlegally andby educating thepeople
about it (Farley 191 8,1 5).
According to their positions in society. men improve their verbal skills in political
debates and conversations. But women become experls of such words as "gossip," "social
analysis," and guessing the thoughts of others. Miranda trricker (2OO'l , 155) calls "gaps"
those experiences prior to the invention of the term "sexual harassment" as a form of
herrneneutical injustice. It occurs when "some significant area of one's social experience

[is] obscured from collective understanding owing to"

gap in communal linguistic/
conceptual resources that is more damaging to a socially disadvantaged group (to which
one belongs). In her researches, Fricker connects this up with issues in both ethics and
epistemology, especially in the epistemology of testimony.
There are many polemical discussions in feminist linguistics which have arisen as a
result of studies in the various sciences (sociology, psychology, history, ethnography,
anthropology, etc.). The imporlance of meaning in the discourse of men and women also
reveals the relationship between consciousness and meaning.This is emphasized in the
definitions of the roles language plays and in the texts of the studies of poststructuralism
in feminist linguistics (Brown 1980, 123-24).
Michel Foucault (Fairclough 1989,77) says that gender concept is formed in language
as a result of conversational discourse between men and women. In language, this is the
a
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identification of awoman with areproductive function which determines her social role.
According to Foucault, the language is the main tool for generating, protecting, and dividing
power. In society, language regulates gender relations (as well as racial and ethnic relations)
in the subconscious in a dichotomous way. It creates conditions for strengthening and
protecting patriarchal power. Foucault's ideas resulted in the creation of critical trends in
the field of linguistics.
American sociolinguist Deborah Tannen (1990, 268) suggests a contrary cultural
element when analyzing cornmunication problems in the speech styles of the sexes. Thnnen
presents acontradictory interpretation of the indirectness of female speech. Sheclaims that
being indirect does not necessarily reside in powerlessness, or in a lower position in the
hierarchy, but may just be the contrary. In her judgment, indirectness is ambiguous and
polysemous, because "indirectness. ..is not in itself a sffategy of subordination. Rather, it
can be used either by the poweritl or the powerless."
Tiannen ( 1 990, 25) maintains that individuals gain language in two differcnt sex education
atmospheres and through these situations, the different language styles come about. She
examines a range of speech-advice-giving, story{elling, reacting to another's account of
problems, complimenting, and gossiping-that leads her to conclude that while men
approach the world as individuals in a hieiarchical social order, where they are either one up
or one down, women approach the world as individuals in a network of connections. She

further strengthens on the dual-culture model and argues that conversations are
negotiations in which people try to achieve and maintain the upper hand if they can and
protect themselves from the other's attempt to put them down and push them around.
There is also the dependence ofthe sexes on language awareness ofreligion. In a
survey of 140 pupils who were to choose any person who was as great an ancestor as Adam,
only one of them chose a female ancestor (Romaine 1 99 9, 13 5).
Some concepts and terms relating to women's deprivation of human status were
reflected in the Catholic Church of the MiddteAges and in the works of monks (Kolosova
1996,120-45). This process started in ancient times and the role of the religious-mythical
appearance can be observed in the formation of language. One example is ovret,the
covering of a woman in the Muslim culture (pronounc ed as "awrat" which means "veiled
completely").
Gender linguistics systematically investigates the Linguistic representation of female
and male in 30 languages of very different structural and sociocultural backgrounds.
Taking into consideration the lack of terminological precision and consistency in the
discussions about language and gender, the terms "gender class" and "gender language"
need to be defined more precisely and with a more explicit reference to the wider framework
of nominal classification. Finnish, Creole, English, and Turkish represent this group of
languages.Gender language is illustrated by many Indo-European languages and also by
the Semitic languages. Theselanguageshave only avery smallnumberof "genderclasses,"
typically two or three. In these languages, the concepts "human" and "male" are identified
in English as "man," in French "homme," in Gennan "mann," in Persian "mard," and so
on. In many languages, there are sex categories, which are sharply differentiated according
to their quality and quantity. In English, the generic word for horses is "horse," for male
horses it is "stallion" and for the female, "mare." For humans and adult males, however,
the generic term is "man." This creates asymmetry in the language as it is possible for the
term "man" to be ambiguous. This is known as the he-man language.
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Typically, the female gender of nouns is generated from the male gender fin Arabic,
katib -katibe (secretary), muellim-muellime (teacher), or in Russian, student-studentka
(student). If these nouns are used in the plural fom, they are fonned from either the nonfemale
gender or the male gender root word. If it is humiliating to call a man "muellime" (teacher) it
is not considered a humiliation to call a woman "muellim"(teacher). In the syntax of this
language, the consensus is notbased on the real sex ofthe objectbut on theparts ofspeech
of grammatical gender. Compound words and word combinations (Irishman, Scotsman,
spokesman, manpower, manmade, etc.) are created from positive- and authoritarian-natured
words related to the male sex. Such combinations become signs of women's traditional
isolation from a variety of social fields. Some words which can be used to refer to a person
of either sex can be marked. Profession and titles are directly related to men but indirectly

relatedtowomen. Forexample,wemaycallafemaledoctora"ladydoctof'(suggestingthat
the norrn is a male doctor), women professor, etc.
Feminists strongly criticise announcements andadvertisements thatcreatedifferences

between men's and women's speech, at each level of linguistic analysis in gender
discrimination or to words which balance or counter discrirnination (for example, the use of
the words "goddess"z or "creatrix," instead of the word "God"). They even try to bring
neologisms to the language. For example, feminists offer to replace the word "his+story,"
whichmeans "men'shistory" withtheword"her+story" whichmeans "women's history."
The neologisms are widely used in feministWeb pages and literature. This is an oppofiunity
for the relevant terms to gradually hnd a place in sociegu (Qirishei 2OOl, 537).
There are several cognitive mechanisms at work in the formation of gender
construction. Some of these mechanisms have been identified in posffreoclassic and feminist
philosophy of language. These mechanisms include categorizing, automatism, judging,
metaphor and empiricism, and constructing conceptional_mechanisms of ancient types
(Qirishei 2m1,547).
Categorizing means changing the forms of gender stereo$rpes into divisions in tenrrs
of words, terms, phrasal verbs, and expressions. The preservation of these categories
complies with the interest of the patriarchal system. Language carries out this function in
culture on a subconscious level and needs to be changed (Labov 1998, 44).
Automatism is a specific neurocognitive mechanism that is a nonarbitrary way of
controlling an activity. This mechanism generates complex phrases and words, which are
automatically driven by gender stereotypes. ln this regard, many experiments have been
carried out. For example, women automatically think in tenns of "fashion, dance, kitchen"
while men automatically think in tenns of "power, hero, pilot." We consider as female a
decorated peacock or an omamental fish (although they belong to the male sex). So, there is
an automatic response to statements related to men and women because cognitive
mechanisms are used in a nonarbitrary way without thinking (Zimmerman I91 5 , 123).
andgender
Judgingisalargecompilationofissuesfocusingonavariefyofwomen's
studies within the various legal systems. One of the aims of this mechanism is to explore
critical accounts of the law. One such thrust, among many, is to examine some particular
legal issues which involve the identification of the gender of the judges as male or female
and the distinctions (if any) between theirjudgements.
In afigure-background perceptiye ,tttucture mechanism, attention is focused on the
figure atthe background. This figure is preplanned, which is only presented as a special
background in order to attract the attention of the others. For example, in the headline of a
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newspaper, a "7-year-old daughter was killed while the mother simply looked at her ." In
the background, the mother was selected as the foreseeable accused figure, but may not be
theoffender.
In Ihe metaphor an d empiricism mechnnisms , the rnetaphor is generated abstractly in
relation to an empirical or corporeal practice. The embodiment of a metaphor can affect all
fields of language. In the history of philosophical thought, the existence of male and female
categories created a large base where we can compare the metaphors that deterrnine social
consciousness. LakoffandJohnson(1980)define"socialconceptualmetaphor"asaformof

abstract reasoning mediating the "source domain," that is already known, and the
"conceptual domain," which generates the acquisition of new knowledge. Metaphor,
therefore, plays an active role in the construction of new knowledge and the movement from
concrete to abstract lcrowledge.
Inference (or discourse) mechanismis a fragmented expression of terms to generate
opinion.Thepenonreceivingthisfiagmentedinformationwillcomplementitwithaninference
based on the outcome of his or her mental syllogism. In fact, the essence of a fragmented
information transmitted through language is to keep the message above the cognitive
process. For example, it is impossible toliterally explain the tautology "girl is girl," and the
person who hears this expression will construct some ideas in a unified system that can be
identified withthe word "girl," whichreinforces thepowerof men overwomen.
According to the conceptual mechanism of ancient Qpes, although languages differ
from one another, there is access to similar general abstractions (or conceptual ancient
Upes). Forexample, the prefxes "yin ' and'!ang" are conceptual types of the feminine and
masculine prefixes in old Chrnese myhs. Languages reflect gender dichotomous categories.
These categories, such as "man-woman," penetrate into the language of the culture and
from that language into the mind of the people. This conceptual mechanism of ancient
rypes is visible in the comparative studies of the history of Turkish and European as well as
Turkish and Arabic cultures.
Alterthe relatively extensiveprelirninaries, we now focus ontheTurkic languages.

GENDER LINGUISTIC ELEMENTS IN TURKIC
(AZERBAIJANI/TURKISH) LANGUAGES
InTurkish culture, the protectionof gendersymmetry is greaterthaninothers. Evidence
ofgender protection is found in ancient Turkish legends and folklore. In Turkish languages,
thereis no sharpboundarybetweenthetwo types of male andfemalepropernouns showing
gender. We can obtain interesting results if we exploreTurkish languages as well as the
Azerbaijani language through the methods of feminist or gender linguistics.
Interesting elements surface when we look at nuances associated with sexism in a
lmgaage. Sexism----<>r thebeliefthat, by virtue of sex, men are superiorto women-manifests
itself differently in various languages. For instance, there are certain sufflxes for both male
and female genders in the Russian language. Sexist words occur frequently in the titles in
this language, yet women are addressed as "poet" instead of "poetessa ' in special ceremonies.
Researchers commented that there are very few women in the professions; flrus, this word
does not sound significantly relevant (AghayevaZOl4, 2 32).
Gender in Turkic languages, not using the word and word combinations in an absolute
gender sense, and generally not having a base in the principles of grammatical nonrrs of
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gender discrimination means that there is no gender discrirnination or gender stereotype
in
Turkic languages. Since this area of research has not been extensivJy investigatJyet,
then, though the protection of gender symmetry is observed in the grammatical
structure of
the Turkish language, it does not appear to be the same about some words, phraseological
units' phrases, and expressions. InAzerbaijani and Turkic languages (as well as in other
languages of Turkish origin), most of the phraseological units, phrases, and expressions
are
the same, so it appears that there is a visible presence of gender asymmetry in Turkic
languages.
There are numerous examples of linguistic sexism in the English language. "Mankind,,'
for example, is used to express a human race consisting of men and women. The expression
''man' ' in the first part of the word means a male person. The noun . .man, " which
originated
fromlndo-European languages, is usedboth as apropernoun(Manu) andacommon noun
(a universal idea or soul). on the other hand, the ethnonym ..Turk', in
Turkic languages
represents an archaic ancestor. For example, in the workAvesta, the ancestor of Turkic

nationsisknownasTura(Shafiyev1996,53). ThisnouniswidelyusedinTurkiclanguages:

two gendernotions oftheverb, themale andfemale, appearunderone singlecomponent. So
aTura can be male or female. The "Tura" male ancestor is one with a moral substance
associated with the Heavens while the 'Tura ' female ancestor is one with a material substance
associated with the Earth. From this perspective, female and male beginnings come into
light not as separate but a unified phenomenon in the Turk mythic concept of ancestor.
However, there are archeological evidences that seem to indicate the prevalence of a female
cultinthematerial culture model,which confums that "a woman" was once inferred from
the image of the great ancestor.
In Turkic languages, the word "adam" (person) is a general term for both male and

female. Thenoun"ad,am" (person) was borrowed from the Sami religions. In some Turkic
languages, especially in the Azerbaijan language, the word ,,adail'(person) is used both as

a proper noun expressing "an ancestor" and as a common noun expressing ..a
person."
Unlike other languages, in Turkic languages there is no great difference between the noun
"odam" (person) and "qadin" or"qi/'(woman orgirl), i.e., this w ord("adnm")also impries
a woman. It is possible to say that in Turkic languages the noun,,adam', (person)
implies a
"Turk" (i.e., aperson withTurkish origin) until the influence of Samireligions. Itappears
that the semantic structure of the noun "Turk" finds its reflection in the noun ,,adam',
(person). There is another word ,"kishr'("man"), which means a male person
in different

statements in the Azerbaij an and rurki sh languages. For examp Ie,,, B uracla kac h ki
s hi
var?' (How rnany men are here?). However, surveys show that phrases like ,7dam otmaq"
(to be a man),"adamkimi" (like a man),"adamyerine qoymaq" (to revere
somebody as a

real man), and"ozunu adamkimi aparmaq" (behave like a man) are used to describe..a
man," or "a male person," when these expressions are used to refer to the social statuses of
men. Phmses , suchas"adam olma{' (tobe amarl and"kishi olnne' (obea real gentleman)
imply quality of respect at certain times in the past. Masculinity or manhood is associated
with the home, social status, and being the head of the family. Tiaditionally, a woman is not
associated with these functons and in these instances, she is not a p erson (adnm)(Abbasov

Mirzzadeh 2IJM, 268-1 5).
Women acting as bravely as men are labeled with the phra se Kishi kimi qadindir
("She is like a man"). Thus, a woman usually restrains herself within the framework
of
acceptable gender measures that inhere in the culture. When she exceeds these limits, she
and
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eams the label of a "social man" (male) status. However, if a man cannot handle his social
status, he is looked down upon and described as " like a girl" or "feminine."All his actions

arerebukedwithphrases like'Don'tlaughlike awoman," "Don't speaklike alady,"'Don't
weep girlishly," or "Don't twaddle like a woman." For "real" men, such expressions do not
exist. A woman, by such phrases, diminishes her status and value as "of a lower kind."
Evaluative tendencies are also documented in Turkish proverbs as, for example, in givng
more value to the sons: "A boy grows up to be strong, a girl grows up to be nothing."
This paper is intended not only as a contribution to the semantics of person reference
in genderless languages, but also as a contribution to feminist linguistics, since the findings
have implications for the use of grammatically neutral forms as a strategy of "nonsexist
language." According to the results of association/linguistics tests and interviews, the
Turkish terms for person reference tend to have a "covert gender," i.e., a semantic genderbias, which corresponds to the gender belief system in Turkish society. hrgar (gotdsmrth,
jeweller) and potis (police), forexample, have amalebias, andtamizlikchl (cleaner), has a
female bias in the Azerbaijani language. Terms from unspecific domains, lke kishi (person)
andbiisi (someone), also tend to be male in theircovertgender. The covert genderof aterrn
should be regarded as a kind of default value, since it is affected by context information.
Flowever, it is not easily reversed even by contradictory contextual clues.
Covert gender has linguistic consequences : speakers avoid the combination of terms to
refer to persons with predications contradicting their covert gender. In language production,
a tendency towards overt gender marking was found in reference to females, e.g. , qadin polis
(literally,'1ady police)')or qadinhekim("lady dcrctot'), whichmakesthefemalesappearasthe
"deviantgender" inmany occupations and socialroles inAzerbaijani/Turkishlanguages.
There are also words and phrases in Turkic languages that favour the men and generally
marginalized women. For example , atalar sozu (a proverb) is meant to be "a man with a
word" or "a man with his feet firm on the ground," and such other similar expressions which
appeartonegate thepossibility of awoman havingherown word. And in fact, there are no
such expressions like ''the word of a mothel ' or ''the word of a woman" either in the national
literature or in colloquial speech. This is the reason why, unlike other languages (English,
Persian, etc.), Turkic languages do not have the gender case, and the pronoun "o" (he/she)
directly refers to a man, because the expressions "that girl" or "that lady" are used to
address a woman. In contrast, the English language uses "he" for males and "she" for
females.

Throughout history girls for generations have been treated for regulating marriage
concerns. While still in the cradle, girls were promised to marry someone who was
predetermined by elders. '"Ib get a bride," "to give as bride," and "to kidnap a bride" are the
expressions used to describe the marriage processes of women. However, there are no
similarexpressions depictingthe marriageprocesses of men. Women, faithfirltothese social
traditions, gain "lady" status after getting married and "mother" status after having a baby.
Women who have never been married are called "old ladies," and women who cannot
have children are called "infertile women." The anitude toward women is determined by
their motherly functions. This can be observed in adages, proverbs, and folklore in Turkic
languages. Forexample, "Agirl is bittea but aboy is aglitter," "A girl's witis as shallow as
a goose's," "A son builds, but a daughter destroys," and other sayings which show that a
boy is taken by society as something positive while a girl is taken as something negative.
Historically, these facts justified the abuse of women: "He who never beats a daughter will
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beat his knees," "A husband's home is a woman's grave," or ..A woman should leave her
husband's home etemally when she dies." However, there are few sayings that uphold the
importance of women: "The way to a man's heart goes through his stomach" (Azerbaijani
proverb). In general, sayings and adages about women car4z incriminations or insults while
most sayings about men refer to achievements in terms of feats, honors, and power.

IntheEnglishlanguage, the discriminationonthebasis of sex is observedinanumber
as in ' policeman" or "businessman." This fact necessitates a gender balance.
Such cases do not occur in Turkic languages.
Unlike other languages, the nouns of Turkic languages appear to have a neutralgender category. However, we can encounter cases by which adding the suffix ,,e" to a
masculine noun to get a feminine noun. In other cases, by repeating a word, or rather by
combining two words with the same root, we have an expression of a neutral gender: for
exatnple, shair- shnire (refers to a male or female p oet),muallim-muallime (referc to a male
orfemaleteacher),andfuitib-kntibe (referstoamaleorfemalesecretary)in theAzerbaijani

of job titles

language.
Such cases, however, are not inherent in all Turkic languages. Only the Turkic nations
that undetwent the influence of theArabic language and of Muslim culture in the Middle
Ages possess such a language phenomenon. Until the 7th century in orkhon-yenisey,3 no

grammatical pattern showing a gender-discriminating category was recorded. Even
professional titles did not contain the elements of discrimination. This fact shows that the
gender-discriminating category in Turkic languages occurred mainly through the borrowing
of words from other languages (Shukurlu 1993 , 336) .
Since gender clash is not a universal characteristics oflanguage, it did not evolve by
itself into agrammaticalnorm involvingdistinctions. However, thedivisionbetweenfemale
and male was passed on to language through a dichotomous language culture possessing
gender categories. This is readily apparent when we compare the histories of TurkicEuropean and Turkic-Arabian cultures.
In Turkic culture, gender equality finds its proof in ancient Turkish eposes and folk
art. Turkic languages have no divisions or boundaries between proper nouns expressing
the sexes. There are numerous names in the past which were both feminine and masculine:
Arzu,,\lmaz, Fikret, Terlan, Ismet, rzzet, andso on. This tradition has been adulterated
through borrowings from the Arabic and Persian languages, such as Samir-Samira, KamilKamile, Nasim-Nazime, Tiahir-Ti*rire, and so on.

CONCLUSION
Our goal in this article has been to present a framework for thinking about and tying
together a number of strands in the analysis of differences between male and female roles in
language variation. Within this variation we have seencertaindistinctions in theirgrammar,
topic selection, lexicon, wordchoice, andpronunciation. Someworldlanguages, inwhich
males and females demonsffate great differences in their speech, have been studied here.
We also hope to prove the intellectual value of this paper by demonstrating its ability to
address two things; to serve as a model both of and for sociolinguistic research on the
SCXES.

the

The main focus is on social power, psychological difference, and cultural variations in
formation of the different modes of male and female speech. A slo social power, women
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generally use a language with esteemed approaches of power differentials such as the
dominance and difference approaches. Power, on the other hand, is derived from social,
economic, and sociohistorical status. Gender related variability seems to be associated with
the dffirence approach,wlilethe dominance approachis supported mainly by variability
on the basis of power. The main strategy of this approach is the use of intemrptions. A
higher rate of intemrptions is evident relatively among men of high social and economic
status. Women appear helpless regarding their social position. This is reflected in fewer
intenuptions in cross-sex talks. Most studies find that in mixed talks men tend to be more
dominating than women.
Regarding the perception of psychological difference, the female child is exposedto
experiences in society where there are different rules for different types of communications
at different times and in different contexts. As she grows as an adult, she has been conditioned
to behave linguistically through those experiences and is expected to behave accordingly.
If those rules are relaxed, then the female child will use a language that is not constricted
and will be freerto use the language of hermale counterpafi.
Finally, with regard to the perception of cultural variations, when men and women are
expected to behave differently and carry different roles, then it follows that both will have
diflerent cultural linguistic mecharf sms to deal with social relationships. ffasynmetrical power
relations define differentlinguistic performances and genderdifference is trappedinpower
relations in complex ways, then it is expected that women speaking to men will use a different
style of language compared to the language used by men speaking to women, men speaking
to men, or women speaking to women. It is necessary to severe the entrapment of gender to
power relations so that both women and men can close the gap in these cultural variations.
The review of related researches in this paper is meant to shed light on gender
linguistics strategy in Turkish-Azerbaijani languages.
Gender does not appear to grow prominently in the Turkic languages as they lack
grammatical gender distinctions and rarely is there a demand for any overt manifestation of
the gender of persons referred to. The Turkish/Azerbaijani language appears more or less
indifferent to gender distinctions. Most Turkic languages are gender-neuffal, that is, the
nouns and pronouns have a generic form; for example , eczachi (pharrnacist) andmuhandis
(engineer). Very few words for person reference contain a clue to the gender of the referred
person, suchas ana-ara (mother/father), qiz-oghlan (girVboy), and the like. In a genderless
language, the nouns, pronouns, or adjectives do not have a gender marking, that is, they
can be used to refer to both men and women alike. In some cases, however, if one wants to
refer to a woman, then he or she should add a specific letter to the masculine or some
genderless nouns to indicate the particularreference.
Turkish/Azerbaijani language is a gender-neuhal language except for a few sex-specific
compound words. English thirdperson singularpronouns "she," "he," and'1t" all correlate
with a single pronoun"o" in Turkish/Azerbarjani languages. For example ,"O kitab
okhumaghi sevir" ("He/she/it llkes to read a book.") Since many given names in this
languages are also gender-neutral, it is possible to describe someone without their sex
being made known. For example, Ayhan , Ozgur, Deniz, Eren are gender-neutral names in the
Turkish language. Vefa, Arzu ,Izzel andParvin are gender-neuffal names in theAzerbaijani
language.
The last section of the paper discusses gender discrimination issues in the TurkishAzerbaijani languages. We discuss how men and women speak in different ways because of
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difference in social upbringing in terms of social status and their roles in society. Any
modifications in society with respect to gender ffeatment will also reflect in language.
Moreover, gender equity policymakers have to address gender inequities and
emphasise gender-neutral linguistic factors in Turkic languages in academic settings. The
academe should provide equal learning environment and resources to achieve the
minimisation or eradication of gender inequities.

NOTES
1 . The book of Dede Korkut is a collection of twelve stories set in the heroic age of the
Oghuz Turks, a nomadic tribe that had joumeyed westwards through Central Asia from the

ninth century onwards.
2. "Goddess" is a female deity that is regarded

as

primary. Such

a

religious system

existed historically in many cultures, though not under the same names and not
necessarily with the same traits. If there is a male god, his powers may be seen as
deriving from her.
3. Orkhon-Yenisey script is the alphabet used by the Gokturk and other early Turkic
Khanates during the Sth to 10th centuries to record the old Turkic language.
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ARISTOTLE'S TRAGIC EFFECT:
ITS APPLICATION TO TRAGIC PLAYS
AND ITS MODERN RELEVANCE
Lok Chong Hoe
Universiti Sains Malaysia

Penang, Malaysia
Since Aristotle's theory of tragedy is thousctnds of years old, one may be
tempted to think that it is no longer useful to us today in the same way that
the geocentric model is no longer useful to us for describing the solar
system. While this may be true of the geocentric model, it is not the case
withAristotle's definition of tragedy. Even today we greatly enjoy the best
Greektragedies of the Cla,ssical Period (such as Oedipus Rex, The Persians,
Antigone, Hecuba, The Trojan Women, Ajax, etc.), perhaps because they
have something important to scty about the human condition. However,
most of the value-confetringfeatures in these tragedies whichwe appreciate
so muchwere described, discussed, ctnd clarffied inAristotle's theory. A
knowledge of his theory will actually enable us to morefully comprehend
the development ctnd unfolding of the tragic plots. But the applicabitity of
Aristotle's theory is not confined to Greek tragedies. Shakespeare also
employed many of the devices mentioned in the Poetics, and the awareness

of important features described herein certainly helps our enjoyment of
KingLear or evenMacbetl'r. I will therefore focus onfeatures (discussed in
the Poetics) which are usefulfor enhancing our appreciation of Classical
Greektragedies and some of Shakespeare'sworks. Most important of these
features is the production of the rragic effect, which consists of two parts:
( I ) the arousal of pity and.fear to their maximum and (2) thekatharsis or
purgation of these emotions. But the concept of katharsis has been
interpreted in many ways, so this paper will attempt to seek the most
appropriate interpretation of the concept. Howeve4 the maximisation of
fear and pity leading to the kathctrsis of these emotions (the two processes
of the tragic effect) can only be achieved by the unfolding of a wellstructured tragic plot, and the revelation of character qualities in the
tragic play. The successful tragedies from Classical Greece and the
Shakespearean era posses,s the plots that were structured in a manner so
as to produce the tragic effect to its mcmimum. I will pay particular attention
ro Oedipus Rex of Sophocles andKjngLen of Shakespeare to illustrate my
point.
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INTRODUCTION
The two mostprominentfeatures of tragedy, tomy mind, as describedinAristotle's
Poetics, are the tragic plot and the capacity to produce the tragic effect. While Aristotle
(194la,l5ff.) regards plotas the mostimportantelementin atragic drama, more important
than the otherfive elements of character, thought, diction, melody, and spectacle ,he(l94la,
26-27) nevertheless considers the tragic effect (which include s katharos) asthe ultimate aim
or end of ffagedy. But these two most important features in tragedy are actually very closely
related-the evoking of fear and pity leading to the katharsis of these emotions (the final
end orpurpose of tragedy)-can only be brought about by a well-structured tragic plot
which contains certain impofiant elements like hamartia,reversals of fortune, etc. I will
therefore focus on these two most essential features of tragedy, beginning with the tragic
effect which (inAristotle's scheme) actually consists of two processes, i.e., (1) the arousal
of fear and pity and (2) the katharsis of these emotions.

THE TRAGIC EFFECT AND ITS PROBLEMS
David Ross (1964,282) says that even though the clirect objeclive of tragedy is to
arouse fear and pity , tlrre ulterior or ultimate purpose is the katharsls of these emotions.
The arousing of fear and pity is achieved by the unfolding of a well-structured ffagic plot,
but this arousal must somehow also lead to the katharsis of these emotions. What does
Aristotle meanby tllre katharsr"s of fear and pity and how isthis achieved? Tiaditionally,
there are two interpretations of katharsls----one refers to purgation andthe othertopurification
offear and pity.
Commentators supporting the purification theory often refer to lhe Nicomachean
ethics (Aistotle I94lb,8-32), whereAristofle stresses thatnot only actions but emotions,
too, are subject to moral assessment. In other words, not only must one's actions be right in
the given circumstances, but one's feelings must also be right. This scenario applies to the
feelings of pity and fear: we should feel pity and fear in the right way and in the right
circumstances. Now tragedy trains us to fear and pity in the right way by directing these
emotions to the right object, i.e., to the tragic hero (see House 1961, 109- 10). Bur why is a
tragic hero, who is descending into a life of misery, be considered a proper target for our fear
and pity? This is because the tragic hero is like us in moral terms, i.e., he possesses our moral
strengths and weaknesses, but is not preeminently just or vifiuous. It is, therefore, appropriate
for us to feel fear when we realize that he is proceeding towards a life of misery and suffiering.
Furthermore, heis apersonofhigh social standing (e.g., Oedipus was aking) andrenowned
for his great achievements (Oedipus saved Thebes by resolving the riddle of the Sphinx), so
thatthe extent of his downfall into alife of sheermisery mustevoke ourpity. We leam from
tragedy the kind of people who (if they were falling into misfortune) deserves ourpity and
fear. And tragedy also helps us to pity and fear at the right times-we feel fear while we
witness the subjectmoving towards impending disasterandwepity himwhen his downfall
eventually occurs and while he is suffering from that downfall. In other words, we leam to
pity and fear in the right situations.
But there is a problem.According to thely'lcomacheqn erlacs (Aristotle l94lb,8-32)
the appropriate emotions must not only be felt in the right circumstances and directed at the
rightobject, *rey mustalso be feltin the'rightamount."WilliamF. R. Hardie (1977,35-36)
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argues that "right amount" refers to the degree or intensity of an emotion when it is felt by
us. While the purification theory can explain how tragedy directs our fear and pity at the

right object and in the right circumstances, it cannot explain how the play can ensure that
we feel only theright amountof theseemotions. Now if tragedy really enables us to exercise
fear and pity in the same way as the good and wise man will exercise these emotions, then it
shall also make us feel the right degree or intensiqr of these emotions. Purification theorists
like Humphry House (1961) simply cannot explain how this could be achieved. The
purification theory is simply incomplete in that it has left unexplained how tragedy may
guarantee that the proper amount of these feelings will be evoked in the audience.
The alternative to the purification theory appears to be the more convincing in the
light of textual evidence. This theory-the purgation theory of kcttharsls-focuses on the
belief that we acquire cerlain emotions in excess in our daily lives, including fear and pity.
Tragedy is one of the devices (or means) for relieving us of these pent-up emotions. William
Hamilton Fyfe (1940, xvii) argues that tragedy is able to "release" the spectator's surplus
fear and pity by stimulating these emotions in the spectator, bringing about an emotional
climax which is unbearable for so long, so that these surplus emotions are purged or discharged
after they reach a certain pitch or extent. This version ofthe purgation theory can also
account for aesthetic pleasure. Fyfe ( 1 940, xvi) argues that when the spectator's excess fear
and pity are finally released after witnessing the dramatic perforrnance, he experiences
pleasurable relief. We can actually refer to Aristotle's Po etics (l94la) and Politics (l94lc) to
confirm this version ofthe purgation theory.
The strongest evidence comes probably from the Poetics itself .Intf:le Poen'cs, Aristotle

(194la)isconcemedwithmaximizingthetragiceffecli.e.,byproducingthemaximumarnount
(or highest degree) offear and pity in the audience. This is supported by the fact that
Adstotle(1941a, 1450b 34-1451a6)war-rtsthetragicplottobeaslongaspossiblebutwithin
comprehensible limits; for stretching the play can help maximize the effect of fear and pity
by holding the audience in suspense for a longerperiod of time. Hence the emphasis is on
arousing the highest degree of fear and pity rather than in producing the right amount of
these feelings. In Chapter 13 of the Poelzcs, Aristotle (1947a,145Ob34-1451a 6) points out
a tragedy shall have a complex rather than a simple plot. According to Richard Yanko,
(1981 , 99), the "complex plots, with reversal and recognition, can arouse pity and terror far

that

morepowerfillly...andreversal andrecognition are themostenthrallingparts of aplay." But
why doesAristotle wish to maximize the effect of fear and pity in the audience? The reason
is that he wants to ensure that they reach a pitch where they become unbearable, resulting
in their being discharged or purged from the spectator. So Aristotle's desire to maxirnize the
effect of pity and fear may not only be cited against the purification theory but also to
supporl Fyfe's version of the purgation theory. There is also a passa gein Politics, which
can be employed to supporl the purgation theory. In this passage, Aristotle (1941c, YIIT ,
l34la32-1342a 16) idenffies three kinds of music: melodies that are suitable for improvement
of moral character, forkatharsis of certain emotions (such as pity, fear, enthusiasm, etc.),
and for harrnless relaxation. Now, Aristotle does not generally refer to music which is
supposed to improve our character as kathartic; in fact, he distinguishes it from the kind of
music that is aimed at katharsis. This supports the view thal katharsls should not be
interpreted in moral terms as purification of pity and fear. It should be noted that in the
Poetics,wlile discussing music that is usefulfor katharsis, Aristotle (194Ia,7M7b24-25)
alsopromises toprovide afullerexplanation of katlnrsislater.This promiseis eitherunfulfilled
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or it is a missing pafi of the Poetics . However, after making the promise, Aristotle proceeds
to speak ofkatharsis as purgation ofpity, fear, and enthusiasm after they have been aroused
by music. This makes it highly likely for katharsis inthe Poetics to have the same sense as
katharsis rnthe Politics (rather than purification of pity and fear). Hence, tragedy has the
same function as certain forrns of music, which arouse pity, fear, and enthusiasm in certain
people in orderto partially purge these feelings in them.

RELEVANCE OF TRAGEDY TO LIFE (INCLUDING
THE MODERN WORLD)
We have argued that in Aristotle's scheme the ultimate aim of tragedy is to purge
excessive emotions of fear andpity, resulting in apleasurable sensation of peace orrelief
after the excessive emotions are purged (this interpretation of"katharsis" can therefore
account for aesthetic pleasure). This reference to the ulterior objective oftragedy can be
construed as a challenge to Plato's argument against tragedy for unnecessarily provoking
(instead of suppressing) such redundant emotions as fear and pity. As Martha C. Nussbaum
(1972,268) wntes: "[The] ethical picture that Plato, like the later Stoics, develops in Republic
II-III and X [is] to show that the emotion of pity, whenever it occurs, is inappropriate, based
on false beliefs, and that tragic poetry is therefore to be utterly rejected." Aristotle agrees
that tragedy evokes pity (and fear also), but with the ulterior aim of purging us of these
morbid feelings, so tragedy should not be rejected in the ideal republic, for it can be used as
a tool to erase unwanted and unncecessary emotions. But here another disagreement

develops. Aristotle does not actually consider fear and pity to be unnecessary and
inappropriate whenever it occurs (as Plato did). There are situations where it is appropriate
to feel fear and pity, such as when it is revealed (to us) that moral behaviour and good
character may not be sufficient to prevent disaster and misery.
In Aristotle's scheme, this is what tragedy (or good tragedies) must seek to convey.
Tragedy's ability to evoke pity and fear indicates that it is still relevant to life (even including
life in the moderrr world). But how could tragedies crafted in the distant past, such as those
from Classical Greece, continue to evoke the necessary response from their spectatorswhy are they still able to arouse fear and pity and other related emotions? To answer this
question, let us begin with an observation by Nussbaum (1912,263):
Human beings have often wished to believe that ethical success, acting and
are things that depend only on human effort, things that human
beings can always control, no matter what happens in the world around them.
Many philosophers and religious thinkers have said as much, and have felt
deeply that to insist on this was essential in order to establish that we are
dignified beings and not simply the playthings of nature's forces...lthis is]
certainly true with Socrates, who is reported in Plato's Apology to have said
that a good man cannotbe harrned, and who urged his audience to rely on this
as truth....

living well,

How tragedies can evoke fear in us is by indicating, or even revealing (by way of the
artistic skill of the playwright, who can causally relate or link the incidents into a coherent
whole), thatthis view is untrue anddespite ourbestefforts and moral goodness, wemay still
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be shuck down by circumstances beyond our control. Inthe Nicomachean ethics, Aristotle
( 1941b, 1 099b 3-8) says :
... there are many things the lack of which takes the lustre from happiness, as
good birth, good children, beauty; for the man who is very ugly in appetrance
or ill-bom or solitary and childless is not very likely to be happy, and perhaps a
man will be still less likely if he had thorouglrly bad children or friends or had
lost good children or friends by death.

Moral action is necessary but not sufficient to guarantee eudaimonia (happiness,
or good well-being). Unexplained circumstances (such as luck) can also play an impoftant
part. Someone who is exceptionally moral but has lost his entire family to accident or
disease or war cannot be said to be happy. Neither can someone who is exceptionally
moral but has lost his sight and all of his limbs to accident or war. As pointed out by
AmelieRorty (l9l2,nq,"Clearlythegapbetweenbeinggoodandlivingwell [eudaimonia]
leaves room for luck to enter in: acting from good character has necessary conditions, for
example, here, the absence of a disease or accident that would remove consciousness." In
otherwords, tragedy, especially Greek tragedies like Antigone artd Oedipus Rex(Sophocles
1985a and 1985b), exploits this gap between moral goodness and eudaimonia, often
describing a good person falling into bad luck, which then results in terrible misfortune
and misery and all this being done in a convincing manner by a series of events that are
tightly connected by cause and effect. This is what produces fear in the audience. If a

good person like Oedipus or Antigone could convincingly fall into misfortune
("convincing" because the plot carries a series ofevents related by cause and effect),
then any person, including the spectator, could one day experience a similar fate. It also
produces pity because, being a good person, the hero does not deserve the terrible
misforhrne. Thus by exploiting this gap between moral goodness and happiness, tragedy
is able to achieve its direct aim of evoking fear and pity.
Hence tragedy, even one fromAncient Greece, can convey this message which is as
relevant today as it was in the days of Classical Greece. Too often have we encountered or
hemd of good people being stmck down by misfortune which was not their fault or misfortune
that was way beyond their control. Even in the modem world a person is not in complete

control of the circumstances surrounding his own life and his best effofts to be a good
person may not bring him much happiness or well-being if he has to live with a fatal or
cripplingdiseaseforalargepartof his life, orif disasterstrikes otherbelovedmembers ofhis
family, etc.AndAristotle's (194Ia) Poetics isprobably thefirstwork to highlighrrhis message
which any good tragic play should be able to convey. Now I am not arguing that all tragic
dramas (including those created in the 2oth and 21st centuries) are subject to this Aristotelian
criterion. Bertolt Brecht (see Curr:an, 2003, 170), for instance, would purposely erect barriers
inhis worktopreventthe audience fiom empathizing (orsympathizing) with theemotional
distress and suffering of the tragic hero. If these barriers are successful, the fear that comes
from sympathizing with (or feeling with) the hero's misfortune may not be aroused, which
means that this Aristotelian device of evoking fear of what could befall every good human
being may not work in Brecht's dramas. I will have more to say about this later. It is for now
sufficient to say that this Aristotelian criterion works very well with most Greek and
Shakespearean tragedies, and even with many modem tragedies.
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Let us now look at the tools which Aristotle says can be employed by the playwright
to evoke fear and pity in the spectators, tools that include plot-making and portrayal of the
tragic hero's character.

THE TRAGIC CHARACTER AND ITS RELATION
TO THE AROUSAL OF FEAR AND PITY
As pointed out earlier, the tragic effect has two par-ts: the arousal of fear and pity and
the katharsis of these emotions. In order to guarantee the purgation (katharsis) of fear and
pity, these emotions must frst be aroused to their maximum, for only then may they overflow
and be partially or fully purged from the spectators. However, whether fear and pity may be
aroused to the maximum (to facilitate katharsis) will depend largely on how the plot is
consffucted and what character is manifested by the tragic hero. Irt us begin with character.
trirstly, I wish to point out that there are commentators (see Else 1963, 22-23) who stress that
Aristotle does not really consider character to be a necessary element in tragedy. It is true
that at one pointAristotle (1941a,145Oa24)went so far as to assert that while a tragedy may
still exist without character, it cannot do.so without a plot. But how could feelings of fear
and pity for the tragic hero be evoked in us ifhis character or disposition is not revealed at
all? I think we should not read too much into 1450a24. Aistotle, to my mind, only wanted to
stress here the greater importance of plot over character. Besides, there are those who argue
that he is referring here only to characters that are revealed through speech, which means
that while revelation of charaters through speeches of the dramatis personae canbeabsent,
their actions will still necessarily reveal their sefiled dispositions (or characters).
Butthis is notthe mainpointhere. The chief concern is what sort of character should
the tragic hero possess in order to maximize fear and pity? Now this immediately runs into a
possible objection. It can be said that good tragedies have heroes with rather unique qualities
(e.9., Antigone, Macbeth, and even Oedipus Rex), which is one reason why they are
remembered and still enjoyed by successive generations of people so that prescribing a
certain type of character for the tragic hero must cerlainly be counterproductive . However,
Aristotle simply provided a very general guideline that in no way stifles uniqueness or
peculiarities in the tragic hero's character. In order to proceed from here, we must look in
greater detail atAristotle's prescription. Aristotle (1941a,I453a1-9 and1448a l6-18) not
only wants the tragic hero to have the characteristics of an ordinary person, but also those
that are "above our level of goodness." Two questions must emerge here: (a) WasAristotle
inconsistent to insist that the hero must be like us and also above our level of goodness?
and (b) Would the prescription for the hero to be like us (i.e., having the characteristics of
the ordinary person) stifle all manifestation of unique and peculiar qualities in the tragic
hero? To answer question (a) I must say there was no inconsistency. To see how the two
claims can be reconciled we need to look more carefully at Chapter 13 of the Poetics, where
Aristotle (194Ia,I453a 10-11) speaks of the needforahero whois "intheenjoymentof great
reputation andprosperiqz; e.g., Oedipus, Thyestes, and men of note of such families." This
means that it is the hero's great renown or reputation, as well as his high social position,
which makes him superior to the average person. But morally, the ffagic hero must be one
who is like us (i.e., one who has our moral weaknesses and strengths, rather than one who
is preeminenfly virtuous andjust). An example of such aperson (as mentioned in Chapter 13
of tlrc P o etic s) is King Oedipus. Oedipus was a man of great renown and distinction, known
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for having liberated Thebes from its bondage by the Enchantress (and this is not a feat
which one expects an average person to perform), and seen as one who is capable of
resolving any crisis (the remarks of the priest in the first scene confirms this), he is also like
the ordinary man who is quick to anger (which leads him to

kill Laius

and his guards when

provoked) and suspicion (which leads him to wildly accuse Creon of treason after his
confrontation with the blind seer Teiresias). But this feature is not present only in Greek
tragedies. A similar point can be made about King Lear. Lear was a king and therefore a
person of renown and high social standing. But he is like the ordinary man who is quick to
anger when his youngest daughter publicly refuses to obey his ridiculous corrnnand. Now
why does tragedy require ahero with greatesteem, reputation, and social standing, which
make him superior to the average person, while having our moral weakness (e.g., one who is
prone to suspicion and anger)? The tragic hero must be one who is renowned for his
outstanding achievements and high social status, so that pity can be aroused in the audience
by the extent of his downfall into a life of great misery. On the other hand, the tragic hero
should alsobe one who is "like ourselves" inhaving the average kindof moral weaknesses
and sffengths, and not preeminently virtuous or bad, so that his fate can occasion our fear
(i.e., we fear not only for him but also for ourselves, if someone like us can fall into a life of
misery, so can we if we were caughtin a similarcircumstance). In otherwords,Aristotle
allows the tragic hero to demonstrateunique orpeculiarqualities, butthese mustbe confined
to his special achievements (e.g., an Oedipus who can solve the riddle of the Sphirx and in
doing so liberate the city from its bondage) and social position, and not to his moral character

(forhemustbe "likeus" inmoral character). One couldchallengethisAristotelianrequirement
by saying that ,even during his time, there were already ffagic heroes who had exceptional
moral qualities (such as Antigone. who showed extreme courage by carrying out the divine
law of burying her dead brother, even under the threat of death for defying the new king's
orders) so that his peculiarities are not confined only to his special social standing or
position. Antigone of Sophocles and Cordelia of Shakespeare ( 1970) in King l-ear were stilT
able to evoke fear and pity despite their very distinctive moral characters. Having exceptional
qualities does not imply that we (the spectators) will not feel fear when the hero is moving
towards downfall and misery. When someone has exceptionally good moral qualities, we
will not want to see him suffer; hence, we feel fear when we see him moving inevitably
towards downfall and misery.

FEATURES OF THE TRAGIC PLOT AND ITS RELATION
TO CHARACTER OF THE TRAGIC HERO
In order to show a hero falling into misfortune, the tragic play usually contains (what
Aristotle calls) areversal, such as the incident in which the Corinthian messenger, hoping to
help Oedipus, reveals that Merope and Polybus were his adopted rather than real parents,
thereby indicating that Oedipus had actually killed his own father and married his own
mother. But this reversal is usually not the fault of the hero, it is brought about by a set of
circumstances in which he has no control. Oedipus labored under the misfortune of
unavoidable ignorance, no one could blame him for not knowing that the old man he killed
inthemarketplacewas his biologicalfather, orthe queenhemarriedwas actually his biological
mother. WhenPolynices diedonthe battlefield, Antigonehad no choicebutto carry outher
sacred duty of burying her dead brother, but doing her sacred duty as the only surviving
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member of the disgraced family brought her into conflict with her uncle, King Creon, who
had ordered the corpse of Polynices to be left unburied. The reversal is what ffansforms the
relatively happy life of the good man (or woman, as in the case ofAntigone or Hecuba) into
oneof sheermisery astateof affairs whichis oftenoutofhiscontrol .Rorty (1972,271) tells
us that "[such] reversals can happen, here as in Nicomachean ethicsvll, to any human
being, nomatterhow good...." Hencethe spectatorfears forhis own future, forwhocantell
that such unavoidable circumstances may be present in his own life? The fact that we are
living in the modem era does not make those tragic circumstances irrelevant: a person who
has been living a happy life can experience reversal if he leams that he has cancer, or some
other malignant disease, or if he loses his only child to an accident, and so on.
Now in Chapter 13 of the Poedcs, Aristotle not only identifies the sort of ch aracler
which is most suited to the tragic hero, but also the kind of plot-pattern in which such a
character should be described, in order to bring about the tragic effect. He rules out the
following as inappropriate: (i) a perfectly good person passing from happiness to misery for
this is repulsive rather than piteous and fearful (7941a, 1452b 34); (ii) a rruly bad person
passing from misery to happiness, for this is most untragic and will not evoke any pity and
fear (194ra, 1452b 36-38); and (iii) a ruly bad man falling from happiness to misery because
this may produce the human feeling in ui to sympathize wiUr tris suffelng or downfall, but
not pity and fe ar (l94la,l453a 1-3). And we can consffuct a fourth case which must also be
ruled out by tragedy, i.e., a perfectly good person rising from misery to happiness, for even
though this may satisfy our sense ofjustice, it will not evoke any fear and pity.
Wehave already determinedtheplot shucturepreferredbyAristofle (ch. 13), i.e., itmust
proceed from a life of happiness to one of misery or misfortune.This plot structure is necessary
for maximising the tragic effect (a plot that simply moves from one state of unhappiness to
another state of unhappiness would not arouse much fear and pity, for after all the hero is
already in misery so how much worse can it get?). This pattem is shown in many Greek and
Shakespearean tragedies, for example, both Oedipus and kar fell from a life of great renown
and power to a life of misery and great suffering. Oedipus was a highly respected king of
Thebes befcirethediscovery ofhis misfortune which forces him to blind himself andbe exiled

fiomThebes.Irarwas apowerlhlkingobeyedbyallhis subjectsbeforehewasthrownoutby
his two elder daughters to become a mad old man raving at the storm.

But there is more in the element of plot. In Chapter lO of the P oerlcs, Aristotle
(1941a,1452a2l-22) points out that the change in the hero's fortunes (from happiness to
misery) can occur with or without "reversal" and "discovery" and it is on this basis that he
differentiates between simple and complexplots. Acomplex plot is onein which the change
in fortune is accompanied by either "reversal" or "discovery" or both (while a simple plot
contains no such "discovery" or "reversal"). One must not confuse reversal with a change
of fortune (which must occur in any tragedy). Richard Janko (1987 ,94) argues that even
thougltareversalis describedinlhe Poetics (I94Ia,1452a22)as change "fromone state of
things within the play to its opposite," it must not be taken to refer to the change in the
hero's fortunes (from happiness to misery) which must occur in tragedy irrespective of
whether it has a simple or complex plot. He (.1941a) says that the "reversal (peripeteiai) is

distinct from the change of fortune (metabasis) that is seen in the course of the complete
tragedy. It is a more sudden change in events, present only in complex plots." In other
words, in addition to this movement from happiness to misery a complex plot will also
contain other changes which are more sudden and unexpected. I wish to add here that one
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can also take Aristotle to be claimimg that a tragedy with reversal will have the change in
fortune brought about in a more sudden or unexpected manner. In other words we can also
take Aristotle to mean that in a well-structured tragedy the transformation (or change in
forhrne) is producedby way of areversal. This interpretation (which is differentfromJanko's)
is supported byAristotle's (I941a, 1452a25-29) own examples of reversals:
.. . for instanc e in Oedipus: here the opposite state of tlings is produced by the
Messenger, who, coming to gladden Oedipus and to remove bis fears as to his
mother, reveals the secret of his birth. And inLynceus: just as he is being led off

forexecution, withDanaus athis sidetoputhimto death, theincidentspreceding
this bring it about that he is saved and Danaus put to death.

Inboth examples mentioned above the change inthe hero's fortune is producedby a
reversal, i.e. by a sudden transforrnation of the situation or circumstances. The messenger
who believes that his news will save Oedipus instead reveals the secret of his birth (Jocasta
immediately knows that Oedipus is her son after the messenger relates his news to them),
and this changes the fortunes of the hero in the play. "Reversal" can thus refer to the two
kinds of changes that have been mentioned (Janko's account need not be rejected as there
is no reason why there cannot be changes which are more sudden in addition to this change
from happiness to misery). But what is the value of reversals? I believe reversals are aimed
at producing surprise or astonishment. The reversal in Lynceus can certainly astound the
audience (forthat which eventually occurs, i.e., the saving of Lynceus from the jaws of
death and the executionof Danaus, is also the opposite of what the audience would have
anticipated). Another question that emerges is: How does reversal help to maximize the
tragic effect (i.e., maximize the arousal of fear and pity)? When the spectators witness a
reversal, their anticipation for more reversals is hightened, and this increase in anticipation
consequenfly enhances their fear for the tragic hero.
It was mentioned earlier that one prominent reversal in Oedipus Rexwas that the
messenger who wanted to save Oedipus with his news, but instead revealed the secret of
his birth. There is actually an even more prominent reversal that covers the entire plot of
Oedipus Rex. By leaving Corinth and heading towards Thebes, Oedipus had hoped to
escape the two heinous crimes revealed by the prophecy, but this act of fleeing Corinth
actually causes himto commitpatricide (killingLaius) andmarryhis ownmother(Jocasta).
In trying hard to avoid those twin disasters, Oedipus actually ended up with the very
disasters he wanted to avoid. This is definitely the greatest reversal in the entire plot of
Oedipus Rex (even though Sophocles' play started with the plague in Thebes and what
happened earlier were recalled bit by bit as the play unfolded). However, is the reversal
always necessary? It is argued that a reversal creates astonishment, and astonishments can
help maximise fear and pity for the hero. But Shakespeare's King Lear does not really
possess this feature, even though it is able powerfully to evoke fear and pity. The only
eventthatcomes closetoapossiblereversaltnKing Learis thedyingEdmund's attemptto
reverse his order to hang Cordelia, but the order came late and Cordelia was hung anyway.
But this was not really a reversal, for the audience would be expecting her death as soon as
the original orderforherhanging was given, now itwouldhavebeen aproperreversal if the
hanging did not take place and Cordelia survived to be reunited with Irar, but that would
have disqualified King l,ear as atragic play, as it would have a happy ending.
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Anotherimportantfeature of acomplexplotis ther/iscovery. Aristotle (194La, I452a
30 and 1452a31-34) defines "discovery" as "a change from ignorance to knowledge," and
this can refer to the recognition of the identity of some character in the story by another, or
the discovery of some event, or whether someone has or has not done something, etc.
Discovery especially of someone's identity, can also change the discoverer's attitude, e.g.,
from haG to love, or love to hate, or friendship to enmity, etc. Aristotle (1941a,1452a32-33)
also points out that "the finest form of discovery is one atten dedby peripelzes (i.e., reversals),
like that which goes with the discovery in Oedipus. Commenting on this, Oliver Hardison
(1968, 169-70) says:

Often, however, it is difficult to separate reversal with recognition [i.e.
discoveryl. The two are closely allied, and they are easily combined in a single
incident. ForAristotle, thecombinedformis the "mosteffective."Ifreversal and
recognition are the most important parts of the plot taken separately. . . they will
be even more effective when they occur together. Aristofle gives Oedipus ashis
example. The reversal is the arrival of the messenger, which leads to the downfall
of the king. The recognition is the discovery by Oedipus of "who he actually
is,"inconsequenceofwhichhebliriLdshimself. Infact, inOedipus,recognition
and reversal are so closely interwoven that it is academic to attempt to separate
them. The climax of oedipus is not a reversal plus a recognition but something
closer to "reversal-recognition." For convenience we call this rype of episode a
'

tompound recognition."

My only objection here is that rhe delivery of the messenger's news, and oedipus'
self-discovery, do not occur in the same incident (the latter only happens in the next scene,
when Oedipus confronts the shepherd). But there is a discovery which takes place in the
sarne scene as the reversal, i.e., Jocasta's realization that Oedipus is her son. It is probably
this discovery which Aristotle has in mind when he speaks of a discovery happening at the
same time as the reversal, "like that which goes with the discovery in Oedipus.,,
Apaft from helping to intensify the tragic emotions of fear and pity, these features
(discovery and reversal) also provoke astonishment and this increases aes thetic pleasure
or our enjoyment of the play. However, not every tragic play that contains discovery and
reversal will successfully provoke astonishment, especially if the discovery and reversal are
toogradual,insteadofbeingabruptandunexpected. InShakespeare'sKing l-ear,revelatton
emerges over a series of events: when he was evicted from Goneril's castle, he realizes
Goneril does notreally lovehim, butmaybeRegandoes. Butwhenhewas also evictedfrom
Regan's castle, he realises that both his elder daughters do not really love him, and he
became mad andraved atthe storms. Whenhe finally metCordeliaafterFrench soldiers led
by her husband landed on Dover, Lear said: "You must bear with me . . . forget and forgive.
I am old and foolish." By then he had full revelation, i.e., cordelia was the one who truly
loves him andhe was foolish to make this terriblemistake of offeringhis entirekingdomto
his two elder daughters. This gradual discovery was also accompanied by a gradual reversal
of his fortune: first being evicted from Goneril's castle and then Regan's; and then, second,
raving as a homeless madm an.But King Lear' s discovery and reversal are so gradual that
(unlike those in Oedipus Rex) they do not really provoke much astonishment; in fact, the
spectators already expected what was coming.
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So, reversal and discovery (presented attherightmoments and abruptly) canprovide
an avenue for the poet to introduce what is surprising or astonishing. And that which is
astonishing is also considered to be marvellous and pleasurable. Both reversal and discovery
also help to increase anticipation as the play unfolds, and anticipation enhances the tragic
effect.

HAMARTIA IN THE TRAGIC PLOT: UNAVOIDABLE
VERSUS AVOIDABLE IGNORANCE
It has been said earlier that a tragic plot must (in general) move from happiness to
unhappiness or misery. But there must be a cause of this shift from happiness to misforlune
becausethe audiencemust beconvincedofthelikelihoodof whathappens intheplay. This
cause is identified in Chapter 13 whenAristotle (1941a,1453aI5-I7) says that the hero's
misfoftune "is notbroughtuponhimby vice anddepravitybutby some errorofjudgment,"
i.e.,by hamartia.DonaldW. Lucas (1968,301-302) points outthatAristotle (194lb,1135b
16) has, in the Nicomachean ethics , distinguished between "actions done in ignorance that
is unavoidable, which are defined atuchemata, artdactions done in consequence of ignorance
which might have been avoided by care and forethought; these are called in the context
haman'temata, though in a more general sense this word covers both classes of unintentional

act."AndLucas(1968,302)interpretshamartiainlhePoeticsinfavorofatuchemata:
Usually the tr agic hamartialeads to an atuchema caused by lack of essential
knowledge; occasionally there may be some lack of caution as in Deianeira's
rather improvident use of her supposed love-potion. The essence of hamartia
is igrorance combined with the absence of wicked intent. Mere lack ofknowledge
is agnoia; hamantia is lack of knowledge which is needed if right decisions are
to be taken.

One reason offered by Lucas (1968, 302) for favoring this interpretation is that the
only known play employed by Aristotle for illustrating his point is King Oedipus, whose
downfall results from unavoidable ignorance. Now, I wish to defend this view against an
objection that may be raised against it. John Jones (1968, 2O8-209) dkects our attention to
the way in which Oedipus shifts between the expression "I was fated" and "I have doomed
myself," which indicates that (even though his patricide and incest result from unavoidable
ignorance) he can at least be blamed for his own banishment. For in proclaiming that no
home or family may receive the guilty person, even before his identity is known, Oedipus
forces himself into banishment after discovery is made. I have to disagree with Jones. For
what brings Oedipus down from happiness to misery (i.e., hamartia) is the killing of Lauis,
and also his marriage to Jocasta, and not the punishment that follows after the discovery is
made. What is central to his downfall is the killing, and also the marriage to his mother, not
the banishment that comes later. If Oedipus had not committed the killing and married the
widowed queen of Thebes, there would not be any punishment for him, yet he had committed
both deeds in total ignorance of the fact that Lauis is his father and Jocasta his mother. One
must also remember that banishing the guilty person is the punishment demanded by the
gods and not the idea of Oedipus. In the first scene, Creon tells Oedipus and the assembled
priests that the oracle has ordered "the banishment of a man, or the payment of blood for
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blood. Forthe shedding ofblood is the cause of the city's peril" (see Sophocles 1985b, 1001 02). And in pronouncing that the guilty person be banished when he is discovered,
Oedipus is in fact choosing for him the less severe of the two alternative punishments
prescribed by the gods (for they also recommended "the payment of blood for blood").
By portraying a hero who commits his tragic mistake from unavoidable ignorance,
Sophocles is able to increase our sympathy for oedipus-hsnse our fear and pity are
heightenedas theplotunfolds andreaches its culmination. They arehightenedormaximised
because we feel that oedipus does not deserve his downfall, misery, and suffering. But
not all tragic heroes comrnit their mistake from unavoidable ignorance. For instance, in
Shakespeare's King Lear, the tragic hero's mistake cannot be classified as unavoidable
ignorance-if Irarwas ignorant, his ignorance was onethathadbeencompletely avoidable
by forethought, care, and some intelligence. Any person of normal intelligence would
know that the expressions of love by Goneril and Regan were not sincere, since they
already suspected that he was planning to give the largest piece of his kingdom to the
child who would profess to love him the most. Irar was so overwhelmed with ego that he
took Cordelia's sincere reply (that she loved him as a daughter should, no more and no
less) as a public insult, which led him to.disown her-and when Kent spoke on behalf of
cordelia, he banished Kent. Now, this was surely not unavoidable ignorance, for both
France and Kentcould see thatCordelia'sreply was sincere andthose of theelderdaughters
were nothing more than insincere flattery (in fact France was so moved by her sincerity
that he immediately proposed to marry Cordelia), but Irar was so blinded by his monumental
pride that he could not see this piece of truth. If Lear is ignorant of the facts of the
situation, it is certainly avoidable ignorance; and avoidable ignorance is not forgiveable.
Anotherinstance of avoidable ignorance was Lear's plain stupidityinthinking thatlove
can be quantified and measured-and the amount of love can be measured by verbal
expressions from each of his daughters. Hence, the audience's sympathy for Lear is
greatly diminished by this terrible character fault that he possesses. When Lear was
driven to madness (and raging at the storm) after he was driven out by his two elder
daughters, spectators may feel that he got his just deserts: the punishment was exactly
whathe deserved.
In terms of creating the tragic effect, especially in evoking sympathy for the main
character (or tragic hero) in the drama, I believe Oedipus Rexis by far the more successful
tragic play-simplybecause Oedipus wasbroughtdown notby a serious characterfault(as
in the case of Irar) butmere unavoidable ignorance. Some may argue that even if Oedipus
has acted from unavoidable ignorance, he has character faults, e.g., when confronting the
blind soothsayerTeiresias, Oedipus reveals himseHto be very short-tempered and dismissive
of someone who is trying to tell him the tmth. That might be true, but it was not this incident
that brought Oedipus down . If he had not unknowingly committed patricide and incest, he
would not face downfall no matterhow shorl-tempered he might be with others. Some might
argue that it was his short temper that led him to kill Laius, and this event starled his own
downfall. However, Oedipus foughtbackagainstlaius in self-defense, as anypersonwould
do under the circumstance. According to Nussbaum (1 972,262):

King Oedipus discovered that a life spent trying not to murder his father and
marryhis motherhas been in vain. Atragic ignorance of identities has brought
it about that, while (as he saw it) justifiably killing in self-defense, he was
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actually in ignorance, committing patricide. And while marrying the queen
the city he saved, he was in fact also marrying his mother.

of

Lucas ( 1968, 304), too, agrees that Oedipus may not be blamed for slaying Laius in
self-defence:
But Oedipus neverreproached himself forthis action and nobody in the play
criticized it. Though it is not generally justified to see one play as evidence for
another, it is surely relevant that in the OC lOedipus Colonusf Oedtpus regularly
asserts his moral innocence of his father's death, even to the extent of claiming
...that Laius himself, if restored to life, would admit it. Accordingly we must
conclude that, like Telegonus and Iphigenia and Merope, Oedipus labours under
the disadvantage of not possessing vital information without which a right
decision is impossible.
Hence, Oedipus acted from total unavoidable ignorance, and without any character
flaw that could have prompted him to commit his tragic acts (i.e., patricide and incest). We
can see here a contrast with Irar, who acted from a terrible character flaw (his monumental
ego and pride) and a completely avoidable ignorance, if he was indeed ignorant (forboth
Kent and France reminded him that his action against Cordelia was most unjust) I In other
words, Oedipus Rex can be said to be a more successful tragic drama in terms of evoking
sympathy from the audience (and sympathy is necessary for evoking pity); our sympathy

fort-earis diminishedbythe feeling thathe may deserve some of his suffering (whichis not
the case with Oedipus who completely does notdeserve the terrible misery he suffered a.fter
the discovery). This does not imply that King Izar fuls as a tragic play. There still is some

sympathy for the principal character in the play simply because some (if not all) of his
sufferings exceeded his mistake. Nussbaum(1972,266) asserts that:
When aperson's falldoes come aboutin away forwhichhe or she deserves
some blame, the appeal to pity must be accompanied by a claim that the sufferings
exceed the amount of due punishment.

Learmay have actedfrommonumentalpride andfoolishness in disowning Cordelia
and giving his kingdom to his undeserving elder daughters. However, the misery he
experienced at Cordelia's death, and his own subsequent death from grief at Cordelia's
passing, are still undeserved. Hence, while Irar's serious character flaw takes away some of
oursympathy, itdoes notcompletely obliteratethe tragic effect.Asimilar situation develops
in the minor plot in King Lear involving Gloucester and his sons Edgar and Edmund.
Gloucester was morally blind when he had an affa:r with a woman fiom whom Edmund was
born (a serious fault in Gloucester's character), but his blinding in the hands of Regan's
husband afterhe was betrayedby Edmundcan beconsidered as tmly excessive. Despitehis
character fault Gloucester neither deserwes to be blinded nor to suffer the misery that
follows his blinding.
Shakespeare may have chosen to see hamartia as a character flaw that leads to the
tragic hero's mistake and, subsequently, his downfall. On the other hand, Aristotle refers
chiefly to unavoidable ignorance rather than a character fault. Subsequently, the tragic hero
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(in Aristotle's scheme) need not have acted from any character flaw when he made his
terrible mistake which leads to his downfall. The question then is: How do you justify the
suffering of an innocent manwho acted from an unavoidable ignorance? Nussbaum (1912,
27O)referstoAristotle's (.I94Ib,1 153b 16-21) Nicomachean ethics to show that leading a
moral life alone is not a guarantee of eudaimonia:

Clearly the gap between being good and living well leudaimonial leaves
room for luck to enter in: acting from good character has necessary conditions,
for example, here, the absense of disease or accident that would remove
consciousness...Other impediments are explored in other passages. In
Nicomachean ethics,YIL, Aistotle hold that a good person cannotbe eurktimon
ifhe is being torlured on the wheel or "has encountered great reversals of
fortune": this is because such circumstances impede activity, and "no activity
is completeif itis impeded,buteudaimorzta is something complete."Aristotle
rudely remarks that people who insist that such a person is stlll eudaimon so
long as he is good "are not saying anything-whether that is their intenrion or
not."
Aristotle

is here

arguing against Plato's claim that the moral life is sufficient for attaining

eurlaimonia(agoodwell-being,orhappylife). Agoodmancanstillnotachieveeudaimonia
if he runs into bad luck, or "reversals of fortune."And it is this gap between eudaimonia
and the moral life that tragic dramas exploit. For example, essentially good characters like
Oedipus and Antigone experience downfall and suffer misery because moral goodness
alone cannot guarantee happiness or good well-being. Oedipus andAntigone run into
circumstances beyond their conffol which lead to their downfall. These Greek tragedies are
able to maximise our sympathy, fear and pity (especially pity) for the tragic hero because of
his undeserved suffering (i.e., his downfall andmisery were almostentirelynothis faultand
outsidehis control). Nussbaum(19'72,174) argues that "Aristotle...insists thatthe goodness
of the person (to spoudaious einai) is very important in inspiring pity. For it reinforces the
belief that suffering is undeserved.... He insists thatundeserved sufferings appeal to our
sense of injustice...."

But there is a problem here. It was pointed out earlier that Aristotle wants the tragic
hero to be good but not exceptionally good (i.e., he should be like us, having our strengths
and weaknesses) so that he may appeal to our fear as he progresses towards his downfall.
In order to feel fear, we must be able to associate ourselves with the tragic hero's fate (i.e.,
if it can happen to him, then it can also happen to us, because he is like us in some ways).
Perhaps that is why Oedipus was shown to have certain weaknesses, e.g., his ffeafinent of
the blind soothsayer who spoke the truth and also his shofi temper.
Whileitis trrethatpresenting atragic hero with some of ourweaknesses canelicitour
sympathy and arouse our fear for his plight, the exarnple of Antigone shows fhat this feature
need not always be present in order to successfully produce the tragic effect. Antigone is
simply flawless: she is only performing her duty to her dead brother when she buried his
corpse in defiance of an order from King Creon. And we can agree with her when she told
Creon that a divine order (to bury the dead) must precede orders from men. Perhaps, Aristotle
has not taken into account a character likeAntigone, who evokes our sympathy (and
feelings of fear and pity) by her sheer will to do what is right and we fear for her not because
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she is like us, but because we have no wish to witness a brave and righteous person like her
falling into deep misery. Henc e, Antigone is able to maximize the tragic effect despite having
a heroine that is very different from the average person.

BRIEF RESPONSE TO BRECHT'S CRITICISM
OF ARISTOTLE'S THEORY
One of the sffongest criticisms onAristotle's theory was by Bertolt Brecht. Angela
Curran (2003, 170) describes one of his strongest criticisms as folows:

...Brecht critiques the response he associates withAristotelien tragedy in
which the audience identifies with the dramatic character and takes on his
emotional state.... Brecht argues that these modes of response are barriers to
critical reflection on the social dimension of tragedy, for the viewer sees the
action ofthe play from the point ofview ofthe central character, and hence
loses a broader viewpoint from which to an alyzethe social themes represented
in the play.

For that reason Brecht (Curran2Oo3,170) employed "alienation effects" which are
designed as "barriers to empathy and the noncritical modes of engagement he associated
withAristotelian drama." These "barriers...are used to distance the actorfrom empathy with
the charac@r-his feelings must not at bottom be those of the character, so that the audience's
[feeling] may not at the bottom be those of the character either. The audience must have
complete freedom here. "
Firstly I want to stress thatAristotle's principal concern in tragedy is aesthetics,
rather than making the audience analyze or reflect on ''the social dimension of tragedy' ' or
the "broader social themes representedin theplay."Tlrc Poerlcs is notprimarily concemed
with making us reflect critically on (for example) how accepted social norms can lead
certain individuals to experience tragic situations in their lives (information like that is far

more effectively conveyed by a researcher's report or paper than a tragic drama). The
Poetics is more concernedwith how the artwork can bring about the necessary aesthetic
emotions which, in the case of tragedy, are the fear and pity associated with the fortunes
and downfall of the tragic hero. Whether a tragic play is aesthetically successful or
otherwise depends largely on whether it is able to successfully bring about these aesthetic
emotions, rather than whether it leads us to contemplate on those broader social themes.
I am not saying that these broader social issues are not important (after all I pointed out
earlier that Greek tragic dramas like Oedipus Rex are still relevant to modem life because
they show us that being a good person is not enough to escape tragic situatienssomething that is also reflected in modem life), but they are not the chief concems of the
Poetics.
Secondly, if those "barriers" erected in Brecht's drarnas are successful in distancing
the audience from sympathy (orempathy) with thefeelings of the tragic hero as heplunges
into disaster and misery, then Aristotle's aesthetic theory may not be really useful for
analyzing such modern "tragic" plays. But his theory is still very useful because it can
clarifu most Greek and Shakespearean tragedies, as well as many modem tragic plays of the
20th and 21st centuries.
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CONCLUSION
Aristotle'sPoeticsmaybeas oldashisgeocenfficmodel. Whilehis geocentric model
must be discarded since it can no longer be used to explain the workings of our solar system
and the universe (for the stars and the Sun do not revolve around the Earth), the same
cannot be said for assertions made in Ihe Poetics. Perhaps the greatest benefit of the
Poeticskf,ay is its ability to convincingly explain why we still enjoy tragic dramas, including
those crafted thousands of years ago in Ancient Greece, or hundreds of years ago by
Shakespeare. Aristotle convincingly explained how tragedy could effectively arouse powerful
emotions like fear and pity, without having to refer to divine inspiration (as in the case of
Plato). He describes the way tragedy evokes fear by exploiting calamities which occur
beyond ourcontrol, fornomatterhow good we strivetobeorhow perfectwe try to lead our
lives, we are still susceptible to disasters or misfortunes which make our lives tragic rather
than happy (a phenomenon that still holds true in the modem world today). More important
than this message of unavoidable calamity is the development of features in the tragic
drama that can most effectively evoke the tragic emotions-two (or three) of these features
are in the plot, while one belongs to character. Acomplex plot with reversals and ftzz mnrtia
are more capable of provoking fear and pity than a simple plot that is devoid of these
features; and a tragic hero with an essentially good character can more readily evoke our
sympathy and pity because he cannot really be blamed for the mistake or rcisstep (hamartia)
that triggered the calamity in his life. The Poetics can therefore be seen as providing the
following: (i) explanations on how tragedy can evoke the tragic emotions of fear and pity,
even in today's modem environment; (ii) a set of guidelines for analysing and evaluating
tragic dramas, as I have done with oedipus Rex, Antigone, and King l-ear; and (iii) a set of
tools (or a manual) for the playwright to work out his tragic story and drama. While the
Poetics may be said to be able to fuIfi1l these roles, it is sometimes said that creating rules or
even guidelines forplaywrights, as is done in item (iii) above, can actually stifle creativity
and the search for new directions in art. That may be so, but it does not diminish the
usefulness of Ihe Poetics for understanding Greek and Shakespearean tragedies which a lot
of us still enjoy and which are still treasured as great works of arl
However, we have so far only looked at the value ofAristotle's Poetics from the
angle ofproduction of the tragic effect, or the capacity for arousing fear and pity, leading
to the katharsis of these morbid emotions. But the Poetics contains other important
criteria (orprescriptions) for analyzing and assessing literary works. So far we have looked
at the elements of plot and character, and discussed how they should be presented in
order to maximise the effect of fear and pity. Nevetheless the Poedcs also describes (what
it considers to be) the two most important elements after plot and character, which are
thought and diction, and these are also useful tools for aesthetic analysis oftragic
plays.There is the employment of a highly elevated and articulated diction in Kl ng Lear
and other Shakespearean tragedies; furthennore , King Lear is very rich in symbolism,
imagery, andallegory (which are certainly parls of theelementof thought). Forexample,
Shakespeare uses the storm scene (after Lear was cast out by his elder daughters) as a
symbol of unpheaval in the order of the universe that results from his acting in a very
irresponsible way. These, however, are not the focus of discussion in this paper, which
concentrates primarily on theAristotelian notion of ffagic effect and its use in the analysis
and understanding ofGreek and Shakespearean tragedies. But it goes to show that
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Aristotle's Poedcs provides us with a wide range of tools for understanding and analyztng
tragic plays which we still enjoy today.
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NATURE IN OUR MIDST
Rizalino Noble Malabed
University of the Philippines
Los Baftos, Laguna
This paper aim,s to construct an account of valuing nature that takes into
consideration its interest and asserts its representationwithin human political
institutions. Value, a human concept, is fundamental to human relations.
This paper seeks to apply ct conception of value to nature that will serye to
justfu and guide our actions and interactions with it. Our condition is that
of dependence and being within nature, conceived holistically as ecosystem
or biosphere. As such, the whole of nature can be interpreted as a system of

purposes-a Kantian natural purpose. Conceived in this manner, nature
invites us to consider the possibility of seeing it as a recipient of moral
action. As natural purpose, we are also asked to agree with the assertion
that it acts autonomously, and that its action ends with the lfe-support
system that sustains us. All these give us a conception of nature and of its
interest as potentially belonging within societal institution. They allow us
to ascribe to nature moral value and political agency. Thus, we conclude
with two images that appear paradoxical but that would make final sense:
us innqture andnature among us.

INTRODUCTION
How do we relate with nature? How can we reimagine our relationship with nature?
What does the conception of nature as ecosystem or biosphere, a natural purpose in the
Kantian sense, imply for our relationship? Can we judge nature morally and politically?
What does the moral and political inclusion of nature imply for our societal institutions?
What does it show about the relationship between our moral and political judgments? Is
there a right way to judge nature?
The objective ofthis paper is not the construction of an account for valuing nature for
itself. The aim instead is to construct an account of,valuing nature that takes into
consideration its interest and asserts its representation within human political institutions.
We assertthatvalue-ahuman concept-is intrinsic inhumans andfundamental tohuman
relations. This view of value is important as a guide andjustification for our actions towards
each other. This paper seeks to apply a concept of value to nature that will guide andjustify
our actions on and interactions with it. Such value is derived from the assertion that we are
dependent on and belong to nature conceived holistically as ecosystem or biosphere.
Natureperceivedinthis manneracts autonomously andthe consequence of its autonomous
action is the life-suppoft system that sustains us. When moral and political values are
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ascribed to nature, we are able to take a fuller account of nature within the workings of our
social institutions. Nature is then represented in societal processes-processes that we
recognize and appreciate, and that we can take action on or make action with. This provides
a conception of nature and its interest that we are able to place and include within our
institutions, attributing to nature (unified as ecosystem orbiosphere) moral value andpolitical
agency. Thus, the consffuction of an account that follows gives us two images that appear
conffadictory or paradoxical but will eventually make sense: us in nature and nature among us.
In particular, the idea of nature's autonomous action can be derived and illustrated
through the philosophical writings of the German philosopher Immanuel Kant (2000),
specificallyfromThe citique ofjwlgment. Theconsffuction of an accountof nature'svalue
that starls from Kant challenges ar-rd dispels the jusffication for valuing nature instrumentally,
which is mistakenly asserted to be Kant's position. The concept of nature as object of
human instrumental action is thus challenged from its supposed source.

SIGNIFICANCE OF NATURE AS KANTIAN
NATURAL PURPOSE,
It is necessary to present a general sense ofhow the concept nature is understood
within this paper. Suchprelirninary understanding is based on its common association with
the concepts of environment, ecosystem, or biosphere. These concepts, however, imply
different meanings despite the seeming reference to the same object.These other meanings
will be discussed later in this paper's reflections. Here, we will initially approach nature
circuitously by way ol Kant.

Kant's ethical theory is nonnally understood as extremely anthropocentric. This is
because he views humans as the creations in nature solely deserving of the slatus as end.
Nature itself and the multitude of other creatures within it are considered as having relative
worth, that is, relative to human pu{poses (Kant 1998a, 428). As such, moral status, as agent
and recipient of moral action, is ir.rherent only in humans. Yet, Kant (2000,377) also asserts
that the reflections of moral teleology within ourselves practically concerns us
...as beings of the world, and therefore as beings bound up with the other
things in the world; upon which [thel latter, whether as pulposes or as objects
in respect of which we ourselves are final purpose, the same moral law require
us to pass judgment.

The above quote is signifrcant because of three different assertions contained within
it. First, humans are claimed to be "beings of the world."l The implication in terms of the
human-nature relation is that the conception transcends the dichotomy of Thomas Hobbes
(1991) betweennature and civilization (orhuman society) to thatof whatcanbe characteized
as our belongingness within, and the utilirl^ of , the natural world. Nature is no longer a
something to differentiate us from, but rather a sefring for human activities, among which is
the transforrnation of things natural to things that are materially useful. The assertion of
JurgenHabermasisrelevanthere. Habermas states (seeRoderick 1986, 100-103)thatlaboris
how we materially reproduce society and labor is how humans interact with nature. Through
humanworkand its corollary, technology, nature is transformedinto products orcommodities
that suslain human communities.
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Second, humans are asserted to be the final purpose to both natr-ral objects and natural
pulposes. The claim justifies the notion of natural things as objects of human instrumental
action.2Yetit alsopoints to the importance of Kant's conc eptof nnturalpurpose.Itisreqursite

in a natural purpose that ( 1 ) "its parts (as regards their presence and their form) are only
possible through their reference to the whole," and (2) "that its pafts should combine in the
unity of a whole thatthey are reciprocally cause and effect of each other's form." To Kant
(2W,276-18), thatwhich is an "organized and self-organizingbeing" canbecalled anatural
purpose. In this schema, things in nature (with the exception of humans), whether animate or
inanimate, are notclassified as naturalpurposes.3 Butnature a.rrzsy.rtemof purposes canbe
recognized as a natural purpose. In this sense, the supposed mechanism of causality when the
natural world is cognized becomes subordinated to the ' 'principles of Reason ' resulting in the
"Idea of collective nature." According to such an ide4 "nothing is in vain" and we can "expect
of it and its laws nothing that is not purposive on the whole" (Kant 2000,294).
The implication of this judgment, when we diverge from what Kant ends with in his
reflections, can be enorrnous. For Kant himself, the purposefulness of nature finally reveals
a design that teleologically points (in a reflective but not determinant way) to a proof of God.
For this paper, on the other hand, the purposefulness of nature points to the possibility of
a justified ascription of moral status to nature as a whole. Kant himself recognized that we
should ultimately account for nature morally. But we can interpret this as going only as far
as the recognition of nature as recipient of moral action. Nevertheless, with Kant's idea of a
collective nature, we have already arrived at a sufhcientjustification for nature's protection
from morally wrong human actions.
The more controversial claim is the ascription of moral status to nature as an agent.
Kant himself came close to the idea, writing in a manner that assumes action in nature not
only in tenns of self-organization or self-generation but also in terms of production and
creation of things beautiful and purposive.4 Of course, in Kant's scheme, even in this
instance, nature had us humans, not itself, in mind.
Third, the quote asserts that moral law enjoins in us the moral judging of other things
whether as objects or as putposes. In this case, the status of nature as recipient of moral
action is highlighted. Ourrecognition of nature as purposive demands an accounting of
how we act towards it. But the conception of nature as natural pu{pose presents us with an
antinomy (Kant 2U)0,294-95). Nature produces things that are purposive and creates things
that are beautiful. Science or even just corrrrron sense, meanwhile, tells us that all such
production and creation can be completely explained mechanically. But this is just an
extrapolation from Kant's philosophy and can be understood to be obtainable only in
principle.s Can the assertions of mechanical explanation be sustained when a purely
mechanical description of nature appears practically impossible? Ecology tells us rightnow,
forexample, thatnature is complex andnoteveryrelation andelementcontainedwithin itis
accounted for. Nature is composed of innumerable elements that die offbut, also, that
reproduce. The levels of interaction between nature's elements can be between individuals
orbetween groupings such as species and genera. There is no complete way to accountfor
the complexity of these possible relations. There are also assertions from proponents of
ecocentric ethics that not only is nature more complex than our curent knowledge of it, but
ratheritismorecomplexthanwecanknow(Eckersley r992,52).Kant'spoint,however,is
that even the mechanical description of nature is dependent upon our ability to recognize
purposiveness in the elements of nature and in nature itself as a whole.
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This leads us to the contrary position that not all of nature's production and creation
can be explained mechanically, that a comprehensive understanding of nature must be a
product of human cognition and judgment. Our cognition enables us to perceive nature. On
the other hand, our judgment tells us that the whole of nature is purposeful and, as such, it
tells us that nature acts.6 Ourjudgment tells us that nature's production of things purposive
and creation of things beautiful are autonomous. The caveat of these assertions is that they
are reflective rather than determinant. However, if on reflection we can conceptualize nature
as acting independently, surely we are justified in conceptually attributing to it moral status
as an agent.
Further, and corollary to what has already been said, the assefiion that we are enjoined
to judge nature necessarily entails the judging of nature in commonality; that is, through
corrunon sense. Kant stresses that we judge within society.? He (2000, 93) asserts this in the
case of the judgment of the beautiful. But the assertion can be reasonably extended to all

kinds of judgments. For do not all judgments (and cognition) admit universal
communicability?HannahArendt (1992,10-16and33-40), inextendingKant'stheory
points to thenecessity of this judgmentto bepolitical in view of thesensus communis and
thecommunicabilityimpliedbytheidea of critique.Iudging, amongothers, makesjudgment
necessarily political as it confronts and engages other judgments, as each judgment calls
our attention, entices our reason, moves us towards a corrunon action. Indirectly then,
judging aesthetically or teleologically is judging politically. By extension, the individual
judgmentof nature leads to the politicaljudgmentof it.
It makes sense at this point to delineate the scope and lirnitations of furlher reflections

.

This paper is primarily exploratory and, as such, discussions within it can be viewed as
prescriptions for research directions, at most. The sections that follow could be developed
further by a more extensive evaluation of the literature and practices on the concepts and
issues raised.

NATURE AS ECOSYSTEM, NATURE AS BIOSPHERE
So far, the concept of nature has been related to the concepts w orld and environment.
In this sense, nature is conceptualized as a setting for humans and human activities. But
human activities can be either interaction between humans and interaction between humans
and nature. When relating to nature, human action is shown to be primarily instrumental.
From whatHabermas (1984) asserts regarding labor, it canbe claimed generally that the use
of instrumental rationality in ourrelation with the environment is justified. This is because
instrumental action is the most productive attitude toward the natural world as it secures the
material conditions for human existence; that is, human society is dependent materially on
instrumental action. Like Kant, Habennas (see Dryzek 1994,166) denies agency to nature.
Moreover, and as a consequence, he also denies its participation in discourse. The latter
assertion becomes relevant at a later section when nature judged politically is explored.
Meanwhile, acorollarytonature as the objectof instrumental action is theconceptualization
of it as raw material or as natural resource.
But nature can also be conceptualized and, as already pointed out, is a system of
purposes, self-generating ar-rd self-organizing. In this sense, nature is related to the concepts
ecosystem arrd biosphere, which realize more the assertion of human belongingness within
it. Human-nature interaction at this level of conceptualization goes beyond instrumental
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action to moral and political actions. What is asserled to be purely the domain of humanhuman interaction becomes the domain of human-human-nature interaction.
Article 2 of the Convention on Biodiversity (United Nations 1992) defrnes ecosystem
as "adlnamiccomplexofplant, animal andmicro-organism communities andtheirnonliving
environment interacting as a functional unit."
According to the World Research Institute (WRI) (2000, 3-4), ecosystem,s are
communities of interacting organisms in the physical environmentin which they live. They
are intricately woven together by food chains and nutrient cycles whose living sums are
greater than theirparls. In ecosystems (WRI 2OOO,3-4), the matter of scale is imporlant:

A small bog, a single sand dune, or a tiny patch of forest may be viewed as an
ecosystem, unique in its mix of species and misloclimste-a microenvironment.
On a much larger scale, an ecosystem may also refer to more extensive

conxnunities-a

100 or 1,000 square kilometer forest, or a major river system,
each having many such microenvironments.

Ecosystem processes are predominantly nonlinear and complex. Causes and effects
seemingly small changes can be magnified wavelike because of web-like interconnections between elements. As such ecosystems display
discontinuities, surprises, and uncertainties.
Vladimir I.Vemadsky (1998,91), onthe otherhand, identifies the biosphere as the'1ifesaturated envelope of the Earlh's crust." Jacques Grinevald (1998,22), quotes Nicholas
are often characterized by time lags, and

Polunin,who asserlsthattJ'rcbiosphereisthe"inle,gratedlivingandlife-supportingsystem
comprising the peripheral envelope of the planet Earth together with its sur:rounding
atmosphere so far down, and up, as any form of life exists nafurally."
The assertion here is that there is an equivalent to the conception of nature as a
Kantian "organized and self-organizing...system of purposes" in contemporary times. Such
conceptualizationss are transforming the way we view nature. Mora1ly, humans are being

confronted at the points of human-nature interaction and human-human interaction with
what will be explained later as nature's independent action.Politically, humans are being
confronted af the points of human-nature interaction and human-human interaction with
what will be explained later as naturctl interest.

NATURE AND MORAL JUDGMENTS
In terms of morally judging nature, widespread practice can be summarized thus:
Moral status is only ascribed to human beings. Nature is traditionally perceived as natural
resource or raw material for human production; that is, nature as the object of human
instrumental action. In terms of moral judgments, nature is an externality considered in
relation to how our actions towards it affect other human beings. The relevant question at
this point then is: Can the ascription of moral status as an agent to nature be sufficiently
justihed?

An entity may be an agent or a recipient of

a

moral action. As

a

moral agent, such

entity's action can either be good or bad based on criteria of goodness or badness, of
rightness or wrongness. The criteria has traditionally been grounded on ethical principles
of duty or consequence, viftue, and sometimes intentions. The moral agent is able to recognize
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the criteria and is able to judge its own action prior to it or after it. The moral agent is
therefore an agent in itself; that is, it does not need the acknowledgment or confirmation of
other entities of the fact that it is a moral agent. However, as a moral agent, the entity is able
to recognize agency in other entities . A consequence of this ability is the capacity to morally
judge the actions of other entities that are themselves moral agents. The fact of moral
agency, as was asserted, need not be acknowledged or confirmed. However, the moral
judgment of an action can be communicated, shared, contended, and debated. In practical
terms, such shared judgment is a consequence of the communicability ofjudgment. As
mentioned earlier, the widespread practice is to limit moral status to humans. And in the
history of ethical thought, moral agency is generally attributed only to humans.e More
precisely then, the human capacity for language makes moral judgments subject to human
communication. As Kant (see Arendt 1992,40) asserts: "For it is a natural vocation of
fhu]mankind to communicate and speak one's mind, especially in all matters conceming

[hu]man[s] as such."
Ontheotherhand, anentitythatis arecipientof moralactionneeds acknowledgmentor
confirmation about its status as such. The implication of this moral status is that entities
qualifiedwithitcanbe socially protectedfiompotentially immoral acts; thatis, they deserve to
manner that is good or right. Normally, an entity that is a moral agent automatically
moral action. This manifests what Kant asserts about humans
as "ends in themselves." Also, humans can communicate and act and, thus, assert to each

be teated in

a

has the status as a recipient of

other through speech and through action their moral status. But the status as recipient of
moral action is not only limited, in practice, to humans as rational beings. There are entities in
which this atfibution does not automatically apply but to which we nevertheless assign moral
status. Fetuses in debates on abortion, animals wild or tame, or nature as ecosystem or
biosphere are contentious examples. In such instances, the status as recipient of moral action
is ascribed. A further distinction that these examples have is that they are entities that cannot
communicate and cannot act in such a way as to assert their moral status.
But what is argued for nature in this paper is more than mere moral consideration.
Nature, as ecosystem or biosphere, is deserving of moral status not only as recipient of
moral action but also as agentof independent action The former assertion is clear enough.
But what does the latter assertion imply? It is argued that nature as natural purpose (as
ecosystem,/biosphere) acts independently. Nature is productive and creative. Nature is selfgenerating and self-organizing. But there are difficulties that must be addressed. Whether
such actions can bejudged based on our ethical conceptions, for example, cannot be argued
sufficiently; that is, we cannot argue for it by analogy based on what we know about
ourselves. Further, nature does not communicate the way we do; it does not communicate in
a

language we can understand.

An important realization about nature, conceived as ecosystem or biosphere, is that
we belong to it, we are dependent on it. Our actions, instrumental or possibly moral, are
consequentially imporlant to nature's self-generating and self-organizing acts in that we
can abet or abate them.l0 We now discover that we abate Nature's self-generating and selforganizing actions to our disadvantage. Our experiences show that acid rain, pollution,
ozone layer depletion, climate change hurt us by virtue of our being in nature. Nature's
autonomous actions then require that we morally judge our actions in relation to or in
consideration of them. Nature conceived holistically, as an agent of independent action,
requires our moral deliberation.
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Nature is also asserted to be a recipient of moral action. Conceived as productive and
creative, self-generating and self-org uizrng, it is deserving of such recognition. This entails
the protection of nature from morally wrong human actions. Such protection can take the

fonn ofethical principles or criteria ofrightness and wrongness that can inform our actions
toward it. The same criteria can inform ourjudgments of our actions toward it. Nature as
such then also requires the moral deliberation of human actions.
We are now at a point where we realize that the proposed conception of the value of
nature and the requirements of such a conception deviate extensively from what is widely
practiced. It is argued, however. that such conception of nature when widely accepted will
require the ethical consequences that has also already been identified.

There are human actions that go beyond or that challenge the mere insfi'umentaliq/ of
nature and these have made the conception of nahre in different parts of the world variable.

Scientific investigations of nature for knowledge's sake, the appreciation of the aesthetic
and the sublime in nature, the exhilaration felt when hiking or when "going back to our
roots," and the feeling of spiritual contentment from nature are some examples. These
demonstrate the different values we see of nature that transcend the instrumental. The
knowledge, aesthetic pleasure, and spirituality felt from such experiences are caused by
something that is inherent in nature and that is a good in itself.
How then is the moral status of nature justified finally? It is justified, ultimately, only
as an ascription, a recognition. It does not make the conception of nature and the ethical
implications derived from it ecocentric. The concept of nature as ecosystem or biosphere
is constructed by our knowledge of it through the sciences and our reflections on it as
natural purpose. Natureis still nature as it appears to us and is reflected on by us. What
is the consequence of these? The moral status ascribed to nature is not divisible and
cannot be ascribed to nature's pafis. Instead, it is ascribed to nature as a functioning and
purposeful system, as a whole. The assefiion is an ascription of moral status to ecological
wholes as we are dependent and, more importantly, parl of these ecological wholes. The
goal is not to ascribe moral status to parlicular trees or animals or rocks but to protect the
integrity of the ecosystems or the overall biosphere in which these trees or animals, and
us, belong.

NATURE AND POLITICAL JUDGMENTS
In practice, politics comes to terms with nature because of the effects that
environmental change has on the sustainabiligz of economic, political, and social institutions.
We politically account for nature in the sense that we are being forced to. The interpretation
of political judgment and nature in experience, thus, takes it not as a product of human
conceptualization but as an imperative of human practice. This leads to ad hoc responses
that fail and that display a lack of insight. The relevant question at this point then is: How
can we include nature within our political processes in such a way that our political responses
become more informed, anticipatory, and adaptive?
The answer is in the recognition of nature not as something extemal to the deliberations

of our political institutions but as part and parcel of it. on the other hand, the
reconceptualization it entails also knows that political institutions are embedded within
nature by vifiue of our being within it or belonging to it. As already asserted, this requires
the conception ofnature as ecosystem or biosphere. r r
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Such reconceptualization, however, brings out the problem of "ecosystem-institution
1998, also 2007). The problem canbe seen in two dimensions: (1) in terms of
functioning; that is, when social institutions that deal with ecosystems do work, and (2) in
tenns of correspondence; that is, when there is scope, spatial or temporal mismatch between
social institutions and ecosystems. The causes of the problem of fit are the differing degrees

fit" (Folket. al.

of complexitybetweenhuman society andecosystems andthemannerofhuman-ecosystem
interaction. Consequently, the problem makes social systems unable to respond and adapt
to environmental change since greater ecosystem complexity means that the human social
system is constantly confronted with different environmental states. Further, ecosystems
become susceptible to disturbance caused by human processes. Concretely, ecosystem
processes are disrupted through the acceleration of natural cycles (buming of fossil fuels,
for example) and the introduction of human cycles that are alien to ecosystems (waste cycle,
forexample).

Actually, mere reconceptualization is not enough. Societal institutions must either
evolve in a way that will reflectnature's complexity or include the natural interestwithin its
processes, specifically its political processes. Further discussions in this paper will focus
on the latter problem. It is hoped that a resolution to the predicament it poses will contribute
to finding ways to resolve society and nature's seemingly incommensurable complexities.
Here, it is useful again to recall Kant's (see Arendt 1992,40) assertion about our
predisposition "to communicate and speak [our] mind." This sentiment is echoed by
Habermas ( 1984, 99- 101 and 285) in his asserfion that humans are communicative agents or
are members of a communication communiqz. The actions of social actors as communicators
within such acommunity.takentogether, if they are actions orientedtowardsunderstanding
andconsensus, is communicative action. Communicative actionthus fundamentally defines
human-human interaction. 12 Human communication that is oriented towards understanding
reveal presuppositions of shared contexts, or a hermeneutic horizon, that every instance of
suchcommunication assumes.Addedto the sharing of the samenaturallanguage, the same
constrrrctions of the objective and the normative worlds and a commensurable constitution
ofthesubjectiveworldsarealsopresupposed(Habermas 1984,I49).Again,thisissimilarto
what Kant asserts about judgment and its communicability due to common sense.13
The social and political process then, following the above arguments, is discourse. It
is the process and system of multiple communicative actions. In its normative sense,
discowrse is a process where the only force that matter is that of arguments and where
rational intersubjective consensus is forged. Discourse places into contention the dominant
belief systems, ideologies, norrns, andvalues in society (Roderick 1986,82).

Political institutions assume and work with language and, thus, are language
dependent. In this sense, we can categorically describe political processes as discourse.
The problem is that nature does not cofirnunicate in amanner thatis readily understood and
interpreted by political institutions. Nature does not have a language that we can understand.
What we do instead when we pay attention is that we rely on what Niklas Luhmann ( I 989, 1 621) calls ecological resonances. Such ecological resonances impinge on society as
environmental changes. And we pay attention when our interpretations reveal such changes
or pressures as environmental problems. In effect, we model what we observe of nature into
ourlanguage and we communicate aboutthem. Here we are goingbeyondthe assertions of
bothKantandHaberrnas as we assertthatwecome to know of naturethroughourlanguage.
Knowing, in this sense, goes beyond mere naming, referring, or even talking. We come to
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lmow nafure

as wereflecton how nature is represented ormodeled in ourcommunication.
We come to know nature as these reflections are communicated and further reflected on in

society's discourses.

Natural interest, then, is how we interpret and represent nature in our political
processes. It is how nature enters and is included in our discourses. As political interest, the
natural interest is both human and nature' s interest primarily because of our belongingness

to nature and the life support function that nature provides us.la The political process as
discourse, on the other hand, empowers natural interest by empowering humans who
represent the natural interest. Robeft Goodin (1996,83549) asserts that the discourse process
must be discursive democracy. He contends that the discursive democratic requirement that
individuals mustrepresent anddefendtheirarguments in terms of generalizable andpublicspirited interests is the same motivation that propels discourse from the particular towards
the general interests. The discourse process potentially allows parlicipants to internalize
and understand the interest of others, as well as that of nature. Discourse, being anti-force
or anti-coercion and undistorted, allows those who represent the natural interest to speak
on nature's behalf, to speak for nature.
To summarize this section's argument and the numerous assertions up to this point:
Nature enters the domain of the political, described as "discourse," as (1) natural interest,
and (2) as political interest represented by humans within the political process. And we
politically judge nature, represented and communicated as nafural interest, as such.

SYNTHESIS: FROM MORAL TO POLITICAL JUDGMENTS
We can summarize the reflections contained in the preceding sections as follows:

(1) Nature *,* purposeful system *9 natural purpose *r* ecosystem/
biosphere *;* humans belonging within*q judged morally*"* agent of
independent action e* requires moral deliberation** recipient of moral action
;* requires protection*&but moral status ultimately ascribed (i.e., not
demandedby Nature itself butby ourconception of it and our relation withit).
(2) Nature*4 ecosystem,/biosphere *4complex and dynamic system
*;1 political institutions embedded within*4 points of interaction are
understood as ecological resonance** interpreted as environmental changes
(surprise or anticipated) 4 modeled and communicated as Natural interest
** both human and Nature interest represented within political processes

** that is discourse -;* politically judged finally by virtue of our

belongingness in it and how it sustains us and society as life support system.
The pertinent question at this point is: How are our moral and political judgments of
Nature connected?
Kant seems to think that moral aptitude among agents is not necessary in the
construction of political organization.rs Yethis concept of constitution andrule of law that
becomes animperativeto actions among agents within apolityrely on universalizablerules
of conduct. The interesting part of the envisioned process wherein a race of devils' public
conduct becomes rule govemed, at least for this paper's purposes, is the determination of
those specific rules and how they come to be accepted as such. we can, for example,
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imagine and propose the rule: segregate garbage into biodegradable, recyclable, and
nonrecyclable trash bags. Such a specific rule does not come from a vacuum and must be
based on values held in esteem by at least a portion of the society in which the rule is
enforced. As a value held individually prior to being a rule, it must have been thought of as
good or right according to some criteria or principle. Such criteria or principle, of course, is

moral. The question here now is: How does such moral judgmentbecome arule within
society? The answer as can be deduced from this paper's preceding section is that: Amoral
judgmentbecomes a societalrule whenitgains legitimacy throughthepoliticalprocess.As
was discussed, the prefer:red description of political process is discourse. As such, the
moral judgment is communicated and represented within discourse as interest. Intersubjective
consensus on theimportanceof the moraljudgmentwithinthepoliticalprocess legitimates
such as a societal rule.
It is asserted then that moral judgments become political judgments when legitimized
within the political process: (i) Moral judgments are the basis of societal rules that the
political process determines and legitimizes; (2) This relation, however, is not linear as
societal rules when questioned are not only justifred through legitimacy but also through
being right or good. In this instance moraljudgmentjusffies orrationalizes politicaljudgment;
and (3)Appliedto themoral andpoliticaljudgmentof Nature, the ascription of moral status
to Natme, as agent of independent action and recipient of moral action, necessitates Nature's
protection from wrong or immoral human actions and requires moral deliberation of it. The
demand for deliberation and the fact that our moral judgments are communicable makes us
enter the domain of the political. Such conception of Nature is enlarged and represented as
Natural interest within the political process. We argue for the Natural interest in recognition
of the fact of ourbelongingness withinNature and Nature's independent action that has the
beneficial effect as our life suppofi system. In concrete terms, the representation of Natural
interest within our political processes motivates human social institutions to be more
informed, anticipatory and adaptive in interacting with Nature instead of being ad hoc and
insightful only in hindsight.

NOTES
This assertion is also relevant in Arendt andAristotle, i.e., human action, what in
as being-at-work, takes place in Nature. Also, Arendt's thinkinghasNature for its
object (the appearances of Nature as materials for imagination, etc.) wtd being out of order
must always revert to being in the world of appearances . Wlling actualtzes its potentialities
within the world. Heidegger, meanwhile, asserts that the question of Being is understood
by the questioning that we do, the assertion that we are among others like us, and the
realization that we are in the world.
2. "For example, grass is needful for the ox, which again is needful for man as a means
of existence, but then we do not see why it is necessary that men should exist [by refening
to some other purposel" (Kant 2000, 283).
1 .

Aristotle

3.

SaysKant(2M,282):
Thus we cannot take for natural putposes rivers because they promote

intercourse among inland peoples, mountains because they contain the sources
of the rivers and for their maintenance in rainless seasons have a store of snow,
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or the slope of the land which carries away the water and leaves the country
dry; because although this shape of the earth's surface be very necessary for
the origin and maintenance of the vegetable and animal kingdoms, it has nothing
initselfforthepossibility of which we are forcedto assume acausality according
to purposes. The same is true of plants which man uses for his needs or his
pleasures; of beasts, the camel, the ox, the horse, dog, etc., which are
indispensable for him as well for food as because they are used in his service in
many different ways.
4. Kant (2000, 286) maintains:

Alsothebeauty ofnature,i.e., its connection withthefieeplayof ourcognitive
faculties in apprehending andjudging ofits appearance, can be regarded as a
kindof objectivepurposiveness of natureinits whole as a systemof whichman
is a member; if once the teleologicaljudging of the same by means of the natural
purposes with which organized beings fumish us, has justified for us the Idea
of a great system of purposes of nature. We can regard it as a favour which
nature has felt for us, that in addition to what is useful it has so profusely
dispensed beauty and charm; and we can therefore love it, as well as regard it
with respect on the account of its immensity, and feel enobled ourselves by
such regard;just as ifnature had established and adorned its splendid theatre
precisely with this view.
5. Kant also discusses this substantially in the introduction of the Citique of judgment
and also within his discussions of aesthetic and teleological judgment.
6. A possible analogy is: our cognitive faculty enables us to describe other humans
physically but our faculty ofjudgment enables us to account for the humanity in them. The
assertion, of course, is that humans are more than just the physical body. Sirnilarly, Nature
is more than themechanicalrelations between the elements within it.
7. Kant (2000, 174) says:

Empirically the Beautiirlinterests only in society. If we admittheimpulseto
society as natural to man, and his fitness for it, and his propensity towards it, i.e.
sociability, as a requisite for man as a being destined for society, and so as a
property belonging to humanity, we cannot escape from regarding taste as a
faculty for judging everything in respect of which we can communicate our
feeling to all other men, and so as a means of furthering that which everyone's
natural inclination desires.
8. The conceptualization of Nature as a system of pu4)oses does not require it to be
a closed system. This concern arises when we view Nature as scaled ecosystems.
Ecosystems, whileconceivedin scales, arenothierarchical in an individually distinguishable
sense. Scaled ecosystems are nested within each other and are not actually separate. Humans
as purposeful systems are not closed, that is, we derive energy from Nature of which we are
a part. And Nature likewise is not a closed system, that is, it derives energy from the cosmos
(e.g., sunlight), and conserves energy within its processes.
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9. Kant (1998b), forexample,inthe Citique ofpure rea.ron, limits itto rational beings
that, because oftheir reason, are able to postulate freedom as an a priori principle oftheir
will. Kant does not explicitly say that human beings are the only rational beings. In fact,
other rational beings in the cosmos can be reasonably imagined. The only rational beings
on this planet, however, are thought to be solely humans.
10. This does not negate Nature's independent action. Humans, for example, act in

such ways that detriment the actions of others; this does not, however, negate the
independence of the actions of others.
1 1. The introduction of the concept of biosphere in the domain of politics resultedin
changes to global political relations. This heralded "a transformation in the evolutionary
understanding of the earth's recent history" (Alker and Haas 1993,140).The earth system,

analytically divided into the subsystems geosphere, biosphere, and later, noosphere,
describes natural interlinkages and interdependencies, not only between subsystems, but
also between elements of these earth subsystems. This holistic vision goes beyond Darwin
by emphasizing symbiosis, coevolutionary adaptation andinterdependencebetween living
matters of the biosphere. It is characterized by close nutritional, respirational, and physical-

chemical interrelationships among all organisms. Life is a function of this subsystem.
Disturbances within, like the extinction of a single species, disrupt the links in the system,
entailing the extinction of other species and the diminution of Nature's genetic pool (see
Alker and Haas 1993, 14142).
Caldwell (1996,25- 28) summarizes theparadigm sffiingrelevanceoftheconception
of Nature as biosphere to policy. It is pointed out that Vemadsky's theory of the biosphere
continuestobeconfirmed, developed, elaborated, andmodifredby the scientffic communiqz.
Subsequent interpretations or explanation of the environment still stress the interrelatedness
of the biosphere elements, which forms a unitary biogeochemical earth system. In the midst
of these is /zlzmankind, identified to be a conscious attering and directing agent, as well as
an element of the system. The consequences and impacts of human action are mostly
uncertain and the Earth's capacity to resist or regenerate is still unknown. The challenge
that the biosphere concept poses is that it should be a focus of social concern and
corresponding public policy.
12. This does not mean, of course, that we do not ffeat each other instrumentally in
practice. Society, after all, can be characterized by hierarchy and domination.
1

3. As Kant (2000, 170) emphsizes:

But under the sensus communis we must include the Idea of

a

common

sense to all, i.e., of a faculty ofjudgment, which in its reflection takes account

of the mode of representation of all other men in thought; in order as it were
to compare its judgment with the collective Reason of humanity, and thus to
escape the illusion arising from the private conditions that could easily be
taken for objective, which would injuriously affect the judgment. This is
done by comparing our judgment with the possible rather than with actual
judgments of others, and by putting ourselves in the place of any other man
by abstracting from the limitations which contingently attach to our own
judgment.
14. As Plumwood

(I

999) remarks:
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A civilization that...ets in motion massive processes of biospheric and
ecological degradation which it cannot respond to or correct, does not match its
actions to the survival aims it may be assumed it to have. Unless it has for good
reasons chosen apath ofself-extinction, its actions display arationality failure
in the ecological areain the same way that the actions of someone in the grip of
a terminal addiction may be thought of as displaying a rationality failure, as
contrary to their overall wishes and well-being.
15.

Kant(seeArendt 1992, 17) says:

The problem of organizing a state, however hard it may seem, can be solved
even for a race of devils, if only they are intelligent. The problem is: "Given a
multitude of rational beings requiring universal laws for their preserwation, but
each of whom is secretly inclined to exempt himself from them, to establish a
constitution in such a way that, although theirprivate intentions conflict, they
check each other, with the result that their public conduct is the same as if they
had no such intentions."
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REALISM AND IDEALISM IN THE DEMONIC
NATURE OF POLITICAL POWER
Nicolae Rambu

'":;i?.:{;:'in::?"::,!;::;::-,:;,""::,'i::;:;1:
Power demonisry-sv 1l'1e demonic neture of power-is a phenomenon
found everywhere an"d there, one can irlentifi a political power center Niccolo
Machiavelli is the personwho revealed clearlyfor thefirst time the nature of
power demonism. Paradoxicctlly,farfrombeing himself a demonic being-- tt
descriptionwhich Goethe ascribed to the meaning of this term-the author of
The prince was just a realistic theoretician of his time.Power demonism zs rhe
ability of the politicianto create the general conditions to achieve political
powerfrom the dark side of the individual. This phenomenon evidently has a
de structiv e p otential.

CONCF'PT OF "POWER DEMONISM''
It is risky to talk today about power demonism in the positive side, that is, in ter:rns of
praise. But to say from the beginning: power demonism is something positive, not negative,
when it is viewed from a neutral point of view, or from what Max Weber ( 1 992) calls an

"axiological neutrality."
In 1 940, a book on power demonism entitled Machtstaat und Utopie. Vom Stre it um
die Damonie der Macht seit Machiavelli und Morus appeared in Ger:rnany. It was written
by Gerhard Ritter (1948). Clearly, this workwas publicly successfull in that all foureditions
since 1943 were purchased. Nazi authorities later prohibited the reprinting of this book.

After the war, the book was republished with the title Die Damonie der Macht.
Betrachtungen uber Geschichte undWesen des Machtproblems im politischen Denken
de r N e uze i t

(Ntter

I

948,1.

Ritter(1948) defined andexplainedtheconceptofpowerdemonism. Flisworkwas a
scientific research on a cultural-historical phenomenon. It somehow concems us all in the
sensethatitisnotjusta simplecritiqueofanideology,butaneyeopener. AsRitter(1948,
15) says:
Where something like the demonic nafure of power is felt in the history of
mankind, this is not necessarily perceived as evil. Demonism (das Damonische)
is not a mere negation of good; it is not the complete darkness as opposed to
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light, but represents the area of semi-darkness, arnbiguity, uncertainty,
fiightening elemenl

Only a politician possessed by a vision,

as

if he were

a

a
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deeply

demon, can become a creator

of history, can build grand political edifices, and can become a model in historical

ages.

Unfortunately, power demonism can likewise bear the gerrn of catastrophic damage. Ritter
(1948,15) notedthat "almostneverhas there been possible amajorpolitical construction
without destruction in terms of moral values." Power demonism has always been associated
withdanger, where ithas beenrecognized.Althoughthreatening, itwas irresistibly fascinating,
as one can easily notice in demonic politicians.
Understood properly, power demonism can become an absolutely necessary category
to the researcher, including the political historian, who is faced with the challenge of explaining
certain phenomena that seem downright puzzling.It is hard to accept today th at demonism,
as a "technical terrn" of a scientific discipline, could escape many historical researchers,
except mostnotably Leopold von Ranke ( 1917) andJackob Burckhardt (1905). The works
that study power demonism can always relate to the ideas of these two great historians.
Nevertheless, no one has treated demonism as deeply as Goethe (see GundoH 197 1 , 162) did
rn Poetry and truth, wl;ierehe descibed it as "an active principle of an historical description."
To eliminate confusions about the applications of what Goethe (1967) called das
Damonische, it shouldbe noted that demonism is not intended to address our capacity for
knowledge, but to our capacity to will, that is, to the faculty of action. Therefore, politics is
the area where das Damonische marifests itself at the most, as Friedrich Gundolf ( 1 97 1 )
noted in his monumental monograph dedicated to Goethe.
It must be noted that there were people in the past who studied power demonism and
who themselves became politically "demonic" in view of their misunderstanding of the text
or understanding it in bad faith. They succumbed to the demon, so to speak, and became
evil persons themselves. It is like someone who studies mysticism who would eventually be

transformed into a mystic himself. It is imporlant to know the difference between the
theoretician's ideology and the researcher himself so that one would not become like the
theoretician himself. As Emil Cioran ( I 995 , I22) say s:'"The difference between the beliefs of
the theoretician and the believer is as significant as that between the psychiatrist and the

insaneman."
In history the theoretician so regarded as the epitome of having a bad reputation on
power demonism is Machiavelli. He is, to this researcher, a disturbinhg example. He is
disturbing because he appears to be the "psychiatrist" taken for the "insane man." Ritter
(1948, 34) presents Machiavelli as the first great theoretician of power demonism that
manifested itself in all historical ages. Ritter says that the author of The prince whohas a
greatmerit of conceivingpowerdemonismis nothimself, as itis known, possessed of it. The
person who is possessedbypowerdemonismcouldnotbe,as profound as Machiavelli. The
theoretician possessed psychologically by power demonism as an ideology is Friedrich the
Second of Prussia who wrote a negative assessment of Machiavelli entitledAnrimnchiavelli.
He(1987,29)classffiedMachiavel\asmonstrorn: "I-nttsleaveCesarBorgiaasMachiavelli's

model: mine will always be Marcus Aurelius." In fact, as politician with remarkable
achievements, the author of Antimachiavelli, despiteits idealistic and enlightened discourse,
did not behave and could not behave other than being a "Machiavellian."
According to Ritter ( 1 967) , power demonism is the central theme of Il principe and
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represents, philosophically speaking, a great discovery. In order to govern effectively
and to change the world for the better, the politician must know that human nature is
inevitably bad. An idealistic prince is lost. He needs to be realistic, know that human
nature is bad, and should act accordingly when the situation requires. He must know how
to manipulate with extreme ability the contrary values in order to preserve his political
power so as to be feared rather than loved when circumstances require so. All the tenets
of The prince must be addressed to the achievement, maintenance, and preservation of
political power. It is said that the one principle that summarizes the tenets is the fomula:
the endjustifies the means.
However, Machiavelli's (1908) conceptionofpowerdemontsmtnThepinceisrnuch
more profound and is not reducible in any case to this vulgar wisdom. While taking into
account power demonism, in the field of politics, where the concepts used in aesthetics,
such as genius or talent, does not find a place. Demonism is in history what a genius is in art.
Machiavelli approaches a problem which the professional historian misses: creativity in

history.
InThe gay science,Fiedich Nietzsche (2OO1,32)notes thatmankind has progressed
tremendously due to evil spirits that wouJd put the world in a different order:
...mostly by force of arms, by topplingboundary stones, by violating pietiesbut also by means of new religions and moralities ! Ir every teacher and preacher
of what is new we find the same "mischief ' that makes conquerors infamous,
even if its expression is subtler and does not instantly set the muscles in motion
andforjust thatreason does not make one as infamous!whatis new however,
is under all circumstances evil, being that which wants to conquer, to overlhrow
the old boundary stones and pieties.

Notonlyinpolitics, buteverywhere wherepowermanifests, the demonicman feelshe
is in possession of a great power that is acting through him. He feels that he has a mission
on which he devotes all of his energy. He truly believes that he must reach a certain point
and that he is destined to get there, no matter how many obstacles there might be in this

history ttre daimoninpolitics, in art, in anything, has been known since
the time of Socrates. One of the characters who passed through this stage of history,
followingimperturbably ther owndaimorz, isLudwig van Beethoven (seeMagnarn1-9i6,
XIV), who truly felt himself at the service of the muse s (M us endiensf). He (Magn ant l9l 6,
10) expressed the demonic force that came from within the nature of his personality as
follows: "The force is the moral of the people who distinguish themselves from others and
is also mine." Behind the ideological interpretation given to this statement of the composer
of Eroica symphony is Napoleon Bonaparte, to which the symphony is dedicated. Beethoven
refers to demonism as the creation of nature. The demonic'creation, especially the political
one, done back then in Europe, is a "retum to nature." Friedrich Nietzsche talked about this
expression in T:vuilight of the idols. He (1990, 113) says:
path. Throughout

Progress in my sense.
speak of "retum to nature" although it is not
-1too
really a going-back but a going-up-up
into a high, fiee, even frightful nature and
naturalness, such as plays with great tasks,is permittedto play with them.... To
speaktn a parable : Napoleon was a piece of ''retum to nature' ' as I understand it.
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The interaction between demonic people is always an extraordinary fact. They
recognize each other immediately, admire mutually, but also fear one another, as of a
catastrophic phenomenon of nature, for that demonism is
understands it.

a

"retum to nature,"

as

Nietzsche

CREATOR OF THE "STATE AS A WORK OF ART''
Forthose who live atpresent, it is surprising that the first parl of Burckhardt's (1935)

workon Kultur und Kunst der Renaissance in ltalierz, which has the iitle Der Staat als
Kunstwerk, views the state as aworkof art. More impor[antly, inthe chapter "Waras awork
of aft,'' it is argued that power demonism is a creative faculty in history. In the ''Introduction' '
of the whole work, Burckhardt presents the summary of the political situation in Italy in the
l3th century. In that situation a small group of political parties were selfish and deshuctive.

Toquotehim(1935, 10):
[These political parties offered nothing but] the show of selfishness
unleashed in its most terrible aspect, disdaining any right, strangling the seed
of any healthy culture. But where this attempt has been defeated or neutralized,
in some way, something new appeared and came to life through history: the
state as a conscious creation, deliberate and prudent, the state as a perfected

mean, as workof art.

Therefore, the creativity in history the way in which political constructions are built,
are sirnilarto the traditional works of art. The onlymajordiflerenceis thatthe works of artis
a creation of one person in a solitary situation while a historical political work of art involves

somanyfeopleinthemechanismofnature. Butif the traditionalworkof art, likethe soruret,
is of great value, so are the political creations that emerge from the turmoil of history which
can also be of great value, or even masterpieces, of history.
The emphasis that Jackob Burckhardt puts in the study of qrrannies is not by chance, as
he himself assures us. Unlike a small number of Italian republics, the study of the tyrannies
between the 4th and I -5th centuries underline more easily the mechanism of creafion in history.
It goes without saying that when it comes to traditional art, creativity is associated with the

highestspiritualvaluesthatformthemagichalo ofgenius. However, whenitcomes to apolitical
sreatien-1e ths state as a work of ar1 for example-we are often dealing with the most dubious
figures, like Ezzelino III da Romano, the Italian feudal lord of the March of Treviso (now modem
Veneto). He was a$rant and very scheming. Burckhardt ( 1935, 12) says ofhim:
...up to thatmoment lpiortoBzzelinol, all medieval conquest andusurpation
had as pretext either a pretended or real inheritance right or other rights, or had
been the consequence of fights against infidels or excommunicated persons.
F,zzelino, by contrast, is the first who attempts to set a throne on mass murder
and endless cruelty, that is, by any means, without regard to anything else than
achieving his putpose.

Obviously, Ezzelino or Caesar Borgia were extreme cases, but they were the perfect

illustrationofthefactthathistoryprogressesonthebasisofits"bad"side.

GeorgHegel
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(1977) maintains that it is not the genius in aftistic afi but the demonic in creative history
that produced historical progressive development.
Goethe introduceddemonismasacategory in orderto explain apolitical figure very
similar to Ezzelino: Napoleon Bonaparte. Napoleon did not create a small city but a great
empire. His tactics and strategy, however, were not different from the small tyrannies of
pre-Renaissance Italy. It seems that only demonic people, inthemeaning given by Goethe
to this phrase, are creators in history and that only they can cause radical changes of "the

courseoftheworld,"thususingaconceptfrom

Hegel'sPhenomenologyofspirit.T\ey

are, as Hegel (1977) calls them, "the business men of the universal spirit." Moreover, the

cunning of reason is only another way of talking about power demonism.
A very delicate problem which cannot be resolved without relating to what Goethe
calTeddns Damoni.sche istheveneration of greatpersonalities of world culture, considering
that actions of these political figures ended with hundreds of thousands of deaths. The
effective propaganda of this veneration appears to result in "captive minds." These political
leaders committed the most heinous crimes in history. Some titans of world culture, like
Hegel, who disdained all forms of ideology, were, however, fascinated by these politicians
who committed mass murders in history.
Hegel's admiration for Napoleon is well known, despite the fact that he finished his
Phenomenology of spiritin the difficult situation of the Battle of Jena, where he hurriedly
left the place, and despite the fact that the Napoleonic Wars delayed his academic career.
Moreover, the fact that one was a German and the other was a French did not in any way
diminished Hegel's admiration of the French emperor. On 1 3 October 1 806, Hegel (see
Wiedmann 1965, 35) wrote toFriedrich Imrnanuel Niethammer:
The Emperor-this world soul-I sawriding throughthe city to areview of
his troops; it is indeed a wonderful feeling to see such an individual, who
concentrated here in a single point, riding on a horse, reaches out over the
world and dominates it.... Of course, a more favourable prognosis for the
Prussians was not really possible, but even so, to make such progress between
Thursday and Monday was something that only this extraordinary man could
have achieved, and it is not possible not to admire him.
This strange feeling that Hegel experienced when he saw Napoleon is almost identical

with the one Goethe described after seein g this " demonic man, " who ruled Europe . Even
Napoleon's apologists have admitted that his noble ideals could be achieved only by
condemnable means, axiologically speaking. For in that era in France '1ies were everywhere,
in words and deeds." The French nation-"monarchical by tradition, yet republican by
ideas"----can only achieve its ideals through "concealments, secrets and stratagems [that
Napoleonl was able to carrl out successfully in the most formidable action which ever
depended on a mortal" (Geyl 1968, 57). Like most of Napoleon's admirers, Frederic Masson
( 1 9 1 8, XI) cannot overlook the terrible means used by "the most amazing specimen of
humanity," as he called the French emperor.

Goethe's admiration of Napoleon seems bizarre, an inexplicable phenomenon,
somehow embarrassing as reflected in the words of some importantcontemporaries (Seibt
2009). Goethe'sprides himself withthe factthathehadreceived fromNapoleontheGrand
Cross of the Legion of Honou4 w|rrich was proverbial in Weimar. In 1809 Wilhelm von
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Humboldtwrote tohis wife: "Withoutthe GrandCross ofthe lcgion, Goethe doesnoteven
get out of the house and it is said that it was given to him by 'Mein Kaiser"' (Seibt 2009,
I 4 1 ) . But the poet worshipped his German emperor until the end of his life.
InPoetry andtruth,Goethe (1967) introducedthetermdemonrc precisely to describe
the similarity between his life and the life of Napoleon, the "Mein Kaiser." In trying to
understand Napoleon, ailer his meeting with him, he discovered that the mysterious force
that ruled the life of Napoleon and transfonned this life into destiny, is a principle that
cannotbe clearly defined, because it always manifested itself throughcontradictions. Goethe
(2013,151) says of this mysterious principle:
It was not god-like, since it seemed unreasonable; not human, since it had no
understanding; not devilish, since it was beneficent; not angelic, since it often
betrayed a malicious pleasure.. .. To this principle, which seemed to come in
between all other principles and separate them, and yet link them together, I
gave the name of Daemonic, after example of the ancients and others with
similar experiences. I sought to escape from this terrible principle, by taking
refuge, according to my wont, in a creation of the imagination.

Irtus rememberespecially the fatalistic

characterof demonism and carefully readthe
(see Seibt 2009, I 83), Poetry and truth,

following fragment in the tenth part of Goethe's
which refers to Napoleon:

A high powerpushes me toward a goal unlcrown to me; as long as I have not
reached it yet, I am invulnerable, unshakable; as soon as I will not be necessarv
to this power, including a fly will be able to overthrow me.
Goethe's original autobiography was written during the Napoleonic era. The first
volume appeared in 1811, the second volume in 1812, and thethird volume in 1813. Even
some fragments of the last part of this work, those that referred to the "demonic, " were
drawn up in 18 13 at weimar, but they were used again by Goethe only in 183 I (Seibt 2009,
183). Eventoday, ithas not been fullyexplainedwhy it took such a longperiodfor the term
to be used again. The question arises whether this was caused by the sudden fall of
Napoleon.

Napoleon's escape from Elba Island in March 1 8 1 5 produced Goethe much anxiety
and, after the final fall of his Kaiser he said many times that he was impressed with
Napoleon and considered him as the most elevated spirit in the world he had ever met (Seibt
2009, 205). Obviously, the Germans took that attihrde suspiciously since they saw Napoleon
as a monster. However, when Goethe was ill, his doctor asked him to act "Napoleonian,"
insinuating that Goethe should be deter:rnined, adventurous, and should try a miraculous
healing (Seibt2009,2l6).Insome cases, when he was in a bad mood, Goethe would console
himself that it was not as bad as it was forNapoleon in Saint Helena.
Bothinhis privatelife andin somepublishedworks, Goethe appearedtobefascinated
with Napoleon's demonic personality. Johann Peter Eckermann ( 1992,624) said of Goethe:
"When he thought of the French emperor he compared himself to him." Goethe told
Eckermann that he could always feel the demonic affinify with Napoleon in that both were
realists. Throughout his life, Goethe spoke of Napoleon as a demigod. Said Eckermann
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(1992,624) aboutGoethe's fascination of the French Kaiser:
It might well be said of [Napoleon] that he was found in a state of continual
enlightenment. on this account, his destiny was more brilliant than any the
world had seen before him, or perhaps will ever see after him. . . [Napoleon] was
a

fellow whom we cannot imitate

!

Gabriel Hanotaux (Geyl 1968, 500) says that the French emperor never aspired to
restore the Roman Empire: "Napoleon has something else in mind than simply repeating the
past. His original genius is not suitable for imitation. He creates.',
Nietzsche ( 1990, 1 14) described this demonic aff,rnity between Goethe and Napoleon
in his unmistakable style: "Goethe was, in an epoch disposed to the unreal a convinced
realisl he affirmed everything which was related to him in this respect-he had no greater
experience than that ens realissimum called Napoleon."

CREATIVITY OF ACTIONS
The demonic politician is the only one capable of detenrrining a radical renewal of
the world, who acts like a physician administering a vaccine. As we know, this malady is
caused by viruses or bacteria that, if administered according to medical protocols, will

prepare the body to create antibodies that would fight the bacteria or neutralize the
viruses. The demonic politician is like the vaccine that would try to put sanity in the
disorderly society he governs. The art of politics, in this view, is the capacity of the
demonic leader to use evil to rectify another evil. The politician treats what he percieved
as a sick society by using his people's weaknesses, addictions, and sins-in the same
way as a.doctor uses weak viruses to neutralize newer viruses in order to heal a sick body
or to immunize it. In other words, not only the politician endowed with power demonism
can have the capacity to control the evil in society, he also has the gift to use evil to renew
society. There is, however, a risk in this in that power demonism when improperly

administered-like avaccineimproperly administeredby, forexample, injecting thepatient
with the wrong doses-----can lead to disaster.
The manner by which a demonic politician can be creative is to use his cunning in
those he govems. Machiavelli describes this admirably in his book, especially in the chapter
"How should a prince keep his word," which stirs the utmost indignation from the antiMachiavellians. According to Machiavelli

(1

908, 83-84):

A prince, therefore, being compelled knowingly to adopt the beast, ought to
choose the fox and the lion; because the lion cannot defend himself against
snares and the fox cannot defend himself against wolves. Therefore, it is
necessary to be a fox to discover the snares and a lion to terrify the wolves.
Those who rely simply on the lion do not understand what they are about.
Frederich tr of Russia (1981 ,80) considered this fragment as "a reckless master of
misdeed." In reality, Machiavelli only advised the prince to see the world during his time for
what it is, to be realistic and avoid being idealistic in order to make the world somewhat
better. For Frederich-as it is for any individual with an apparently norrnal axiological
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conscience-honesfy is preferable to dishonesq/. Aprince who keeps his word is infinitely
moreworthy ofrespectthanadeceitful one. "Nevertheless," says Machiavelii (1908,83),
. ..our experience has been that those princes who have done great things have
held good faith of little account, and have known how to circumvent the intellect
of men by craft, and in the end have overcome those who have relied on their

word
Such a quotation from The pince illustrates Machiavelli's perspective and, in this
respect, despite his bad reputation amongst historians, he was not at all "Machiavellic," or

anevilperson. Hewas simply atheoreticianonpowerdemonism. Machiavelli (1908,85)
explained that if one is good, his tenets a.re unacceptable, but in the real world (during his
time), "because fpeople] are bad, and will not keep faith with you, you too are not bound to
observe it withthem." Moreover, forthe manofpower, he does not"divergefromthe good
if he can avoid doing so, but, if compelled, then [he must] know how to set about it." The
prince must do evil in the guise of good, be cruel in the guise of gentleness, and be crafty in
the guise of honess/. Though such a beh4vior is damnable, Machiavelli thinks it is the only
efficient means to attain the general good. Moral purity will be disastrous to the entire
society. Mercy, for example, is a moral value that we take for granted, but the demonic
politician knows that sometimes he must be cruel so that "because with a few examples he
will be morre mercifi.rl than those who, through too much mercy, allow disorders to arise, from
which follow mruders orroben:ies" (I\4achiavelli 1908, 78).
Idealism in politics is as dangerous to the world's fate as it would lead in many cases
to disorder when the people are realistically bad, as was the case in Machiavelli's time.
Thosewho areobsessedwithorderhaveleftsocief inchaos as those whoruinitdeliberately
in order to institute order.
Personally, I do not think that human nature is evil, but in agreement withArthur
Schopenhauer (1991) it is not entirely good either, but is partially good and partially evil.
The demonic politician builds on this ordinary truth, valid for himself and all peoples.
Situations or circumstances will make one mostly evil or mostly good. Unlike others, the
realist politician knows something essential to the art of govemment: that only by means
of this evil side of human nature can something magnificent be accomplished in history.
The idealist, like Jesus the religous leader, will end up on the cross. The Saviour says to
the disciples: "Heal the sick..., drive out demons" (Matt. 10:8). Paul Tillich (1964,52)
interprets this that "every man can become for others an instrument of the healing
power." The realist political leader handles these instruments masterfully to heal society
by first ruining it. The pleasure that the demonic politician feels in this game with evil, of
which Goethe spoke of Eckermann, is precisely the satisfaction that the good will result
eventually from the bad.
Karl Jaspers (1976,225) observes that "Goethe pofirayeddas Damonische as aforce
that acts with objectivity." His observation is important to understand that this force is a
capacity in the characters of political leaders who make the progressive development of
history.
From a larger interpretation, power demonism-though very evident in politics----can
also manifest in other forms as in the love of wealth, the love of entertainment, and so on.
Any will, according to Friedrich Nietzsche, is will to powerHe (1997 ,145) refers to the
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demonic man ("damonisch") as "Howwell heunderstands the soul!" Nietzsche (1991,146;)
continues:

Not necessity, nsl dssils-no, the love of power is the demon of men. Let
them have everything-health, food, a place to live, entertainment-they are
and remain unhappy and low-spirited: for the demon waits and waits and will
not be satisfied. Take everything from them and gratify this: thus they are
almost happy-as happy as men and demons can be. But I merely repeat what
was stated before, and much better than I, by Luther in the verses: "Let them
take llomus ourbody, goods, honour, children, wife: letit all ge-the kingdom
lReich] must yet remain to us " Yes ! Yes ! The "Reich" l
!

CONCLUSION
Powerdemonismcontainsrnuchtruth,as Goetherefers toitinpoetry. Gustav Seibt
(2009) assures us that the relationship between Goethe and Napoleon is not political. Goethe's
realism hnds affinity with Napoleon's realism.
Demonism,inthe sense given by Goethe, is not necessarily equivalent to a diabolitical
type (the "evil genius") where one pursues evil for its own sake. The demonic politician is
a true creator in history in the sense that he pursues the good through evil means. For
Goethe, Napoleon was one of the most creative people who has ever existed. Eckermann
(1992,625) says to Goethe: "Yes, yes, my good friend, one need not write poems and plays

to be productive; there

is.

also a productiveness of deeds, which in many cases stands an

important degree higher."
One cannot be a demonic political leader, and thus become a creator in history by just
reading Machiavelli and other theoreticians on power demonism as one cannot be a genius
in poehy by just studying the rules of poetic ar1, but one must have the inherent capacity to
a greater vision to create the greater good through ruinous means.

Thefightagainstthedemon, onwhichStefmZweig(2ffi7,2374I)hasvtntten several
essays, is very bitter precisely in the freld of politics, where, indeed, as a demonic politician
once stated, "It's just one step between the sublime and the ridiculous.',
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THEORY AND PRACTICE:

THE ARISTOTELIAN, PLOTINIAN,
AND MARXIAN PERSPECTIVES
Ferdinand D. Dagmang
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De La Salle University, Manila
This sndy deals with the notiorx of theory and practice as
foun^d in Aistotle,
Plotinus, and Marx-whose philosophies also informed and underpinned the
discourse ofvarious theologians. Their perspectival notions are presented
and explained through contextual or geographical rootedness. Tensions
identified in the variations of meaning and prioritization of either theory or
practice in these authors are highlighted and tracedfrom contextuality which
is itself generative of specific characteristics ofphilosophies-also important
for the orientations and directions of Christian theologies.

IN T ROD UCTION
In hying to deal with the' prioritization" of eitherpractice overtheory ortheory over
practice, I will examine the notions of theory and practice as these appear in the philosophies
of Aristotle, Plotinus, and Karl Marx. This study does not pretend to settle the issue over
the prioritization of either theory or

practice-it

seeks, however, to locate the discussion

within the socio-cultural contexts of specific philosophies. This way, it hopes to serye a
modestobjective-thatof clarirying the claim ofprimacy of practice/primacy of theory as
rooted in authorial perspectives and spaces (cf. Minca 200 1 ) . I chose Plotinus and Aristotle
together to give examples of that form of phitosophy that gives primacy to theory as this
tendency is also evident in the theologies of Augustine of Hippo and Thomas Aquinas. My
presentation of therelationship of theory andpracticein Marx connects withtheprimacy of
praxis insisted by liberationist theologies. It may thus be mentioned that the theory/praxis
tensions foundinthewritings of Plotinus,Aristofle, andMarxhavepredated andconstrained
the various theological reflections that employ them. The following discussion is thus
hoped not only to serve philosophy, but also to contribute towards the self-understanding
of every theological enterprise.

PHILOSOPHIES AND THEOLOGIES
Various kinds of theology have been shaped by philosophical systems which used to
indispensable to theological reflection. In Christianity, the frst to formally

be regarded as
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recognizethevalueofphilosophyfortheologyisClementofAlexandriatc.

BkI, chap.5):
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Wisdom is therefore queen of philosophy, as philosophy is of preparatory
culture. For ifphilosophy professes control ofthe tongue, and the belly, and the
parts below the belly, it is to be chosen on its own account. But it appezrs more
worthy of respect and pre-eminence, if cultivated for the honour and knowledge
of God.
Augustine of Hippo and Thomas Aquinas (and their contemporaries who were also
into philosophy), somehow followed the lead of Clement and even went further, like
supporting their theological understanding with theoretical frameworks of the Stoics and
Plotinus in Augustine's case (who underslood theology to mean "reasoning or discussion
concerning the deity"),r and of Aristotle's hylomorphism in the theological synthesis of
Thomas Aquinas (who thought of theology as a science whose object is God)., Christian
theologians would thus regard Philosophy as the indispensable handmaid, consort,
propaedeutic, preparatory knowledge, or aid to the understanding of faith.
Among contemporary theologians, philosophy is still acknowledged as an aid, along
with the other disciplines that also assist in the rational reflection inherent in theology. It is
thus conceded that in every theological discussion about social, psychological, or moral
issues, the help or assistance of academic disciplines other than philosophy has become a
necessity.
Some matters are beyond the competence of theology; however, an interdisciplinary
or multidisciplinary approach in theological reflection would be necessary. For example,
theology cannot properly make its specific "theological interpretation" or "moral-theological
judgment" abouttheissueof globalizarzon unless itis infor:rned, forexample, by the social
sciences, specifically by political economics. There is not much evidence that can be gleaned
from the Jewish-Christian Scriptures about the nature of today's late-modem forms of
globalizations; such were simply nonexistent during the time of Moses or Jesus of N azareth.
Theologians must consult their peers in the social sciences or in the behavioral sciences or
even in the applied physical sciences; then, and only then, theology will be able to deliver
its "more-informed" or "well-infonned" discussion.
Augustinianism (which has been specially influenced by the Neo-Platonic philosophy
of Plotinus) and Thomism (which is thorougtrly grounded in Aristotle's system) are theologies
rooted in the Greek philosophical tradition that bestow primacy to theory or contemplation.
This is differentfromthe emancipatory theologiesthatemployMarx'sbias towardspraxislike Jurgen Moltmann's (1967 ,1913a, r973b, andl974)libe-rationisr theology of hope, or

JohannBaptistMetz's (1973,1995, and1998)flreologyimbuedwiththestanceofsolidarity
for the suffering, or the Latin American liberation theology3 which advocates for the liberation
ofthepoorandtheoppressedoflatinAmerica.Thelanguage of dedependenciaaliberaci6n
(from dependence to liberation) which became the secular banner of LatinAmerican social
activists seeped into the Christian Churches until Christian involvement in the struggle for
social amelioration became the starling point of critical reflections which became known
later as teologia de la liberaci6n or theology of liberation. The theology of liberation
became thepromoterof emancipatory theologicalreflections; it also needed adifferentkind
of aid-a "mediator" that assumes the primacy of praxis over theory. In emancipatory
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reflection, there is a prioritization of practice (primarily political), both in its character as

ground and as terminus-defining all concerns as practice*dependent. In fact, the
emancipatory slantof the LatinAmericanliberationtheology has tendedto veeraway from
the philosophical presuppositions of the two most dominant theologies that have shaped
the for:rn of theological understanding of Christianity in the West: theAugustinian and
Thomistic theologies.

This prioritization of practice is characteristic of an emancipatory perspective that
assumes the serviceability of knowledge in the transformation of pemicious situations,
conditions, and ecologies towards the better. This is not just a talk about lcrowledge "applied"
to develop more technologies or inventions orprojects. It is knowledge which is part and
parcel of a largermission for social transformation, as exemplified in liberationist movements,
like theBlackPeople's emancipatorypursuits, the Basic FrclesialCommunities'organizing

activities, and the feminist and gay rights movements which have their own specific
geographies.

However, theprioritization of practice thatassumes the maieuticrole of every theory
is not shared by other philosophical schools. The Platonic and Hegelian schemes even
enthrone the power of Ideas or that of thq Spirit above all historical forms of practice. The
Platonic Forms explainthe temporal dimensionwhile Hegel'sAbsolur.e Gelsl subsumes all
historical transformations. These idealist approaches would thus show that the relationship
between theory andpractice is not a settled issuebutpoints to aphilosophical problemthat
constanfly occupies thbkers (Ball 1977).
The following section will show the significance of the Greek's stress on theoria
(biirfl66) to the process of reflection.

THEORY (@EOprA) AND PRACTTCE (npAErE)
IN CLASSICAL GREEK PHILOSOPHY

Aristotelian Tradition
Aristotle was the first philosopher who explicitly distinguished between theoria
(Oecopra) and praxis (npcr(rq).4 Plato, before him, dealt with a more complex scheme that
does not allow for an easy study of the concepts (Lobkowicz 1967 , 4). These concepts,
however, were used by both philosophers and others of Greek antiquity not for their own

sake. These concepts were understood within the context of the Greeks' interest in
distinguishing various walks of life, which allowedthemto determine whichorwho is most
pious, the most happy, the wisest, or the best individual (and not necessarily proposing
social nansformation). We will see the connection ofthoseprojects of distinguishing different
walks of life to the concepts of theory andpractice, forexample, inAristotle's Nichomachean
ethics (1984a,I.5.1095 b 14-19) we have the tripartite distinction: thevoluptuous life (life of
enjoyment), the practical life (life of politics), and the theoretical life (life of contemplation).
ForAristotle (1984b, I.5.1095 b 14-1C9,6a6),themostbase oflives is thatofthe "r,ulgar
mob" (tov crnol,ocuonrov) who identifies the Good with pleasure and is content with the
"voluptuous" life (pro6 c[7lolo(oocKoq). on the contrary, the "men of refinement and the
men of action" (ot ftopl€vrsg KCrr Trpu,Ktrror) are intent only in pursuing two kinds of life:
the ' practical" life of politics where the Good is identified with honor and the "theoretical"
life of the philosopher whose preoccupation is that of contemplation of etemal truths. In
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fact, Aristotle ( PoliticsYlI.2.l324 a 14ff.) seems to have disregarded the voluptuous life
since he has reduced his scheme of distinguishing the different walks of life into the practical
and theoretical. The practical is further characterized as the life of active citizenship and the
theoretical as the life of detachment frornthe polis (no)"rq). But a study of the concepts of
theoria Ntd praxis is helpful to appreciate their relationship.
Theoriaiswhatatheoros (0eropog), "spectator at games," does.Theoros also refers
to the official title of the delegates of one state to attend a sacred festival of another city-

state. Such festivals were usually connected with sports and games and the theoros
accomplisheshis duty by attendingthose events andfulfilling other sacredduties (attending
sacred processions and offering frst fruits and other gifts to the gods of the festival) (cf.
Plato 1 96 1 , 327 a) . The scope of implementation of these sacred duties were soon enlarged
and the spectator aspect was minimized. But from this we see the meaning of theory as
connected with watching, but in a sublime way like the activity of t}:re theoros w}:ro
accomplishes a sacred duty. It thus developed for the Greeks that theory as a way of life is
more exalted than the practical life in the polis, which is more concerned with transitory
things. The individual of theory is concentrated with the godly activities that transcend
mortality, but these activities were not done for practical necessif as in scientific inquiries
but done solely out of wonder or love of leisurely reflection. The philosophers, who are
intent on theory-watching or contemplating the mostbeautiful of things-are moved to
this kind of life simply out of wonders of the beauty of the ' 'universe as a whole and the order
according to which the heavenly bodies move around ' (Lobkowicz 1967 ,5) andof knowing
the divine. It is the religious and philosophical bearing of theory that led the Greeks to seek
t empl at i ve idea 1..
The contemplative ideal was to be associated with a kind of thinking that contemplates
the Good, the Beautiful, and the One. This kind of thinking may be characteized as an
analogical thinking, which seeks unity and order in the world. It is a kind of thinking that has
implications for some methods of reflection (Tracy 1981). Some liberation theologians, like
Jon Sobrino (1984,27 -28), point to the deficiency in this Greek analogical thinking in its
uncritical posture toward what exists as negative (e.g., oppression and dependence). It is,
for them, a thinking that fails to incorporate the epistemological break or difference posed
by those who are at the margins of societies.
Aristotle was the first to give an analysis of prais as a philosophical concept. He
explains its meaning by contrasting it and often opposing itwith poiesis (norqo-Lq). The
nearest equivalentof pra-ris in English is the verb "doing" andfor poiesls, "making" or
skillful manufacturing. We "do" something as we "do" politics or business and such an
activity indicates no other end than itself (cf. Aristotle 1984c,I.34.I197 a3ff;II.12.1211
b 27ff .).In this sense praxis is its own telos ('ctluoc"). "Making," on the other hand,
signifies an end different from the act of making as in making bread or shoes. Aristotle

Lhe con

(1984c,ILlz.l2IIbZTff .) clarifies this distinction

by illustratingthat theplaying of the
flute, a praxis, is the activity and the goal of the flutist, while a builder of a house aims
at something other than the activity of making a house, Moreover, the fulfillment of
poiesis' end is essential to its success; whlle prctxis is self-fulfilling even without an
exffinsic element to complete its meaning. To stop building a house before its completion
is an unsatisfactory activity while the act of playing the flute (not the act of rehearsing
which is deemed a poiesis) is already an achievement in itself even when the flutist
stops playing.
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When life is considered aspraxis andnotpoiesis,Aistotle is claiming thatthere is no
other goal in life than living iaelf. To look for something-a product different from
Ieft

life-

behindby someonewhoreaches life's completionis toreducelife into a "making" of things.
In this senseprausalsorefers toprocreation andfeeling (seeAristotle 1984d, \1tr.1.589 a 3;
1984e,Itr.11.872b23ff.) andthe life activities of the animals (cf. Aristotle 1984f, II.l.646b
14ff. Cf. also 1984d,,I.1.481a 11ff.).

Aristotle also refers to a more anthropological meaning of prcLxis.He refers to those
activities that only a human being can do. There is no animal except a human being who
can truly be said to act because only a human being is able to accomplish purposeful
activities. Human beings alone possess the freedom to choose and direct this freedom to

their activities. Prctxis thenrefers to rational and purposeful human conduct, and it is in
this sense thatAristotle could useprarls in a wider sense, which could indeed include
"making" itself. But still in a more technical sense, prruilr covers those human actions and
activities thatAristotle discusses in his ethical andpolitical writings. Praxis,therefore, is
more properly used to designate a citizen's free activity in the realm of poiitical life. In that

sense, praxis is contrasted to contemplation, which is the realm of theoria, the
i losopher's leisu rely preoccupat ion.
If contemplation is a preoccupation of the philosopher, then it may also be classed as
apraxis.In fact, Aristotle (1984b, YIL2.I325 b 1Off.) even describes contemplation as a
specific kind of praxis;bulin a more strict sense, Aristotle does not classify contemplation
under praxis. He claims that the objects of contemplation are beyond the reach of praxis.
Praxis is onTy involved with human activity that deal s with the particular and the contingent.
These do not lead to precise knowledge that is proper to contemplation. ForAristotle, only
ph

thingsetemalanddivineareobjectsofcontemplarion(Aristotle r984g,r.23.:.3rb24). A
human being's rzoas (votq; mind/reason) is directed toward the incomrptible and theoriais
its characteristic activity, which consists in considering the things in themselves. Fromhere
we may extend our discussions to contemplation and politics-philosophic life and political
life, the ways of life that "men of refinement" (or Xcx,pr€vr€q) seek.
We remember the distinction made by Aristotle of the different walks of life into the
voluptuous, practical orpolitical, and theoretical or contemplative lives. Only the last two
are pursued by "the men of refinement." However, Aristotle did not mean this distinction
to be exhaustive. There are other walks of life pursued by the Greeks (wage-eamers or
laborers, businessmen), but these three cover the lives of those who have more free time
apart from the time spent in necessary activities. Lobkowicz (1967,19) explains this as
owing to the social structure of the Greekpa/zs. All hard manual labor was performed by
the slaves who constitute almost one-half the inhabitants of ancient Greece. It made no
sense forAristotle to include in his tripafiition hard manual labor (including the labor of
artisans, merchants, and retailers, which are mainly done by foreigners, that is, not a
citizen of the polis) since it was not considered a meaningful occupation to constitute a
significant walk of life. only those who are freed from the "necessary and menial" (epyo
ovoYlctIlo') occupations, who have the time for the political life (or contemplative life) are
significant. This does not mean that there were no poor among the Greeks. According to
Lobkowicz (1967 ,20), during the Peloponnesian war a special pecuniary indemnity was
awarded to the small peasants to enable them to participate in the frequent meetings of the
citizens that could otherwise deprive the poor of their "necessary" time. Lobkowicz (Ig6i ,
20) adds:
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But as the nol"rg [polis] did not offer an indemnity for the time and effofi spent
to be "politicians," that is,
active citizens properly speaking; in fact, it would seem fair to suggest that the
great majority of the many nameless who, according to Aristotle, only led a life of
enjoyment were suchproletarians among citizens. For those who werc rich enough
almost necessarily took part in politics; public opinion and custom prevented
them fiom leading an "apolaustic" life, from simply enjoying their wealth.

inpublic office, thepoorobviously couldnot afford

Contemplation, on the other hand, required more leisure than politics. Contemplation
physically less tiring and thus more continuous but requires more time than politics. It is
not to be seen as a life of inactivity but more as transcending the life of politics. It is rather
the activity of the best part of us,the nou,r, which is most divine as contrasted to politics
that points to what is srncrly human. In this sense the political life and the contemplative life
forAristotle are two dimensions in the life of anindividual. Eventhephilosophercannot
avoid engaging inpolitics-an activity thatdistinguishes humans fromthe animals andthe
gods. Again we quote I-obkowicz (1967, 32):
is

...the philosopher could not avoid being a man who lived in

a

society with

others. Both Plato andAristotle realized this. Yet while Plato suffered from this
insight andconsideredhis remaining among men a mission and apainful duty,
forAristotle it was already obvious that, duty or no duty, the incompleteness of
contemplative life was rooted in the philosopher's very human nature. .Theory"
and "practice," philosophy andpolitics, no longerwere separable simply because
the philosopher was a man, and a man had to remain in the public realm even

though, quaphllosopher, he strived for something radically transcending the
political order and thus the human level.
Such a unity of theory and practice is supported by the other later Greek philosophers.
However, the tradition of the ideal of the contemplative life gave adifferenttum to manyof
later philosophies and theologies.

NEO-PLATONIST TURN
Amajortumingpoint, forGreekphilosophy andforthe theology ofthe Fathers of the
Church,6 in the development of the notions of theory and practice occurred in Neo-Platonism,
of which Plotinus is the greatest representative. There are two maj or changes : ( 1 ) a discovery

of a new kind of contemplative lcrowledge, which led to the separation of theoretical thought
from contemplation proper and (2) such a discovery rendered the political life less meaningful
andalifeof contemplationbecame alifeofcatharsis forthe ecstatic unionwiththeAbsolute.
Theoretical knowledge before Plotinus was not considered distinct fiom contemplation.
Contemplation was not beyond the reach of the cultured and virtuous individual or the
politically involved although the philosophers were the ones who were fully preoccupied
with it. In Plotinus rlz eoia akeady referred to an infuitive union with the Transcendent and
thus distinguished contemplation (Oerrpra) from theori zing (logos; l,oyoq). Theorizing in
the deliberative sense even becomes a means to this mystical notion of contemplation.
I'ogos as a conceptual thought is mediational while contemplative knowledge is more
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immediate. Contemplative knowledge is "a knowledge which does not need to articulate

itself into demonstrations and propositions, since it amounts to an immediate contact
and union with its object," the First Principle (Lobkowicz 1967,53).
From Plotinus' notion of theoria as contemplation we could see the resulting
degradation of the practical life. What was still proper to many people of refinement for
Aristotle is already an imperfect life for Plotinus who considered it (practical life) only
as a stage to achieve the purification needed for contemplation. Thus, the only purpose
of the political life is for purification, a separation from the evil of the world. One
explanation whyAristotle, unlike Plotinus, could regard the life of the polis as something
still important is offered by Lobkowicz. InAristotle's time, the polis was still existing
and he thought, within the confines of Alexander the Great's cour1, of a lasting, even
fictitious polls as the arena where men of refinement spend their life. In Plotinus' time
the independentpolis were all absorbed or dissolved into the Roman Empire and thus
he could not think of a life int}:re polis as good. Besides, identifying perfection and
virtue with adefinite walkof life was more difficult since people movedmore easily from
one social class to another. It was necessary to develop a notion ofvirtue less related to
the life of the polis.Lobkowicz (1967,56-57) writes:

Nothing opposed to contemplation was any longer a perfection in its
own right; only contemplative life truly counted and everything else was
either its radical absence or a path leading toward it. Virtue and human
perfection were now divorced from all sociopolitical context.T
The next section, which is about the Marxian conception of theory and practice,
seeks to clarify the difference in emphasis or of tendency between the classical Greek
and Marxian understanding.

THEORY AND PRAXIS IN MARX
For the Greeks, theoria is the key to the understanding of what is ideal. In Marx,
we will see a shift or an inversion of understanding, that is, reality (matter, which has
become primary) is now seen in terms of praxis. Praxis is a cenffal concept that provides
the key to the understanding of humans and their activity in the world.
Marx emphasizes oppositions and contradictions. We can understand better the
meaning of theory andpraxr"sinMarx (see Meszaros 1970 and Ollmanl976) if webearin
mind his overall project of overcoming (Aufhebung) the practical contradictions
(negativities brought about by conflicts between opposing forces) that really exist in
society." The way to overcome these contradiclisns-1ey7ryd emancipation-is through

arevolutionary praxis. Marxseestheurgency of such.apraxisinthemidstof human
alienation in society.

In Marx's first thesis on Feuerbachwe see praxis as sensuous human activity,
that is, in the form of labor. The term sensuous human activity (Sinnlich menschliche
Tatigkeit) is a technical term. It denotes the autonomy of material practice, labor, as

having its proper worth in the history of human self-creation and societal
transformation (Sparling 2OI2,87-lO7). In his first thesis on Feuerbach, Marx (1982,
69) states that:
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The chief defect of all hitherlo existing materialism-that of Feuerbach
included-is that the thing fGegen,stanfl, reality, sensuousness, is conceived
only in the form of lhe object lObjektl or of contemplation lAnschctuungl;
but not as human sensuous activity. practice, not subjectively. Hence it
happenedthat theactive side, in contradistinctionto materialism, was developed
by idealism-but only absffactly, since, of course, idealism does not know real,
sensuous activity as such.

It is through labor that a human being creates and actualizes oneself; and through the
a human being produces oneself as objectified humanity. It is also the
nature of a human being to be productive for one cannot survive unless one produces.e It is
through labor that one relates with other human beings. The product produced by someone
is one's activity in an objectified or congealed forrn (Marx 1961 ,789) within a historically
conditioned social matrix-in Marx's time a capitalisteconomy (as political economy).roIn
an alienating situation-as in adependent economy-fl1e ideal activiqt forhuman association
becomes oppressive. One is alienated in one's labor. Labor thus becomes alienating; practice
as human activity becomes an alienating activity and an individual is deprived of initiative
or decision to do what really humanizes him/her, others, and his/her surroundings. Even in
the way one accomplishes one's work, an extrinsic deter:rnination is imposed. One plays no
part in deciding what to do or how to do it. In the products of labor, one is deprived of the
right to its control. Among fellow workers competition and antagonism render healthy
relations extremely difficult. In a capitalistically structured life, the distinctive relations of
each individual to him/herself, to nature, to others, and to one's species (denoting one's
potentialities/possibilities as ahumanbeing) are splintered.Aharmonious setof relations is
difficultto expectin acontextwherepeople areexpectedto fit abuiltformatcompatiblewith
rigid planning and administration, competition and profit.
Thus there is a double meaning of human labor. Labor, in the positive sense (prarzs),
as a sensuous human activity expresses the humanity of every agent in a free and social
marmer. In the negative sense, laborin an alienating situation dehumanizes the agent. One's
products, expressions ofoneself, are no longer under one's control and even become hostile
to people since they are a negation of human potentialities. Commenting on Man, Richard

product of labor,

J.

Bemstein 1lr97 l.46l writes:

Objectification becomes alienation only in a given historical social
setting. When man exists in a social situation where the objects that he
produces and the "system" in which these are exchanged is such that his
products gain a mastery over him and dehumanize him, then this form of
objectification is alienation. Alienation has no fundamental ontological
status, itis ahistorical condition, and one of Marx's chief endeavors was
to lay bare the structures of the historical social situations in which
objectification becomes alienation.
Alienation exists in a certain socioeconomic and political setup that is open to radical
ffansformation. A different hjnd of praxis, emancipative or ffansforming or revolutionary
praxis, is needed to bring society to a level where objectification is no longer alienating but
a free expression of being human, of associated, notisolated, humanbeings.
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From a critique (which is itself a form of prcmis) of society as alienating, Marx has
formulated a form of praxisthat seeks to complete the overcoming of alienation. The
task of criticism involves more than a criticism of philosophy or theology. It reaches all
the realms of societal processes and all its ideologies. We are referring here to ideology
in its pejorative sense (Geuss 1981).

A "relentless critique" of law, politics, and political economy_the
superstructules-i5 also needed to understand ideologies. Such a critique comes in the
form oftheoretical analysis, an analysis ofexisting institutions and the contradictions
inherent in them. And it is by criticizing and understanding what is really taking place in
society that one can come to an uncovering of the real possibilities for a society's
future development. It is in the negative itself that we can have a glimpse of what is
possible.
Theory and praxis are united in Marx's call for a "relentless criticism of all existing
conditions" and revolutionary practice. Theory in the shape of critique is at the service
of revolutionary praxis, which is itself an actualization of theory. The call of Marx (1967,
2|2;Bernstein 197 1,50 ff.) to criticize philosophy (as mere interpretation) brings him to
the realization that everyone must go beyond it. The object of criticism, however, is no
longer just philosophy but all existing social conditions. And Marx's claim that the root
of all critique is the critique of political economy (a congealed or crystallized form of
human activity) leads him to an objective demand to change the world. Critique and
revolutionary prrtxis as one critico-practical activity seeks the overcoming of all forms
of alienation in society toward the full actualization of the potentialities of praxis as
positive human labor.
C

ON CLUS ION

TheAristotelian (or classical Greek) notion of wo/man who is wise and noble
excludes workers, slaves, or any person busy with the "necessary and menial', from the
division of the wise or noble until they cease to be concerned with their trade. The
Plotinian notion radicalizes this nobility in the focused purgation of the person towards
contemplation. Marx, on the other hand, thinks of wo/man fulfilling her/himself in labor
and not by avoiding labor of any kind. A thinking of this kind would have tremendous
implications for

a theory/theology or any course of action informed by it, for it no
longer shuns at the material as source and end of knowledge nor limits itself to finalities
as starting point of reflection or end of praxis. Instead of looking at work as dispensable
and inferior, work becomes the necessary creator of humanity.
We have seen that thep raxis of thepoor (as proletariat) in Marx is totally different
from Aristotle's and Plotinus' conception where the poor may even be called as slaves
and unfit for governing and thus excluded frompraxis. .
If today one followsAristotle's scheme, the poor, as the "other," will find it difficult
to find a significantplace in society. But in affirming the poor's identity as worthy of
attention and even as source of creative power, the person who is influenced by the
emancipatory philosophy of Marx goes beyond those systems which may have the
Aristotelian or Neo-Platonic diifl66 as their sole guide.
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NOTES
1. Augustine's (see Dagmang 2010, 346ff .) initial acceptance of the Stoic ideal of
moderation is derived from his submission to a higher reason. He has radicalized this
submission in his use of Neo-Platonism as he appropriated the meaning of perfection as
purification rather than moderation. The ascetical road is taken to reach the calming of the
human passions. Silence and serenity/contemplation are understood to lead towards union
with the Divine. Both of these philosophical schools reflect the classical understanding of
humanreasoning and desire.As amatterof course, theyproduce norns andregimen of seHcontrol and purification. The theonomous starting and end point of Augustine's ethics is

mediated by Stoicism and Neo-Platonism.
2. Thomas Aquinas (see Dagmang 2010, 354) says:
..

.makes use of the more sophisticatedAristotelian understanding of the ordering

ofhumanlife accordingtoreason. Reason, forThomas, is itself agiftof Godto
human beings so that they will be able to discem in their nature the purpose of
life or of things; including marriage and sex. Thomas has followed the Greek
philosophers who defined the nature of things according to what they perceived
was the purpose of these things.
3 . Among the more prominent liberation theologians me Gustavo Gutierrez, Jon Sobrino,
Juan Luis Segundo, HugoAssman, Ignacio Ellacuria, Ironardo Boff, Clodovis Bofi and

Enrique Dussel.
4. Hereinafter, theoriamay also be referred to as theory wh1le prcrris may also be
referred to as practice, as the need to distinguishrequires.
5.Aristotle (1984h,I.982b 12-13) tells us that "allphilosophy begins in wonder."
6. The"FathersoftheChurch" (orTheChtuchFathers, Early ChurchFathers, Christian
Fathers) are ancient and influential Christian theologians, some of whom were prominent
teachers and renowned bishops who were generally familiar with Platonism, Aristoteliar-rism,

andStoicism.
7. According to Blackbum (1996,298'):
. . .it is in Marx that the concept becomes central to the new philosophical ideal
of transforming the world through revolutionary activity. The subordination of

theory to practice is connected with the inability of reason to solve
conffadictions, which are instead removed by the dialectical progress of history.
Praxis is also connected with genuinely free, self-conscious, authentic activiry
as opposed to the alienated labour demanded under capitalism.
Foradifferentperspective ontherole ofeveryday lifein socio-cultural transforrnation,
Roberts (2006).
9. Ahuman being is able to think-s/he has reason. This distinguishes him/her
from animals (Aristotle). Men distinguish themselves from animals as soon as they
begin to produce their means of subsistence (see Marx 1967 ,409); see also Marx and
8.

see John

Engels I975,37).
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1 0. Political economy for Marx (see Bernste in 197 I
, n. 55) points to the actual
bourgeois economy or to the theories and explanations of this economy by "classical

economists."
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Anyone can do philosophy. Even the great thinkers agree. Unfortunately, doing
philosophy in the comfort of one's home, or on the street, while struck by a particular
insight, is different from doing it professionally in the more formal setting of the academe.
Professional philosophy has gatekeepers.. Not everyone can enter their halls. And if anybody
did enter these halls, it is at least twenty times more likely to be a man than a woman.
This issue is what Katrina Hutchison, postdoctoral research associate at Macquarie
University, and Fiona Jenkins, senior lecturer in the School of Philosophy, Research School
of Social Sciences at theAustralian National University (ANU), set out to discuss in their
introduction to the eleven chapters and two appendices in this book, each contributed by
fellow professional philosophers who are women, based in Australia, Ne w Tnaland, Canadu
the United States, and the united Kingdom . women in philosophy: whnt needs to change ?
analyzes practices ofprofessional philosophy and finds it gendered and unfavorable to
women. As a result, finding women who do professional philosophy in the academe is just
a litfle easier than the proverbial "finding a needle in a haystack." The book asks, however,
if this is a matter of consequence. Do women want to be in philosophy? Can anything be
gained by fighting for a space within the discipline forwomen to thrive in?
A 2009 ANU symposium, supported by theAusffalasianAssociation of Philosophy
(AAP), on the difficulties female students in philosophy deal with produced this collection
that centerc on the issues women holding or intending to hold careers in academic philosophy

face. The essays focus on various but related factors that contribute to the
underrepresentation of women in the field of philosophy, from the methods of philosophy
itself which can be very alienating, especially to women, to models of management within
the profession thatpreclude the parlicipation of women in the academe.

Marilyn Friedman, in her essay "women in philosophy: why should we care?," asks
important that women participate in philosophy even though the discipline itself
has not always been devoid of criticism. She refers to Friedrich Nietzsche's suspicion of
if it

is even

philosophy andphilosophers, saying thatthey'1ied aboutthe deepestmatters" (21). Friedman
pinpoints the tendency of contemporary Western philosophical practices that are too
individualistic and adversarial in nature, and the literal absence of women in the profession,
as off-putting forwomen andmaking them eitherunwillingto pursue acareerinphilosophy
or deciding to leave it. She believes, however, that it is still imporlant for women to participate
in philosophy in order to change philosophy's configuration itself. Philosophy has the
duty to engage in society and women's approaches are more conducive to such an
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engagement. Friedman, therefore, suggests the hiring of more women who can influence
this change especiallyby engaging in feministphilosophies thatcanpromote the ethics of
care and connect philosophy to more social and practical concems.
Jennifer Saul, in "Implicit bias, stereotype threat, and women in philosophy," shows

that women do not progress in philosophy because of implicit biases and stereotype
threats-psychological phenomena that must be addressed, because philosophy, as a
critical discipline thatboasts of being objective andfair, mustbe able to be critical of itself
and correct its mistakes. Everyone, even those who uphold equality as those who are
marginalized by biases, may have implicit biases. Women, therefore, in spite of their
general desire to be egalitarian and, in spite of theirbeing the marginalized group, still
hold biases that favor men when it comes to traits appropriate for holding positions in the
academic/intellectual arena. People, including women, generally perceive the female of
their species as not rational enough, too emotional and sensitive, or unable to hold their
ground in an argument. On the other hand, they suffer a stereotype threat, having been
perceived, and therefore evaluated, as not having the proper traits for a profession in
philosophy. Consequently, anxiety over these stereotype threats makes them behave in

such ways as to affirm those stereotypes, destroying for themselves their career
opportunities in the field. Women, therefore, perform poorly because of their unfair
circumstances, and not because of something innate in them.
Saul believes that because this allows for an unfair practice in the field, philosophy
ought to do something about it or it might miss out on the excellence women could bring
into the discipline because they are hampered by these psychological obstacles. She
suggests remedies like the deliberate breaking down of stereotypes by setting up models
that deff them (for example, hiring women who do very well in the field), blocking the effects
of stereotypes (through anonymous paper marking, anonymous CV evaluation, reducing
stereotype threats by making people aware of them), and making people conscious that, in
spite of theirexpressed egalitarian views, they may still hold implicitbiases andunwittingly
enhance stereotype threats.

HelenBeebee's'lVomen anddevianceinphilosophy" naturallyfollows Saul's insights
on stereotype threats. Beebee focuses on the "typical" standards held in philosophy that
make women who do not subscribe to those standards "deviants." It has, therefore, been
thecommonbelief thatinorderto thrive inthe ways of philosophy, women oughtto change
so that they can conform to the "norrn" which is typically male.
Like the others, Beebee draws attention to the combative style of discussion in a
philosophy seminar that puts off women who often do not enjoy the war model of doing

philosophy. She also gently points to the tendency of philosophers to be so selfcentered as to proclaim themselves the sole authority in determining which intuitions are
correct. This tendency may make them miss important intuitions from (female) students
that are immediately dismissed as wrong because of biases against women and strict
adherence to very male philosophical "norms." In the end, she suggests that we refrain
from aggressive behaviorindoing philosophy andto notimmediately disregard infuitions
that disagree with the usual nor:rns.
In 'Singing the post-discrimination blues : Notes for a critique of academic meritocracy,' '
Fiona Jenkins looks at what are supposedly already gender-fair institutions of today, and
wonders if what she calls the "meritocratic regime of philosophy" (85) holds policies that
keep the discipline closed to women. Philosophy's standards of excellence, promoting
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hyper-rationality

as the hallmark of the discipline, are still based on notions that do not
allow for other forms of excellences in the field. Like the others, Jenkins sees philosophy's
ways as highly individual, allowingitto functionremotely from social concems, with which
women tend to be more concerned. She asks if those in leading positions in philosophy
favor "aspects of the subject that align with an elite and masculine coding of the fonni of
knowledge?" (86). ffso,thenthemerit-basedsystemofhiring,awards,andpromotionshas
only duplicated the discriminatory status-based privileges of the past. Jenkins knows that
the solution to this involves the whole of the "gendered academy" and not justphilosophy,
and pushes for a more democratic academic value that promotes critical attitudes and selfreflection, as well as pluralism in methods and concems.
Agreeing with Jenkins's suggestions, Katrina Hutchison, in "Sages and cranks: The
difficulty of identifying first-rate philosophers," also pushes for methodological pluralism
in philosophy. Her insights are based on her questioning of the so-called "authority" of
philosophers in certain contexts, such as the classroom and seminar room. Whereas
"authorities" in other disciplines are such because oftheir experlise that is based on
knowledge of empirical data, philosophers, especially in the analltic tradition, usually deal
with "more slippery data, such as 'intuitions"' (104). Ifphilosophers are going to ignore the
fact that there are other methodologies apafi from the analytic qrpe, then they are [rrning
philosophy into a very narrow discipline, quite the opposite of what it is supposed to be.
Moreover, it is difficult to question such authority given the nebulousness of their basis,
and so the building of an authoritative reputation in the discipline may have also been
influenced by ttre typical male norms. Stereotypes that are prejudicial to women, therefore,
barwomenfrombeing authorities. Here again, thehighly argumentative styleof analytic
philosophizing and the privileging formai logic, are highlighted as the perceived hallmarks
of authority, which women may not easily relate to, whether they want to or not. one way
Hutchison suggests to combatthis is to acknowledge and articulate differentmethodologies
in theclass and seminarroomto understandthepluraligz ofphilosophical methods available
to practitioners of the discipline.
Adriane Rini focuses on the status of women philosophers in New Zealand in her
essay, "Models and values: why did New Zealand philosophy departments stop hiring
women philosophers?" There has been a 20: l ratio of men to women. hired in New Zealand
philosophy departments since 2005, in spite of the country adopting the PerformanceBased Research Funding (PBRF) in 2003. This mechanism is supposed to make hiring
boards look not at gender but at applicants'research productivity. However, Rini points oui
that the PBRF measures sshslffs'-and therefore uniyslsifiss'-productivity and prestige
according to where they publish: inA*-ranking journals, A-ranking joumals, B-ranking
journals, and so on. The problem is that journal ranking seems to be based on an area's
populari$/. Most star (A*) rankingjoumals these days are in the area ofAnalyic Philosophy,
which has become the trend in the contemporary times. Women who have their research
track in Continental Philosophy or Feminist Philosophy, although they might get published,
do not get published in these journals.
In the end, Rini invokes Plato's imaginary cave and compares it to today's standards
of scholarship. She writes that while "the well-foundedness of the philosopher's
knowledge. . . [marked] the crucial separation between him and the pretenders,,' we do not
know if our claims to quality scholarship now "[are] based on tradition, privilege, popular
trends, chance, or even sheer luck" ( I 41).
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Similarly, SusanDodds andElizaGoddardin'Notjustapipelineproblem: Improving
women's participation in philosophy inAustralia," discusses the issues with the "pipeline
model" used to explain the underrepresentation of women in philosophy, both in the
undergraduate and graduate levels, using data gathered by the AAP and the Australian
CommonwealthDepartrnentofEducation,EmploymentandWorkplaceRelations(DEEWR)
In this model, the pipehne setup works fine but is seen to be only needing "fixes and patch-

ups"(144). ButDoddsandGoddarddisagreewiththis.

Theyseethateffortstowiden

women's participation in the academe still have to battle withpractices that are still genderbiased in spite of the claims to gender-equity. These things require more thanjust "fixes and
patch-ups." Like the other authors, they show thatphilosophy has always been associated
with maleness, and its effects are longer lasting than what people thought. They suggest
that the AAP has a big role to play in addressing these concems, including the discussion
of philosophical pedagogy through conferences, that will correct mistaken but off-putting
impressions about the study ofphilosophy among the students. They also urge practitioners
to makephilosophy less abstract and nottorelytooheavilyonfonnal logic, to make them
more accessible to students who might be attracted to the discipline. Related to this is the
suggestion to clarify the role of philosophy in the world, falsifying the belief that the
discipline is now irrelevant.
Along the same lines, but focusing on the professional philosopher's mentoring
responsibilities, Catriona Mackenzie and Cynthia Townley, in "Women in and out of
philosophy," speak of recognizing the career flexibility of people with a degree in philosophy.
There are many jobs, even in the industry, that appreciate or even require philosophical
skills. Research and placement in the academe are not the only standards of success in this
freld. The key, however, is in proper mentoring of the students, especially crossmentoring
among male and female faculty and underrepresented groups. Diversification, the authors
believe, broadens the horizons of both mentors and mentees and helps contribute
significantly to the breaking down of stereotypes.
Samantha Brennan, in "Rethinking the moral significance of micro-inequities: The
case of women in philosophy," focuses her essay on micro-inequities: "small, unjust
inequalities often pointed to as part ofthe larger story about larger-scale inequalities such
as women's unequal place in the worldorce" ( 1 84) . They are acts that are easily overlooked
and difficult to prove, but because they become part of regular behavior, their cumulative
effect can be very harrnful. In philosophy, these include seemingly hanrrless admirations for
those who can give a quick reply to an objection or philosophers who "look smar-t in that
deep-in-thought, frnrowed-brow kind of way" (186) to unconsciously calling on boys more
often in class rather than girls for participation. Brennan discusses how these micro-inequities
are problems in Moral Philosophy and that they need to be addressed. She suggests being
conscious of these small harms and acting to counter them by removing factors that perpetuate
themin ourdecision-making environments, pointing themoutandgivingpractical solutions
to them (for instance, making sure that one calls on male and female students or having
equal number of male and female speakers at a symposium), giving micro-affirmations or
small acts of generosity that boost the confidence of people in the workplace, and having
bystanders whosetaskis to observe andcatchthosemicro-inequities atworkandto amplify
through example or commendation acts that resist them.
In 'The silencing of women," Justine McGill analyzes the way women in philosophy
are silenced when engaging in a language game that is traditionally reserved for men and in
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adisciplinewith seminalworksthatarewrittenformenbymen, andoftenexplicitlyexcluding
women. She likens the phenomenon to studies on pomography as a silencing of women
and shows that some of the strategies suggested to counteract the silencing (for example,
Judith Butler's "insurrectionary speech 'and theBuddhistnun Soma's reply to thetemptation

of the evil Mara)-althoughthey work at ssrne leyel-rnay not always be the best way to
address this problem. Like the other authors in the collection, McGill suggests, instead,
vigilance in exposing practices that contribute to the silencing of women especially in the
field of philosophy. She hopes that eventually, these efforts will bring about respect for
women's voices notjustin the academic disciplines but also in the world outside of them.
Finally, Michelle Bastian's ' Finding time forphilosophy" challenges the idea of time
as linear and all-encompassing, absolute, and the same for all. Bastian claims that this kind
of lookingattime, althoughitworks forsomeindividuals, is actuallyprejudicialtoothers.
She claims that ifphilosophy weretobe embodied,it would be able to accommodate women's
experiences and drop its claims to universality. Together with this is the acceptance of the
altemative view of time as social, given to iterations and contradictions. Bastian concretizes
this by giving the example of a woman deciding to have ababy and trying to investin her
profession at the same time. Biologicalclocks usually go against good timing for ca.reer
advancement. Philosophy seminars are usually scheduled simultaneously with parenting
time. Because women are usually faced with these choices, they are often pressured to give
up career in favor of the children. The men, howeveq do not usually encounter these issues

inlife.
Bastian summarizes solutions suggested in the earlier essays and calls for areworking
of the history of philosophy so that it can provide a more holistic information to practitioners
and interested participants, and eventually eliminate practices that are simply linear and
narrow Philosophy should be more accurately understood as a discipline with a plurality of
methods and multiplicity of speeds.
Given the logical organization and developmental sequence of these essays in the
book, the ideas presented are almost seamless and tightly fitted together. With authors
being able to refer to the others' writings within the compilation, they corroborate what each
one is claiming and affirm what each one is proposing. They also lead readers to the two
appendices at the end: "Seeing the trends in the data" by Glenys Bishop, Helen Beebee,
Eliza Goddard and Adriane Rini, and "statistical analyses" by Glenys Bishop, showing
analyses of recently gathered empirical data relating to the status of women as professors,
students, their enrollment, progress, and other related factors inAustralia, New Zealand, the
UnitedKingdom, Canada andtheUnitedStates. Thecoherence,commongoals, andinsights
of the essays make for one solid book.
women in Philosophy: what needs to change? succeeds in showing clearly that
women do want to be recognized as active pafticipants in the discipline, in effectively
pointing out the various factors that keep women away from the profession of philosophy,
and in proving that it is beneficial, especially to philosophy itself, to carve a space for
women to engage in it, with the same legitimacy and respect accorded to male philosophers.
More importantly, it is able to offer answers to its main question: What needs to change in
philosophy so that women can have equal status in it as men?
These essays are written with the usual rigor and formality one would expect from
articles in philosophy, but they are infused with the authors' personal narratives, insights
and humor making readers who are women and in philosophy (or at least, in the academe)
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easily identi$r with the sihrations being described Always critical in their approach, especially
in discussing inequities and inequalities, whether regular or in the micro-scale, these
philosophers show in their writing that they do not fail to be self-reflective: there is always
the admission that they themselves are sometimes guilty of unwittingly subscribing to the
gender biases of the discipline they have chosen. They have also very carefully avoided
claiming, given all the exclusionary practices inthefieldthatmakes women lose interestor
the courage to pursue careers in philosophy, that no woman ever wants or enjoys such
practices. They have only shown what empirical data have shown: that not many women
like being in philosophy, given the environment it presents to them.
For a woman in philosophy, it is exhilarating to have one's wishes articulated by fellow
women in the discipline as solutions to the problems pinpointed. The authors' words even
bring outto one's consciousness sufferings of micro-inequities, stereotypes, and stereotype
threats that have probably been hidden, even to one's self, not out of shame, but out of
acceptance, that this is the way things supposedly are. These women lend voices to those
who have been or are being silenced by the dominant practitioners of the discipline, and it
has given a boost ofenergy necessary to continue resisting philosophy's exclusionary
practices. In a way, this book has said, "It is okay to insist on what you think philosophy
ought to be, and to try to correct practices you perceive as wrong even if at times it feels like
you are banging your head against the wall."
It is clear, however, that the book has limited itself, given the data and scholarship
available to the authors, to issues prevalent in universities where Anglophone philosophy
thrives. True to their feminist leanings, the authors have put forward their own experiences
and written their essays from their own specific contexts. Therefore, one whose experiences
are situated on the other side of the globe maywishfor more discussions on the issues they
deal with even in departments that try to be eclectic in its progmms. The book might also be
found wanting in the treafinent of issues regarding motherhood, whether in the conventional
family setups, in single parenthood, orin situations where a womanrnothers anotherbeing
without being its biological mother. Saul, Jenkins, and Bastian have mentioned issues
related to philosophy's exclusionary practices against mothers and pregnancy issues, but
theirdiscussions could still be enrichedby playing outthemany factors, both academic and
social, that prevent those with matemal responsibilities from being firll-fledged philosophers.

One would have the intuition that given the importance of and emphasis on filial
relationships among people in Asian countries, this would be a huge source of anxiety for
women trying to be professional philosophers in this part of the world. It is important that
future works on this topic include in-depth discussions of these issues.
Related to this, perhaps because of a benign blindness to realities outside the
Anglophone philosophical world, is the absence of solutions that involve a look into the
non-Westem altematives to philosophical thinking and living. Of course, those may be said
to be implied in the authors' cry for pluralism in philosophical methods, in their call for
openness to intuitions expressed that are not in tune with existing popular ones, and in their
suggestion to maintain cross-cultural research and pedagogical connections. However,
given that the book is about questioning underrepresentation and marginalization of certain
groups, it is important to be conscious that non-Western thinking is also very much
marginalized in practice and underrepresented or not represented at all in course syllabi in
philosophy programs. This is important, because it is also possible, as I have expressed in
some essays, that non-Westem thought-what has often (and mistakenly) been referred to
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as simply "the East"-might have associations with the feminine that male-gendered
philosophy has always been averse to. It is, however, heartening that at the core of one of
theessays, McGill's'The silencingof women," is aBuddhisttext, the SomaSutta" interpreted
andreinterpretedintheauthor'ssearchforthebestresponsetowomen'ssilencing.
Mackerzie
and Townley in "Women in and out of philosophy" have also made mention of voices in the
non-Westem traditions as one of the marginalized groups in philosophy.
rn2oo2,I ventured to say in an essay that philosophy has always been male, but that
its roots lie in the feminine ("Ungendering philosophy: Seeking the lost androgyny in
philosophy," Ideya 9 (1), September2ool:13-34) The authors of wctmeninphilosophy
themselves have referred to the "[search] for Sofia" ( 1), the goddess of wisdom, who is the

one ancient philosophers have dedicated their lives to discovering. Mythically,
@t)"oooQtu, as the love of wisdom, has set the men as seekers, and therefore have become
the archetypal heroes. Archetypally (but not essentially), women were never the seekers,
because they have always been the holders of wisdom, the guides, and the teachers. Seen
fromthis perspective, itmay notreally beproperforwomen to be in philosophy asprrsuers
of wisdom, because in truth, they are the embodiment of that wisdom. They are not in the
philosophical arena because they lie beyond it. They already contain what the others still
seek. This is anotherpossible explanation for women's underrepresentation in philosophy,
but coming from a more positive plafor:rn.
Lest this stance be interpreted like that of the nun Soma who ignored gender and the
body in refuting Mara, I mean only to say that this is another perspective (and I think a
happier one) that could be taken in exploring this issue of philosophy's aversion to women.
Philosophy's maleness and its continuing exclusionary practice then becomes symptoms of
insecurity, a psychological defense mechanism or even a manifestation of hidden envy.
This, however, does not mean that women should not care about being included in the
philosophical arena as equals of men. On the contrary, authors of Wo men in philosophy are
correct in claiming that philosophy's continual exclusion of women is detrimental to its
progress. (If the discipline has to be gendered, then let it seek for androgyny, instead. And
here, again, "androgl'ny" is used in its most positive and best sense.) Their book is convincing
in showing that if philosophy is to remain true to itself-in other words, for philosophy to
be authentic-it needs to wholeheartedly open its doors to women and members of other
underrepresented groups in the discipline. And it can only do so if it allows itself to be
changed.
One can derive from the women's reflections in the book the idea that everyone can
and should be a philosopher. There is generosity in the spirit of these women who looked
not just at the past, but also to the future of philosophy and suggested quite practical ways
to explore areas ofconnection that are usually ignored in philosophical practice, usually
focused mainly on publication and argumentation: relationship to students, thoughtful
mentorship, cross-group associations, micro-affirmations. They are consistent in their
persistence to make philosophy less adversarial, in clarifying philosophy's goals, and in
theircalltopluralism. This is because apluralistic attitude, although critical, cannotco-exist
with ways that are modeled after conflict situations. Pluralism is called for precisely to
diminish such conflicts, and to promote mutual understanding. It is based on kindness
rather than harshness, compassion rather than aggression, harmonious relations rather

than oppositions. This is more truthful to the spirit of philosophy than the aggressive
demonstration of symbolic, logical arguments. As I have said elsewhere, if philosophy is
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not going to get out of that ivory tower and start being out there on the streets again,
involved, and motivated to make this world a better place, then it will mrly be irrelevant.
Women in Philosophy is a book that has to be read and its insights contemplated on
by everyone, male or female, who has any connection to the discipline of philosophy. It is
a book that should inspire similar projects in every university and in every philosophical
tradition. More importantly, it should inspire changes notjust within the field of philosophy,
but more generally, within the academe itself. So much has to be done to resist and fight
socially leamed marginalizations, inequities, and inequalities. But it is worlh doing, because
this project has bearings on the whole system of education. How we educate our studentsin pluralism or exclusivism---especially in philosophy, directs the course of the workl
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BOOK NOTE,
Jenny Doussan. Time, language and
visuality in Agamben's philosophy
Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave-Macmillan

2013,248pp.
GiorgioAgamben is currently one of the rising stars at the European continental
philosophical firmament. The Italian combines classical influences with those by recent
authors, includingEmileBenveniste, MartinHeidegger, MichelFoucault, Jacques Derrida,
Jean-Luc Nancy, and Carl Schmitt. The scope of his philosophy oscillates between
metaphysics, linguistic philosophy, and philosophy of history. To complicate the picture,
Agamben seems to have changed his approach a couple of times, or to have undergone an
evolution between 1982 and 1998. In the center of this eyelslien-a1d of his thought-is
the concept of "taking place," predicable of language as well as of objects.
If appliedto language, "takingplace" occurs againstthe background of Benveniste's
distinction between semiotics and semantics , or between de monstration and discourse .
What "occurs" is like an attempt to overcome the scission between both sides, between the
level of prime substance (rooted in infancy) and that of prime essence. Thus is philosophyas aparticularformof "takingplace" of theexperimentumlinguae----characterizedby
socalled "foundational violence." Agamben identifies the same also in the field of artistic
visual representation, which is, therefore, linked to language articulation. Given the never
ending temporal "cat-and-mouse" game of capture and evasion, no reality lends itself to a
univocal and perennial qualification in language. For this reason, Agamben invokes his
concept of messianic time and messianic fulfillment.
Jenny Doussan presents Agamben's major thoughts and concepts in four chapters.
The title evokes what matters most inAgamben's work: time, language, and-its "cousin 'visuality, as picturalization of speech. She uses the movie " Cet obscur objet du ddsia" by
Luis Bufluel as framework within which Agamben's thought and terminology are to be
understood. The movie features the story of Mathieu and Conchita. This story functions as a
frame, too, leading to an extended flashback in which the characters manifest themselves.
Conchitaisperceivedas aneverchanging "nymph" as sheintegratestwo differentcharacters,
eachof whichis actuallyrepresenting adifferentideffiq/. Identities coincidewiththeirimage;
they are just a flux of mobility, without any substance. The coda or epilogue of the book, in
which the major themes are revisited, clarifies the scope and the implications of the preceding.
The author asks herself if the story of Mathieu and Conchita is a matter of love or rather of
misanthropy. Echoing the movie, the end of the book discusses the story of an explosion,
committedby al alliance of terror groups from the left and the right, thathad the purpose of
cleaning the uniform world, called the ''camp.' ' The explosion may have achieved its destructive
purpose well but, sadly, seems not to have succeeded in restoring meaning and value in the
social and historical contexts, even as this is what Man appears to be waiting for.
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Agamben rejects absolute foundations, but he admits the presence and desirability
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contingent ones. His so-called "messianism" is an attempt to replace foundations, reappropriating the "Nothing" through "impotentiality" orthepossibility of apossibility not
to occur. His philosophy also revolves around binary structures of terms and their opposites,
echoing sffucturalism, that has distinguished langue (language as a system) from parole
(language as concrete speech) since Ferdinand de Saussure. In a similar fashion, Agamben
distinguishes not only semiotics and semantics, but also sign and meanin g,the living and
the speaking subject, etc. ultimately, speaking presupposes nonspeaking. without the
possibility of its own impossibility, there could be no speaking. The speaking subject has
no full control over preexising glossolalic potentiality. The "taking place" of language is
what happens when a step is made from language to speech. This linguistic phenomenon is
echoed in the transition from the "state of exception" to the "rule of law," also referred to as
"inclusive-exclusion. "
FundamentallyrootedinAgamben's binary structure of thinking, the speaking subject
and its development constitute the level of ontology or metaphysics. Even the creation of a
meta-metaphysics, does not constitute a credible altemaiive to "foundational violence."
Suchmay onlybefound in a shift away fromthe "meta-" tothe "para-," fromwhatis meant
to be "beyond," to what is "beside." Rather than explaining,thelatier shows, makes visible.
The nonfoundational paradigm works through analogy. In order to be operational, it needs
a "signature," however. Such signature is to be recognized, rather than "read." The proper
method ofrecognizing paradigms and their signatures is whatAgarnben calls "philosophical
archeology" in line with that of Michel Foucault. He understands it as a practice of redeeming
thepastwithoutreference to ametahistorical origin orreferencepoing butin apara-immanent

past.

Theearliermentionedkeyrole of timetnAgarnben'sthoughtalsoappearsinhistheory
of plercma andparowilt.lhese terms, borrowed from Christian theology, remind of so-called
eschatological fulfillment. They are also to be understood in the light of another distinction,
that between chronological time, eschatological time, and messianic time. Agarnben emphasizes

thedifferencebetweenhis viewpointandthatof Derrida,
is rooted in the "here and

now" Messianic time is related

as

farashebelieves messianictime

to operational time, and differs

from

eschatological time, unlike in decons0uction. The latter current represents messianic dme as
post-historical, or as the object of "infinite deferment." Georg Hegel, on the contrary,
understood the pleroma as the end of history, the outcome of a linear historical process.
Agamben alsoelaborates onthe "messianic use" of language, which-intheline of theNew
Testament-he characterizes as uttering statements..as if not.',
Before proceeding to his concept of"visibility" and its connection to "language" as
' picturalization of speech," emphasizing the "expropriation" of language in contemporary
culture by the spectacle as new governing paradigm or "apparatus," the author elaborates
onthe implications ofAgamben's understanding of the state-of-exception tuming into law.
This happens against the background of the dispute between Benjamin and Schmitt on
anomiaandnomos:When"life" turns into "laq" thenphilosophers mayhave ahardtime
distancingthemselves fromfascism. The active abihty to neutralize thelight anddistinguish
it from darkness is being advocated, in order to properly assess current times and to "read"
history interconnecting its meaningful facts and events.
The book reflects a highly erudite approach toAgamben, and requires a substantial
background in postmodemism, as well as a good knowledge of classic philosophers, like
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Plato andAristotle, and notions of Christian theology in the reader. The question may arise
whether the book, given that it is just a written form of speech, could itself be qualified as
"foundational violence," too. However, since it is precisely the altemation between capture
and evasion that characterizes meaning and its expression, the reader may find the book
enlightening, as it offers passages that seem to "capture" meaning, while others let it "evade,"
especially where "meaning" seems to drown in a pool of opposite terms and subtle
distinctions. As long as the reader keeps a cool mind, dousing the emotional flames of
intellectual impatience, hemay findhimself able to identi{ythe author's intentionality, though.
The book will, therefore, appeal to advanced readers and researchers in the field of
contemporary philo sophy.

Wilfried M. A. Vanhoutte
Saint Louis University
Baguio City
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BOOK NOTICES
Michiel

de

Vries and Pan Suk Kim, eds. 2Ol,I. Value andvirtue in public administration: A

comparative perspective. Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave-Macmillan.
The book is a compilation of frfteen essays, the first and last being from the editors, by
way of introduction and conclusion. The editors are academics from respectively the

Netherlands and South Korea, and are active in various working groups, agencies, and
programs in the field of public administration and intemational development. The collection
ofessays shows a historical and geographical diversity ofinterests and approaches. This is
further emphasized by the international character of the group of contributors, that are
somehow connectedtothe Intemationallnstirute ofAdministrative Sciences (IIAS), presided
by DeVries. The field of public administration is very interdisciplinary, with a strong input
of law and political science. One- sided emphasis on instrumental managerialisrn--as in the
New public mnnagement (NPM) approach, founded upon economic efficiency, does not
capture the essence of public administration, which relies primarily on values and virtues,
according to the editors. The various contributions, then, tend to highlight the importance
of this, each from a different perspective. One pitfall to avoid is the "one-size-fits-all"
approach in public management, as there may be long established differences in style or
approach to public management, according to country or culture, as experienced between
Westem and Eastern Europe, or between Northem and Latin America, and various parts of
Asia. At any rate, there is no system that can function properly without ethically performing
individual officials, necessitating proper education or training in this sense. Institutions
and organizations should particularly focus on new staff, and integrate theminthek modus
operandi ahd principles through the involvement of other senior staff. As executors of
govemment policies and decisions, public adminisrators are expected to show the right
degree of comrnitment to implement these in a sense of belonging and a shared mission.
Because of its emphasis on ethics, the book will surely appeal to philosophy students and
teachers, as much as it may tempt political scientists, administrators and, hopefully, politicians

aswell.0M.M.A.V.)
Kathryn Gines. TOl4. Hamah Arendt and the Ne gro q,rcstion Bloomington and lndianapolis:
Indiana University Press.
The book, some chapters of which were already published previously, focuses on a

typical American situation, which has, nevertheless, global and universally human
implications. Basing herself on a gap in scientific literature, as well as on her personal
emotions inreading HannahArendt, the authordecidedtoconfrontArendt's ideas explicitly
with anti-Black racial oppression in the United States, the so-called Negro question. While
the title of the book is pattemed on that of a work by Richard Bemstein onArendt and the
Jewish question, Gines states that there is no strict analogy inArendt's dealings with the
Jewish and Negro problems, respectively. Besides giving evidence of a stereotype
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understanding of, arnong others, the Afro-Americans, Arendt is
believed to have made too
sharp a distinction between the private, the social, and the political
levels. This has particularly
led to the under-recognition of political factors in anti-Black
oppression (that are somewhat
comparable to those that lead to anti-Jewish attitudes), utra to the over-emphasis
on

'perspective" as a concomitant factor that turned the ..Negro question"
into a..Negro
problem," and putting the blame for the oppression somewhat on the
Blacks themselves.
The urge forsocial upgrading among Blackparents allowingtheirchildrentointegrate
white
schools was perceived as more decisive by Arendt, thanlhe former practice
of slavery,
founded in presumed white supremacy, leading to segregation. Thelatter
is a typicaliy
"white problem" and political in nature, as it calls for protest. However,
Arendt shows little

consideration, neither for violent reactions nor for their theoretical justification.
Crucial also

is Arendt's allegedly defective understanding and use of ' representational
thinking." While

Arendt demonstrates how judgment is based on the abilily to communicate
and to see
things from other points of view, integrating these in an ..enlarged mentality,"
she also
radically rejects the idea of adopting others' positions or identifJring even parlially
with
them. So, opinion formation basically uses one's own imaginatlon ald aisinterestedness.

Therefore, Gines calls Arendt's "representational thinking" a form
of "misrepresentation,,,
particularly in relation toAmerican Blacks, towards whom she is said
to have basically

adopted the position of white racists. Gines has delivered an intellectually
challenging booi
that presents one of the most imporlant figures in Westem philosophy
oithe second half of
the 20th century in a different and, perhaps, somewhat resr iurrorubr"
p"rrpective. (w

M. A.

\0

Brian Clack. 2014. Love. drags. art. religion: The pains ancl consolations of
existence.
Famham and Burlington: Ashgate.

while the title of Inve, drugs, art, religion,suggests an equal treatment of the four
phenomena that are mentioned, it is the fourth one-religion-that
is actually in the center.
The subtitle-making mention of "the pains and consolations of existence"--lifts
an edge
of the veil hanging over the roots of religion as a cultural and psychological
phenomenon.

Explicitly drawing from Freudian psychoanalysis that has tended to apf,roach religion

as a
more orlesspathologicalphenomenon, Clack scrutinizes the othermentionedphenomena,
which all seem to have one thingin common withreligion, this is theirpalliativepotentialto

help

man cope with the harsh conditions of existence. Emphasis is given on a
correct
understanding of "palliative care," which is a complex strategy of relieving
without curing,
in view of the enhancement of the patient's quality of life. In no case can
it be seen
as a

mere

form of distraction nor as an analgesic. Having also published on Ludwig Wittgenstein's
account of religion, the author heeds Wittgenstein's observation that
the answers to many

questions about religion are just there-in front of us. While it cannot
be denied that natural
conditions may cause suffering to Man, the book's point of departure is
definitely pessimistic,
as if trial and trouble were the most fundamental realities
of human life, in spite of (Chdstian
and other) religion's attempts to take a more positive stand (as in SaintAugustine).
The
Freudian perspective may duly highlight the psychological situation
in which religious
belief and practice develop, as well as their implications in individual and collective
life.
However, psychoanalysis remains only one among the many possible
approaches
to

religion.
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In spite of these methodological limitations, and notwithstanding substantial differences in
palliative effect among the given phenomena, their unusual juxtaposition gives the book an
original touch. The cultural phenomena are good for four out of the six chapters which the
bookoffers. Remarkableis thattheorderof chapters does notfollow thatof the title; religion
movestothe secondplace, whilelove---called'the answerto theproblemofhumanexistence"
by Erich Fromm, and being considered as the most central among palliative techniques-takes the fourth. The book ends with a chapter on religion "beyond illusion," focusing on
what religion can mean to the individual who is nying to accept the conditions of human life
"without standing in denial of the world as we know it." This book will definitely appeal to
students and readers with a general philosophical background, who are interested in religion,
culture, andpsychology. gM. M.A. V.)
Segalerba Gianluigi. 2O13. Semantic and. ontology. Three studies onAristotl.e [in German].
Beme: PeterlangBem.

Gianluigi's book consists of three studies on Aristotle. The first part discusses
Aristotle's interpretation of universalslthe secondparl. analyzes Aristotle's concept of

substance on the basis of his works on the categories, metaphysics, on the soul, the
posterior analytics, physics, and so on; and the last pafi reconsfiucts Aristotle's criticism of
Plato on the basis ofAristotle's lost work, "On ideas."
In all these works, Gianluigi tries to show thatAristotle rejects every aspect of Plato's
ideas in a radical way. Substance, forAristotle, consists of the individual biological entity
(plants or animals) and the essence or form of these biological entities. Both values for
substance-individual entity and the embedded form of that entity----can be found in the
works ofAristotle.
Thebookhas avery wide coverage on all aspects ofAristotle's positions on semantic
and ontology that include, among others, semantic and syntax, realism, conceptualism,
nominalism, truth, universals, potency and actuality, mind and essences, and the rational
soul and god. The value of Gianluigi' s book is that it reinforces with a definitive authority
what we have leamed aboutAristotle,
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